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Abstract
An important topic in the absorption of vacuum ultraviolet photons by 
molecules is the correlation between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom 
during photoionization. However, no previous investigations have probed the 
correlation between bending excitation and photoejection dynamics over a wide 
spectral range. We present the first such studies by reporting the influence of 
bending excitation following CO2 3cru*1 and N2O 7<r1 photoionization over the 
photon energy range (15 eV < hvexc < 200 eV). Using dispersed fluorescence 
spectroscopy in conjunction with synchrotron radiation, we determine the 
vibrational branching ratio v+ = (q'q’q] for the C0 2 + (6  ^2U+) and N2 0 +
(A 2 I +) electronic states. The relative rate of production of the ^  = 1 upper 
vibrational state varies over a broad ionization energy range, and in ways that 
are largely unanticipated. These branching ratios exhibit a strong thermal 
dependence, and we are able to separate out effects due to hot-band excitation 
from those that are due to vibronic coupling. The data indicate that the 
continuum electron is responsible for the observed energy dependence in CO2 
3cru~1 photoionization. This is a previously unobserved result. Additional studies 
examine the influence of simultaneous excitation in the bending and symmetric 
stretching modes in N2 0 + [A 2s+, v+ = (1,1,0 )] to determine the effect of 
changing the energy separation of vibronically coupled potential surfaces. 
Finally, the CF4+ [D 2A1f v+ = (1,0,0,0)/(0,0,0,0)] branching ratio is studied, 
which provides the first experimental observation of a predicted low-energy 
shape resonance in this photoionization pathway.
XV
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1. Introduction
Investigations of photoionization represent an important probe of 
chemical dynamics for molecular systems, such as molecules, transition states, 
clusters, or radicals. From such studies, we develop a deeper understanding of 
molecular scattering processes. In particular, we develop a clear understanding 
of how electrons are ejected from molecular systems and, in so doing, how 
electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom are coupled. There currently exist a 
number of theories that describe these transitions to a rough approximation. In 
order to understand the limitations of such theories, we study the fashion in 
which these approximations fail. The development of a fundamental 
understanding of electron-ejection dynamics for simple systems has already led 
to important applications; for example, the field of near-edge x-ray absorption 
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy of adsorbates on surfaces. It is likely that 
an understanding of photoejection dynamics can lead to analogous applications 
to more complex materials and biological systems.
Molecular photoionization is the removal of an electron from a molecular 
orbital resulting from the collision of a molecule (or ion) with a photon. In order 
to understand the dynamics involved these processes we investigate the 
dependence of molecular photoionization as a function of excitation energy, 
intemuclear geometry, etc. It is often assumed that the ejection of an electron is 
a rapid process with respect to the motion of the nuclei on some intemuclear 
coordinate (bond length, bond angle, etc.) and is therefore independent of 
nuclear motion. However, many systems exhibit a strong dependence on the 
relative positions of the nuclei (Q), and more specifically the changes of these
1
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positions during molecular photoionization. In order to understand how this 
coupling is manifested, I have conducted studies designed to survey the 
Q-dependent (vibrationally resolved) photoionization processes. Moreover, 
these studies must explore this sensitivity over a broad spectral range to 
observe more slowly varying functions of the intemuclear coordinate (functions 
that evolve over several electron volts). In the linear molecules C 0 2 and N20 ,1  
investigate shape resonant effects in the bending vibrational mode (u^) of these 
systems. This is the first such series of investigations. By monitoring transitions 
associated with alternative degrees of vibrational excitation, I selectively probe 
different environments of the photoionization complex. Studies such as these 
are designed to elucidate the complexities of molecular photoionization for 
small polyatomic systems. By experimentally mapping out such effects, we are 
able to refine the current theories in order to predict the effects governing 
molecular photoionization. This work supports the development of a theoretical 
framework capable of accurately predicting the fundamental aspects of 
molecular photoionization as a whole.
For the current experiments, two distinct experimental capabilities allow 
these highly differentiated studies to be performed over a broad energy range. 
The first is the availability of broadly tunable synchrotron radiation, and the 
second is the experimental method of dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy, 
which allows us to distinguish between narrowly spaced spectroscopic features. 
A more common method of studying photoionization processes is to measure 
the outgoing photoelectron as a function of excitation energy using 
photoelectron spectroscopy (PES). The detection of fluorescence following
2
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photoexcitation of an electron to a continuum final state provides similar 
information about the photoionization event, because the initial (upper) state of 
fluorescence is the final state of photoionization. This method of investigation 
possesses a significant benefit over traditional PES. That is, the resolution of 
fluorescence is not dependent on the resolution of the excitation source, as it 
usually is in photoelectron spectroscopy. This allows highly differentiated 
studies to be performed, which is essential to determine the state-resolved 
photoionization mechanisms.
In this work, I present results from my molecular photoionization studies 
representing the first vibrationally resolved studies of the bending mode of 
linear triatomic molecules over an extended energy range. I performed these 
studies in order to determine how changes in molecular geometry affect the 
interplay of electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom in simple polyatomic 
systems. Previous studies observed the effect of changes in bond length on 
photoionization dynamics. New experimental developments now permit 
investigations involving changes in the bond angle, which were previously 
unattainable. These experiments present some interesting and unanticipated 
results, leading us to believe that some commonly used approximations fail in 
significant ways when exploring a transition over a broad incident energy range. 
I begin this treatise with a background section to provide the necessary 
information for understanding molecular photoionization studies. Chapter 2 
details the important points of the Bom-Oppenheimer and Franck-Condon 
principles are detailed, as well as some causes for the failure of these 
approximations. My experimental details are then outlined and discussed,
3
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including the photoionization source, vacuum technology, detection 
components, and computer automation used in these experiments, in Chapter
3. The final sections of this dissertation present the results of my work and 
discuss some implications of the results.
4
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2. Background
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter is a powerful 
scientific tool that provides fundamental insight into the structure and dynamics 
of atomic and molecular systems. Experimental verification of many aspects of 
quantum mechanics itself stems from studies of such interactions. The field of 
spectroscopy today attempts to develop this insight by employing novel 
spectroscopic techniques, such as the application of dispersed fluorescence 
spectroscopy to probe molecular photoionization dynamics. In addition, by 
studying more complex and exotic systems we develop a qualitative 
understanding and comprehensive theories to explain the behavior of atomic 
and molecular systems. Spectroscopic evaluation of these systems allows the 
extraction of information regarding the wavefunctions that govern that system, 
such as rotational, vibrational, or electronic energies and behaviors. A particular 
property (rotation, vibration, etc.) is specifically probed using an appropriate 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum based on the energies involved in 
changing the state of the property to be studied. For instance, molecular 
vibrations possess energies on the order of 103 cnrr1, which correlates to 
approximately 0.1 eV, or the infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
For electronic transitions, the energies involved are on the order of 105 cm*1, 
which corresponds to the visible or ultraviolet region of the spectrum (-1 0  eV). 
Because this work is involved with the study of changes in molecular 
photoionization dynamics as a function of energy, we use tunable vacuum 
ultraviolet radiation to probe the dynamics of an electronic transition from a 
ground electronic state target to the electronic continuum. This work attempts to
5
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unravel the complexities of molecular photoionization in order to understand the 
fundamental aspects of such processes. This section begins with a brief 
introduction to molecular photoionization as it applies to this work.
2.1. Molecular Photoionization
Molecular photoionization is the removal of an electron by a collision 
between a molecular system and a sufficiently energetic photon. This can be 
viewed as a half collision process where the photon-molecule reaction leaves 
the electron-ion system in a ‘post-collision’ state. In a sense, the collision 
complex is prepared in the middle of its collision, and the energy dependence of 
this collision will be characteristic of the target system.1 -2
In order to understand the dynamics involved in photoionization we 
investigate the energy dependence of the molecular photoionization process. 
This type of mapping of energetic profiles for different molecular systems will 
enable the characterization and eventual prediction of more complex collisional 
processes. Studying aspects that are molecular in origin (vibration, rotation, 
etc.) facilitates these investigations.3
For the current experiments, it is essential to perform studies over a 
broad range in order to uncover the qualitative behavior of the half-scattering 
process. As stated previously, the application of synchrotron radiation excitation 
and dispersed fluorescence detection allows the acquisition of the desired data. 
By performing such broad range studies, we gain insight into the finer points of 
interaction between electronic and nuclear wavefunctions, and the causes of 
these interactions. In the following sections, we review the background for 
selection rules assuming the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions do not
6
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interact, based on some commonly used approximations. However, my results 
will demonstrate the limitations of such approximations, as well as the 
opportunities that arise from the observation of transitions and effects that one 
expects to be forbidden using standard treatments. By probing molecular 
photoionization as a function of energy for different geometries of the photoion, 
we test and observe the interaction of electronic and nuclear motion.
It is often assumed that the ejection of an electron is a rapid process with 
respect to the motion of the nuclei on intemuclear coordinate (bond length, 
bond angle, etc.). However, many systems exhibit a strong dependence on the 
bond lengths in the target system. By studying this photoejection from 
alternative nuclear geometries (i.e., vibrationally excited ionic states) we may 
look for patterns that can generally describe the interplay between electronic 
and nuclear motions.
When a molecule interacts with a sufficiently energetic photon, the 
absorption of energy by the molecule may result in the ejection of an electron 
from the neutral target, resulting in an unbound electron and a molecular cation. 
As the photoelectron exits, it can interact with the ionic core, and the 
photoelectron can interact with the residual ion very strongly, and over a 
surprisingly long residence time.4 It is precisely this interaction between the 
continuum photoelectron and the ionic core that is the topic of interest in my 
work, as this interaction may cause changes in the photoionization dynamics of 
the system. Furthermore, the ejection of an electron from an orbital other than 
the outermost orbital leaves the ion in a state that will relax to a state of lower 
energy. Many excited state ions decay via fragmentation, which does not
7
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provide information regarding the final state of photoionization with the current 
detection scheme. My investigations focus on the case of ionic relaxation via 
fluorescence (emission of a photon of energy hvfi) described by Eq. 2.1, and 
portrayed pictorially by Figure 2.1.
M +  hvexc M+* + e*
M+ + hvfl (2.1)
where M is a neutral target molecule, hvexc is an incident photon, M+ is the 
resulting photoion, e~ is the photoelectron, and hvfl is a fluorescent photon. An 
asterisk (*) denotes an excited state, which must exist in order for fluorescence 
to occur. This restriction limits the systems available for study using dispersed 
fluorescence spectroscopy.
A common method of studying photoionization processes is to measure 
the outgoing photoelectron as a function of excitation energy using 
photoelectron spectroscopy (PES).1 PES measurements routinely determine 
ionization potentials, as well as the strength and direction of various transitions, 
yielding insight into the behaviors of a system2. The studies presented here 
detect fluorescence from different vibrational modes of the same final electronic 
state as a function of excitation energy (hvexc). By monitoring transitions 
associated with alternative degrees of vibrational excitation, we selectively 
probe different environments of the photoelectron -  photoion complex. That is, 
we are studying different values of a particular nuclear coordinate (Q) of a 
potential surface. This course of study inspects the validity of the Franck- 
Condon and Bom-Oppenheimer approximations and investigates the ways that 
these approximations may break down.
8
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vy
Intemuclear Coordinate (Q)
Figure 2.1 In photoionization, an atom or molecule (M) absorbs an incident 
photon (hv#xc) which creates an unstable electron / ion complex. This complex 
will eventually dissociate into a photoelectron (e~) and a residual cation. If the 
electron is ejected from a molecular orbital other than the outermost valence 
orbital, the cation is created in an excited state (M*+) which will decay to a more 
stable ionic configuration (M+). For fluorescence, this relaxation occurs by a 
release of energy in the form of a photon (hvfl).
2.1.1. Electronic States
We can describe the electronic configuration of a molecule by deriving a 
set of molecular orbitals formed by combining the atomic orbitals of the 
molecular constituents. Each of the resulting molecular orbitals can be assigned 
a group symmetry representation to describe the related electronic 
wavefunctions based on the angular momentum possessed by the occupied 
molecular orbitals (X). For instance, in linear triatomic systems, orbitals that are 
oriented along the intemuclear axis do not contribute to the projection of the
9
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total orbital angular momentum (A. = 0) and are designated as a orbitals.
Orbitals which contain electrons with one quantum of total orbital angular 
momentum (A. = 1) are labeled n orbitals, those that contain electrons with two 
quanta of angular momentum (A. = 2) are labeled 5 orbitals, and so on. These 
orbitals may also possess labels that describe other characteristics, such as the 
response of the orbital to a particular reflection through some point or plane of 
the molecule. We will discuss the utility of these types of labels in the evaluation 
of selection rules based on symmetry analysis of a system later in this chapter.
The electronic symmetry of a system is found by observing the total 
orbital angular momentum (A = £ A .) of all the electrons in a system. This is 
actually not as daunting as task as it may appear thanks to the Pauli exclusion 
principle, which states that two electrons in a system may not possess the 
same quantum numbers. Consequently, for filled shells, the electrons will orient 
themselves antiparallel to one another, resulting in a net contribution of zero to 
the orbital angular momentum and the total spin (S) of the system. Therefore, 
the electronic symmetry of a closed shell system will always have a net angular 
momentum of zero.1 For photoionization of a closed shell system, the electronic 
symmetry of the photoion is the symmetry of the orbital containing the resulting 
unpaired electron. That is, the cationic ‘hole’ state takes the symmetry of the 
hole’ left by the ejection of a photoelectron. The net spin of the system changes 
as well, as there are now two possible orientations of the unpaired electron. 
Instead of listing all possible orientations of the system explicitly, we use a 
shorthand notation. This representation is called a molecular term symbol, and 
is derived from the total orbital angular momentum and the net spin of the
10
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photoion that describes the state of a system. The term symbol is given by Eq.
2.2, where A is the total orbital angular momentum, S is the net spin of the 
system, and Q is the resultant of A and S on the intemuclear axis.5
2S+1Aq (2.2)
In practice, we often omit the value of C2 in a symmetry analysis when 
spin-orbit coupling is weak, and will do so for the remainder of this discussion. 
Now, consider as an example a closed shell linear molecule. The total orbital 
angular momentum (A) is zero, and the net spin (S) is zero, resulting in a 1I  
electronic state. The removal of an electron from a n orbital results in an ion 
with a total orbital angular momentum value of 1 and a net spin of 14, as the 
system is left with an unpaired electron in a n orbital. This yields a 2n  term 
symbol. Note that lower case Greek letters refer to individual orbitals, and upper 
case Greek letters refer to the total orbital angular momentum. In addition, if the 
molecule possesses other symmetry properties, such as inversion or reflection 
symmetry, a right subscript or superscript may designate these properties. In 
the current studies, C 0 2 possesses inversion symmetry, designated by a right 
subscript g for wavefunctions that are even with respect to inversion, and u for 
wavefunction that are odd with respect to inversion. Also, the o electronic 
wavefunctions will be either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to a 
reflection through any plane that contains the intemuclear axis, and are 
designated as such with a right superscript + or -, respectively.
We determine the symmetry of the outgoing photoelectron using a less 
straightforward method, as the photoionization pathway is intrinsically 
degenerate.6 The allowed symmetries are therefore determined by the total
11
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symmetry of the electron / ion complex, and the symmetry of the cation. The 
photoelectron will assume the necessary symmetry to fulfill the restrictions of 
the final state electron / ion complex based on dipole selection rules discussed 
later in this chapter. By observing the final state symmetry of the electron / ion 
complex we can immediately infer many characteristics of the electronic 
transition, and used in conjunction with the vibrational symmetry we can quickly 
estimate the resulting spectrum from ionization of these molecules.
As shown above, a term symbol describes the symmetry properties of an 
electronic state, but it does not address the energy of the states. For this, we 
use an additional label to describe the degree of excitation of the ion after 
photoionization. For example, the valence molecular orbitals of C 0 2 are 
represented by ...(4og)2 (3ou)2 (1nu)4 (1*g)4- Removal of an electron from the 
17ig (outermost) orbital results in the formation of the ground state ion. Removal 
of an electron from any other orbital results in an excited state of the ion, as 
there are vacancies in the electron shell that exist at a lower (more stable) 
energy. The ground state ion is given the label X, and the first excited state of 
the ion with the same multiplicity as the ionic ground state is labeled A, the 
second B, etc., increasing alphabetically with the energy of the final state. Thus, 
the 3cru~1 photoionization of C 0 2 (the second excited state molecular orbital) 
results in the B 2ZU+ state of the cation, and we have developed a nomenclature 
that carries an extensive amount of information about the cation.
2.1.2. Vibrational States
For a given molecule there are 3N nuclear degrees of freedom, where N 
is the number of nuclei in the molecule. Using a Cartesian coordinate system
12
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we can categorize all possible motions of the molecule as belonging to a 
particular group. For motion of the molecule in the x, y, or z directions (using the 
laboratory as a frame of reference) we can predict the translational motions of 
the molecule, which occupy 3 degrees of freedom. These translational motions 
do not contribute to the internal energy of the system or the analysis of 
vibrational wavefunctions. Rotation of the entire molecule on each of the three 
Cartesian axes occupies an additional degree of freedom. For linear molecules, 
where rotations about the principle axis are indistinguishable for any degree of 
rotation, there are two rotational degrees of freedom only. We assign vibrational 
motions from the remaining degrees of freedom.
SYMMETRIC
— o — o — c > —
ASYMMETRIC
O O — O
BEND
© © ©
Figure 2.2 Representation of the normal modes of vibration in a linear triatomic 
molecule. Note that the bending mode is degenerate and the xz and yz 
symmetry planes are indistinguishable.
From the above discussion, we see that the equation 3N - 6 (3N -5 for a 
linear molecule) yields the number of normal modes of vibration of a molecule. 
Again turning to C 0 2 as an example, we find that for 3N = 9 total degrees of
13
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freedom, there will be 4 normal modes of vibration. For linear triatomic 
molecules the normal modes are well known, and are a symmetric stretching 
motion, an antisymmetric stretching motion, and a bending motion. The bending 
mode is a degenerate mode, since the bend can occur in both the xz and yz 
planes of the molecule, and are indistinguishable from each other. In a similar 
manner to assigning symmetries to electronic states, we designate symmetries 
of the normal modes of vibration of a molecule.
The main difference in assigning vibrational and electronic symmetries is 
that for vibrations, the symmetry of the nuclear motions is considered, and for 
electrons, we observe the symmetries of the electronic wavefunctions. This will 
become an important point in the discussion of vibronic (vibrational -  electronic) 
symmetries. For linear molecules, we assign o symmetry to stretching motions, 
and 7t symmetry to bending motions based on the amount of nuclear angular 
momentum the vibration introduces into the system. As o vibrations are oriented 
along the molecular axis, there is no change in the vibrational angular 
momentum. However, n vibrational modes introduce one quantum of off-axis 
angular momentum. For molecules with inversion centers the u / g designations 
apply as in electronic states.
A method for labeling the normal vibrational modes has been specified 
previously.7 For the normal modes in linear triatomic systems, we label the 
symmetric stretching mode as ov  the bending mode as u ,̂ and the asymmetric 
stretching mode as u$. This numbering is used in a customary labeling scheme 
where the vibrational population of an electronic state is designated by the 
notation v = (uv  u ,̂ u$). Here un describes the number of vibrational quanta in
14
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the nth vibrational mode. Now, by incorporating the molecular term symbols 
from the previous section, and this labeling of the normal modes of vibration, we 
can succinctly describe the vibrational and electronic (vibronic) state of a 
system. For instance, the state of a neutral N20  molecule with one quantum of 
bending vibration can be described as the N20  X 1Z+, v0 = (0,1,0) state. This 
nomenclature contains all the information needed to present the electronic and 
nuclear symmetry descriptions of a molecular state. That is, we describe the 
electronic symmetry of system using term symbols, and by also designating the 
amount of vibrational excitation, we quickly describe the electronic and nuclear 
wavefunctions of a system. We now put this knowledge to use in the 
determination of the selection rules for molecular photoionization.
2.2. Selection Rules
We are studying transitions between an initial state (Yj) and a final state 
(Yf). In order for these transitions to occur there must be some driving force, as 
the initial state is the lowest energy configuration of the system and energy 
must be supplied to change the system to a state of higher energy. For 
spectroscopic studies, we may view this force as a time-dependent perturbation 
of the initial state stemming from an interaction with electromagnetic radiation.8 
These types of transitions follow a straightforward set of rules to determine 
whether a transition is possible (selection rules).7-9 The general selection rule is 
given in Eq. 2.3, where a dipole transition between an initial state 4  ̂and a final 
state 4^ is allowed if the dipole transition moment integral D(f<_,) is non-zero. 
More specific selection rules such as the total orbital angular momentum 
selection rule AA = 0, ±1, and the g <-> u selection rule for centro-symmetric
15
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systems also exist,5*7 and will be used in the symmetry analysis of the general 
selection rule below.
D,f<_i) = <^f | ii k  > *  o (2.3)
Here, |i represents the dipole operator. The general selection rule works 
for transitions to either bound or continuum final states. A numerical 
interpretation of Eq. 2.3 is generally too complex to solve completely, and 
certain approximations are often used to simplify calculations of such systems. 
However, these approximations may fail in significant ways. The usual 
approximations made and some reasons for their failure are discussed in the 
following sections.
Molecular photoionization is a transition to a continuum rather than a 
bound final state, and the form of the final state is somewhat different than in 
Eq. 2.3. For a bound state transition the final state corresponds to an excited 
electron trapped in the potential of an overall neutral molecule. In 
photoionization, an electron escapes the potential of the neutral, and exists as 
an unbound electron in the potential of an ion, and must be written as 
separate electron 'F(electron) and ion ^(ion) wavefunctions, as in Eq. 2.4.
^(f<-i) “ (^electron K^ion I F I ̂ neutral  ̂ ® (2-4)
In many cases, it is possible to determine if the matrix element will 
be zero because of simple symmetry arguments. Section 2.3 will demonstrate 
this by evaluating the wavefunctions of the components of the dipole transition 
moment integral simply as odd or even functions.
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2.2.1. Bom-Oppenheimer Approximation
In the previous section, we presented the general selection rule for a 
transition between states. However, calculations involving such transitions are 
still complex, even for simple systems, and must be simplified in order to 
provide adequate theoretical results. In 1927, Max Bom and Robert 
Oppenheimer published their work on what in now referred to as the Bom- 
Oppenheimer approximation.10 Simply stated, this approximation suggests that 
electronic and nuclear motion of a state may be treated separately due to the 
difference of the mass of electrons and nuclei, and therefore of the time scales 
in which electronic and nuclear motion occur. This approximation allows a total 
wavefunction Y  to be separated into and electronic part <|>(r,6 ,(p;Q), and a 
nuclear part x(Q). Here Q represents all of the intemuclear coordinates (bond 
length, bond angle, etc.) and r, 6 , and cp are the positions of the electrons in 
spherical coordinates. Using this approximation, we may rewrite the total 
wavefunction as a product of electron and nuclear wavefunctions as in Eq. 2.5, 
and the transition dipole moment as Eq. 2.6.
(̂r,0,cp,Q) = <Kr,e,cp;Q)x(Q) (2.5)
<4" IJ. K  )  = <♦■ X' I [» k  Xo > (2.(5)
In Eq. 2.6, the labeling scheme is altered so that we label final ionic state 
wavefunctions with a ('), and the wavefunctions of the neutral target with a 
subscript (0). Traditionally, the lower state of a transition is labeled with a ("). 
However, since in these studies there is a lower state for the photoionization 
transition and also for the fluorescence transition, we will reserve (") to 
represent the final state of a fluorescence transition. Additionally, the total
17
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electric dipole operator can be separated into an electronic (p^) and nuclear 
(pv) component, resulting in Eq. 2.7
D(f<-i)= <X' |<+' I to  |+o )U o  )  + (x' |<+' | |+0 ) l Xo )  (2.7)
Note that the electronic dipole operator acts only on the electronic 
wavefunctions, and the nuclear dipole operator only on the vibrational 
wavefunctions. For the moment we will regard the photoelectron wavefunction 
as independent of the wavefunction of the ion core9 (the electron escapes 
without interaction). Therefore, the electronic eigenfunctions for a given value of 
Q are mutually orthogonal «<j>' | <j>0 > = 0), and the second term in the right hand 
side of Eq. 2.7 vanishes. Now the transition dipole moment integral is written 
simply as Eq. 2.8,
D(f<_ 0 = <x' |<+' | to  |+o >| X0 )  = (x ' | Eel(Q) Ixo )  (2*8)
where Ee|(Q) is the electronic dipole moment integral. We define an allowed 
transition as a transition where Eq. 2.8 is non-zero. We have now derived a 
method to treat the electronic dipole moment operator independently of the 
nuclear wavefunctions, which is the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation.
However, there is another often made simplification based on the difference in 
the time required for an electronic transition and nuclear motion to occur, known 
as the Franck-Condon approximation.
2.2.2. Franck-Condon Approximation
Simply stated, the Franck-Condon approximation observes that in 
electronic transitions the ‘electron jump’ from one electronic state to another 
occurs so rapidly that the slowly varying nuclei do not have time to change
18
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positions. For instance, the typical time required for the movement of an 
electron between states is on the order of 10~16 seconds, while a molecular 
vibration occurs in roughly 10' 13 seconds.1-11 The electrons therefore 
experience essentially the same nuclear potential in both the final and initial 
states of the ionization process. From this we can to a close approximation 
replace the Q-dependence of the electronic transition dipole operator E^|(Q) 
with an equilibrium value E^((Qe), which removes the dependence of the 
electronic dipole operator on the nuclear configurations. That is, we make the 
approximation that Eei(Q) is a slowly varying function of Q, which is the Franck- 
Condon approximation.7
<X' | Eel(Q) 1*0 > = <x’ k  > *  < Eei<Qe)> (2 9)
An important implication of the Franck-Condon approximation in 
molecular photoionization is that the relative cross-sections of different final 
state vibrational levels are independent of the incident photon energy. To derive 
this result, we note that the intensity of a transition is proportional to the square 
of its transition moment integral.5 Referring to Eq. 2.9, we can write the 
transition probability (intensity) as
I « |< X+ k  >|2, | E al(Q e)|2 (2 10)
where we have replaced the (') label with the label (+) to indicate a vibrational 
wavefunction of the final state photoion. For transitions to alternative final state 
vibrational levels (v1+ and v2+), we may compare the relative intensities as a 
ratio of cross sections. Recall that the cross section of a particular final state is 
proportional to the probability of creating that state, and therefore the intensity,
19
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of production of that level is a measure of the probability.11 As a result, we 
make this comparison using Eq. 2.11
CTV1+ | < X i + lx0 > | 2 Eel(Q e )2
*  .  o (2.11)CT v2+ | < X 2 +IXq>  | 2 Eel(Q e)2
Here we see that the equilibrium electronic transition dipole moment is 
the same for each final state, and thus cancels out. The result is that the 
relative cross section for two different final vibrational states is dependent only 
on the vibrational overlap integrals, or Franck-Condon factors, as in Eq. 2.12
CTv1+ |< X 1 +IX0> | 2
  °c  ---------------------------------r  (2.12)
O  , ✓ v » + l v « 'S i  2
V2 +  | < X 2 +IX o > |
Intemuclear distance (R)
Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of the vibrational overlap integral. Using 
the vibrational wavefunction of the final (upper) state as an upper bound for 
integration, the area of the shaded region corresponds to the overlap integral 
<X+lxo>*the square of which is the Franck-Condon factor. Note that the overlap 
integral depends strongly on the vertical position of the upper state. For strongly 
vertical transitions, the strongest transition is v0 = v+ = 0 (Av = 0), and for more 
non-vertical transitions the strongest overlap is for Au *  0 .
20
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Figure 2.3 displays this result graphically where we see a representation 
of the overlap integrals of Eq. 2.12. The shaded areas represent the boundaries 
(classical turning points) of the initial state. The intensity of a transition can be 
determined under the Franck-Condon approximation as being proportional to 
the square of the shaded area between the initial and final state vibrational 
wavefunctions. The use of Eq. 2.12 generates a type of comparison called a 
vibrational branching ratio, as it is essentially comparing the oscillator strength 
of the two transitions at some incident photon energy (and hence some 
photoelectron kinetic energy).
2.3. Symmetry Analysis
The use of group theory as a spectroscopic tool is a well-established and 
invaluable tool for molecular photoionization.9-12 An exhaustive discussion of 
group theory as it applies the chemical physics is the topic of many 
chapters,8-13-14 so we present only a general discussion of its use here. The 
evaluation of molecular selection rules using symmetry arguments employs a 
mathematical shorthand that categorizes members of a set of functions (in this 
case, wavefunctions) into groups based on their characteristic properties.
These symmetries are well known and documented for any molecule.7 We can 
use this information to evaluate the integral Eq. 2.3 quickly for a molecular 
system as either even or odd, based on the net symmetry of the wavefunctions 
that participate in a transition. The reason this analysis is valid is that the 
product of an odd and an even function is odd and the product of two odd or 
two even functions is even. In addition, we know that integration of an even 
function is non-zero, and the integration of an odd function is zero. Therefore
21
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any product of functions that results in the integration of an odd integral 
vanishes by symmetry. Figure 2.4 displays this for a simple odd and even 
function.
y = x2 y = x
Even Function Odd Function
Figure 2.4 Graphical representations of an even function (x2) and an odd 
function (x3). Notice that integration of the even function over all space yields a 
non-zero value. However, integration of the odd function over all space will 
result in a cancellation of the positive and negative values to yield an integral of 
zero.
We may assign the group symmetry of any molecule using a simple flow 
chart found in any first year quantum chemistry text, and hence the types of 
symmetries a molecular system may possess. A spectroscopic analysis based 
these assignments relies on the fact that a particular symmetry of wavefunction 
is always changed or unchanged in the same way as other members of the 
particular symmetry group by an operation on that wavefunction. The various 
symmetry operations are rotations by some angle about a molecular axis, 
reflections through a molecular plane, or inversions through the center of mass. 
These topics are discussed thoroughly by Cotton in his book Chemical 
Applications of Group Theory.14 and as they apply to molecular spectroscopy in
22
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books such as those by Bemath13 and Struve.8 By determining the overall 
symmetry of the transition dipole moment integral, we can evaluate the integral 
as an even or odd function. Therefore in symmetry related terms, the general 
selection rule is that the transition dipole moment integral must contain the 
totally symmetric representation, because any other representation is 
intrinsically odd, and the integral will vanish by symmetry. We now rewrite Eq.
2.8 using the characters of each component of the integrals as Eq. 2.13
Tx+ ®  r<|>- ®  r<|>+ 0  ® r^o ® Txq = totally symmetric representation (2.13)
where r  is the symmetry of each wavefunction. Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 
discuss the symmetries of the electronic and vibrational (nuclear) 
wavefunctions, and the symmetry of the dipole moment operator is determined 
from the translational symmetry of the point group.15 The symbol 0 refers to the 
direct product representation of the species, which relates how members of a 
symmetry group transform into one another (the net symmetry of two members 
of a symmetry group). The direct product representations of all important point 
groups have been previously determined for polyatomic molecules,7 which 
describe the way that symmetries combine. For convenience, Table 2.1 gives 
the direct product table for the linear point groups.
An important omission in the discussion up to this point is the lack of 
differentiating the electronic wavefunctions of the photoelectron and the 
photoion. The general selection rules uses the total electronic symmetry (<J>') as 
the product of the wavefunctions of the photoelectron (<Jr) and the photoion (<|>+). 
For the analysis of some of my investigations, it is essential to distinguish these 
wavefunctions (and symmetries) individually. Recent studies have derived a
23
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complete set of general selection rules for photoionization of diatomic12 and 
polyatomic9 systems, which implicitly include the continuum photoelectron. My 
experimental results will demonstrate that the inclusion of the photoelectron is 
often crucial in determining a transition as allowed or forbidden, and to other 
extremes, inseparable from the total wavefunction of the final state. Therefore, 
we write Eq. 2.13 to include the electronic wavefunction of the continuum 
photoelectron (<{>*) and the photoion (<j>+).
Table 2.1 Direct product representations of the linear point groups and Daoh 
omitting all antisymmetric representations (£'). For the point group, the 
corresponding inversion symmetry must be added, and the rule g®g -  u0 u = g,
g<8>u = u.
z + z- n A <i>
z+ z + z- n A o
z- ... z+ n A 0
n ... ... £ + , P *], A n , o A , r
A ... ... ... s +, p - ] ,  r n ,  h
0 P I ,  I
Returning to the group symmetry analysis of the general selection rule, 
we substitute the direct product of the wavefunctions from Table 2.1 and the 
dipole operator in Eq. 2.8 to determine the value of the transition dipole moment 
integral. As an example, let us return to the ionization of the third ionic state of 
C 0 2- Recall that the ground state of a closed shell molecule is always totally 
symmetric, designated by Zg for linear centro-symmetric molecules. Ionization 
of the third orbital (3<ru) yields the electron configuration ...(4og)2 (3ctu)1 (1rcu)4 
(1rcg)4 where the removal of one electron from the 3ctu orbital is shown. The 
electronic state of the ion will acquire the symmetry of the electron hole (au),
24
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designated by the symbol £u. The dipole moment operators always possess an 
odd symmetry with respect to inversion,7 and therefore the final state symmetry 
of the complex must be either Zu or n u to fulfill the AA = 0, ±1, and g<-*u 
selection rules. For a Zu cationic hole state, such as in 3<?u*1 photoionization of 
C 0 2, the photoelectron must then take either a og or 7ig symmetry 
(Eu ® <jg = £u, Eu <8> rig = n u). Note that at every energy, both ionization 
channels are possible, as photoionization is intrinsically degenerate.
2.4. Energy Dependent Photoionization














Figure 2.5 Cartoon representation of why the vibrational overlap integral may 
change during an electronic transition. The picture on the left displays the 
predicted Franck-Condon behavior. The cartoon on the right shows the upper 
state at a different value of the intemuclear coordinate than when the electronic 
transition, or ‘jump’ originated, and therefore displaying a different effective 
vibrational overlap.
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By studying the response of photoionization to different final state 
vibrational levels, we selectively probe different regions of a potential energy 
surface. Under the Franck-Condon approximation, the relative population of 
these levels is independent of the electronic transition dipole moment integral 
(Eq. 2.12), and should be the same for any photoelectron kinetic energy. 
However, if the outgoing photoelectron is somehow impeded in its path of 
escape, it may become sufficiently delayed that the electronic motion and 
nuclear motion can couple, and the electronic matrix element can develop a 
strong dependence on the intemuclear coordinates.
Figure 2.5 displays a pictorial conception of the breakdown of the 
Franck-Condon approximation in which an outgoing electron is delayed in its 
escape of the potential of the molecule long enough for the system to change 
the value of the intemuclear coordinate Q. This picture is not intended as a 
rigorous explanation, but should only serve to guide the ‘mind’s eye’ in 
visualizing such a feature. If at some energy there exists within the framework 
of the molecular system some type of barrier that delays the photoejection of 
the electron long enough for vibrational motion to occur, the overlap of 
wavefunctions that the electron sees changes during the net time period of the 
ionization event. That is, the value of Q changes from the initial time of 
photoabsorption to the time of ejection of the electron. If this barrier is only 
effective at certain electron kinetic energies, then the ratio of intensities will be 
different from the Franck-Condon prediction in the region where the barrier is 
effective. There are several reasons for the observation of such a non-constant 
branching ratio. For instance, when a barrier potential enhances the
26
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photoionization cross section, the electronic transition dipole matrix element can 
depend strongly on the intemuclear coordinate.2 The following sections 
describe such effects.
2.4.1. Shape Resonance
Shape resonant phenomena arise from a temporary trapping of an 
outgoing photoelectron by a potential barrier as it escapes the molecular core, 
creating a quasibound state of the photoelectron. This barrier arises from 
competition between centrifugal repulsive forces and electrostatic attractive 
forces, and thus is only effective at kinetic energies where these two forces are 
competitive, near the periphery of the molecule.16 At these energies, the 
potential barrier can delay the escape of a photoelectron and create an 
enhancement in the cross section for this photoionization channel. As the 
barrier occurs due to the potential of the molecule, it depends sensitively on the 
shape of the potential experienced by the outgoing photoelectron, hence the 
term shape resonance. Additionally, the time delay of the escape of the 
photoelectron enhances the coupling of electronic and vibrational motion, as 
vibrational motion may occur while the electron is in the quasibound state.17
Shape resonances are typically described using a barrier penetration 
model (Figure 2.6) to describe the effective potential an electron sees in the 
field of a molecular ion.11-16 In this light, the wavefunction of the photoelectron is 
able to tunnel through the barrier region at energies where the resonance is not 
effective, emerging with increased amplitude in the region of the outer well. At 
the resonance energy, however, the potential barrier essentially reflects the 
photoelectron wave back into the inner well creating a quasibound state. Notice
27
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that a significant enhancement of the photoelectron wave function in the inner 
well occurs at the resonance energy, if the barrier extended infinitely, the 
wavefunction would reflect a true bound state. A shape resonance is a one- 
electron resonance, as it acts on a single photoelectron. Typically these barriers 
are only effective on certain partial wave components of the photoelectron and 
we may assign a symmetry to this virtual orbital as well. Consequently, the 
centrifugal barrier often imparts a well-defined angular momentum character to 
the escaping electron.16
Figure 2.6 Representation of the effect of the potential barrier on the 
photoelectron wavefunction in a diatomic system. At energies above and below 
the resonance energy (Er) the potential well does not support a quasibound 
state. At E = Er, the wavefunction of the photoelectron is strongly enhanced in 
the region of the potential well.
The effects of vibrational motion in molecular photoionization was 
predicted17 and verified experimentally18 to cause deviations in the vibrational
28
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branching ratios. These predictions stemmed from studies that first calculated 
the cross section for N2 3og*1 photoionization at different fixed values of the 
intemuclear separation (Q). The results of this study (Figure 2.7) display a 
dramatic dependence of the energy width and position of a shape resonance in 
this photoionization channel.
8R = 2.3242 0 ;
18
R = 1.824 1
20 300 10 40 0 10 20 30 40
KE (eV) KE (eV)
Figure 2.7 First theoretical prediction of the effect of nuclear motion on the 
position and width of a shape resonance in N2 3og~1 photoionization from Ref. 
17. The left frame presents fixed Q calculations, and the right frames are the 
vibrationally resolved 0 ,1,and 2 vibrational levels.
We find experimental verification of such results in polyatomic systems 
as changes in enhancement of the cross sections of different vibrational modes. 
The Franck-Condon approximation predicts that the 'electron jump’ occurs 
much more rapidly than vibrational motion, and should then be unaffected by 
nuclear motion. However, as a shape resonance exhibits a strong Q- 
dependence the characteristics of the resonance should change for different 
vibrational levels (values of Q). By comparing the rate of production of different 
upper vibrational levels for channels where a shape resonance exists, we 
accentuate the effects of the resonance on photoionization of a particular 
vibrational mode.
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Additionally, by performing such investigations for different changes in 
geometry (vibrational modes) we may better understand and predict the effects 
of shape resonances. The vast majority of vibrationally resolved studies have 
been in diatomic systems, and the application of vibrationally resolved studies 
to polyatomic systems is a major focus of my research.
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Figure 2.8 Experimental confirmation of the changes on resonance position 
based on the degree of vibrational excitation. The solid line is the u* = 1 / u* = 0 
branching ratio from Figure 2.7. The dots are the PES data from Ref. 19.
2.4.2. Cooper Minima
Another one-electron phenomenon arises from the changes in 
contributions of the different partial waves that combine to describe the 
wavefunction of a photoelectron. This effect, known as a Cooper minimum,20 
occurs at a photoelectron energy where the matrix elements describing a 
transition into a given continuum channel change sign due to a radial node in
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the initial target state wavefunction. This can be visualized by considering a 
transition for which there are two dominant partial wave contributions, such as 
an s and d wave ( i  -  0 and 2) channel for the photoelectron. If at a particular 
energy the t  -  2  wave goes through a sign change (zero), the available channel 
for the continuum electron at this energy is essentially the t  -  0 photoionization 
channel. In this particular case, the resulting energetic profiles reflect an £ -  0 
photoelectron. This may appear in branching ratio studies, as theoretical 
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Figure 2.9 Vibrational branching ratios from Ref. 21 displaying the Q- 
dependence of a Cooper minimum, and the energy range over which these 
deviations may occur.
One of the more intriguing aspects of Cooper minima is the extent over 
which they may occur. Recent studies of 2ou*1 photoionization of N221 
demonstrate that the effects of a Cooper minimum can extend over hundreds of 
eV (Figure 2.9). Subsequent studies also verified an Q-dependence in the 
Cooper minimum,23 which exhibits itself as a change in the vibrational 
branching ratio. The current vibrationally resolved study of C 0 2 3au*1
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photoionization shows a very broad deviation at energies above about 100 eV 
that extends to more than 200 eV photon energy. The previous investigation 
summarized by Figure 2.9 shows that the Q-dependent effects arising from 
Cooper minima can extend over a very broad spectral range. This is a strong 
motivation for why the investigations that I will describe involving vibrational 
branching ratios for bending motion have been performed with extremely broad 
spectral coverage.
2.4.3. Autoionization
Electronic autoionization is perhaps one of the most well studied 
resonant processes in molecular photoionization.16 This process occurs when 
the absorption of a photon excites an electron to a discrete final state, which 
decays to an underlying continuum. This decay results in the ejection of a 
different electron from the molecule than was originally photoexcited, and hence 
is a two-electron process. The outgoing photoelectron therefore carries 
information regarding both the bound and continuum final states. This process 
can contribute to deviations in cross-sections, as the resulting kinetic energy of 
the autoionized photoelectron may be exactly that of a direct photoionization 
process, making electrons from each process indistinguishable in terms of 
energy analysis. However, autoionization may significantly affect other 
characteristics of photoionization such as branching ratios and asymmetry 
parameters (P), which allows experimental study of such phenomena. Note that 
autoionization phenomena are typically rather localized in energy, so it is 
unlikely that autoionization effects will have great bearing on the broad range 
photoionization studies that I describe here.
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2.4.4. Coupling Effects
Aside from a shape resonance or Cooper minimum, which involve only 
one photoionization channel, there are other causes of non-constant vibrational 
branching ratios that may result in a transfer of character from one 
photoionization channel to another. These effects may cause the appearance of 
photoionization transitions forbidden by the general selection rules derived 
earlier in this chapter. Each of these cases represents an intrinsic inseparability 
of molecular wavefunctions. The phenomenon of continuum coupling involves 
the participation of a resonantly trapped photoelectron and the interactions of 
this quasibound electron with other photoionization channels. Vibronic coupling 
is a more severe deviation from the assumptions made in previous sections, as 
it is a breakdown of the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation itself. Both of these 
involve a coupling of electronic states, continuum coupling via a photoelectron, 
and the vibronic coupling through nuclear motion.
2.4.4.1. Continuum Coupling
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, an enhancement of a photoionization 
channel may occur in a region where a shape resonance is effective. This type 
of enhancement is one electron in nature, and such barriers exist in single 
photoionization channels. However, other photoionization channels of an 
appropriate symmetry may interact with resonances in a particular channel, 
resulting in a transfer of character between the two channels, an inherently two- 
electron characteristic.
Continuum interchannel coupling is the interaction between different 
photoionization channels.24 In the absence of shape resonances, transfer of
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oscillator strength between continuum channels is typically weak owing to the 
diffuse nature of continuum photoelectrons. However, the enhanced probability 
amplitude of an electron in a quasibound (i.e., shape resonant) state increases 
the probability that the electron may collide with the ion core, resulting in a 
simultaneous ejection of the residual electron and relaxation of the continuum 
electron into its original orbital.16 The resulting measured photoelectron carries 
with it dynamical information regarding the initially photoexcited electron 
channel.
This phenomenon was first predicted by Stephens et. a!.24and confirmed 
by Southworth et. a/.25 for the 2au_1 photoionization of N2 where 2ou‘1 
photoionization cross-section displayed characteristics of the 3<rg~1 -> kou 
shape resonant photoionization channel. The effects of continuum coupling 
have also been observed to effect the vibrational branching ratio of the 2ou*1 
photoionization channel as observed using dispersed fluorescence,26 indicating 
that this coupling can also mediate a deviation from Franck-Condon behavior. 
This phenomenon is related to the current studies as well, as these effects have 
been predicted27 and observed28 as an enhancement in the 3<ru*1 cross section 
resulting from continuum coupling with the 4og*1 channel via a ctu shape 
resonance of symmetry in the 4ag*1 photoionization channel.
2.4A.2. Vibronic Coupling
Vibronic coupling is widely used to explain the appearance of forbidden 
vibrational bands in electronic spectra. These forbidden bands arise from the 
transfer of oscillator strength from allowed photoionization channels to 
forbidden channels via mixing of non-totally symmetric vibrational modes. The
34
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ability of this transfer to occur, and hence, the suspects for the lending of 
oscillator strength, can be derived by observing the vibronic symmetry of the 
final state cation.7-13-29 This is the Herzberg-Teller (HT) theory of vibronic 
coupling, and does not take into consideration the effects of a continuum 
photoelectron in its standard treatment.30 The vibronic symmetry of the cation is 
simply the direct product of the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions (Tx+ ® 
r<|>+ = rvjbronic). This is implicitly a breakdown of the Bom-Oppenheimer 
approximation, as the character of the vibronic channel arises from the total 
electronic and nuclear wavefunction of the ion as opposed to the individual 
wavefunctions. An important point in vibrationally resolved studies of vibronic 
intensities is that because the vibrational wavefunction is used explicitly, 
resonant effects may exhibit themselves very differently in ground and 
vibronically excited states.
Recent studies of C 0 2 4og*1 photoionization uses a vibronic coupling 
scheme to explain the existence of many observed vibrational bands forbidden 
by symmetry selection rules.29 This study has also mapped out energy 
dependent features of the forbidden vibrational bands, and verified that a 
transfer of character accompanies a transfer of oscillator strength between 
vibronically coupled channels. For instance, recall the valence configuration of 
C 0 2 is ...(4<Tg)2 (3ou)2 (1nu)4 (1rcg)4. The symmetries of the normal modes of 
vibration are represented as t/, = og, -  nu, and -  cru. In the C 0 2 4<rg'1 
photoionization spectra, the forbidden C 2Sg+, v+ = (1,0,1) final state was 
observed. The vibronic symmetry of this state is £g ®  (crg <8> ctu) = I u, indicating 
that the coupling state must also contain I u symmetry. The closest lying
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electronic state of the appropriate symmetry is the C 0 2+ 8  2SU+ state. In the 
work of Roy et al, p parameter measurements of the forbidden transitions were 
compared to asymmetry measurements of the vibrationally unexcited C 02+ B 
2Eu+ and C 0 2+ C 2I g+ states to determine the character the forbidden transition 
contained. The p parameter of the C 0 2+ C 2Zg+, v+ = (1,0,1) was seen to track 
the energy dependence of the 8  2ZU+ rather than the C 2I g+ state, indicating 
that the forbidden transition was induced by the C 0 2 3cru*1 photoionization 
channel.
Section 4 discusses the implications of vibronic coupling for the 
population of excited bending vibrational modes in N20  and C 0 2. The results 
presented in Section 4 display dramatic structure in the vibrational branching 
ratios as compared to photoionization to symmetry allowed final states. As I will 
show, these investigations indicate that the continuum photoelectron does play 
an important role in transitions to these symmetry forbidden final states. This 
suggests that traditional vibronic coupling analyses must include the effects of 
the continuum photoelectron. The participation of the continuum electron in 
vibronic transitions is possibly commonplace but normally overshadowed by 
stronger transitions. Also, no previous studies have considered the effects of 
introducing off-axis vibrational angular momentum in linear molecules. 
Investigations involving these types of geometrical changes allow us to study 
facets of molecular photoionization normally obscured by the oscillator strength 
of more dominant symmetry allowed photoionization channels.
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3. Experimental
This chapter details the experimental aspects of my molecular 
photoionization studies. My intention is to construct a handbook to facilitate the 
training of a new investigator in dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy. I pay 
some attention to techniques and apparatus used in similar experiments, but 
the focus lies in the details pertinent to the current experiment. Some of this 
discussion presents the new developments I have contributed to the existing 
dispersed fluorescence apparatus. An important addition is the implementation 
of a temperature controlled gas jet for thermal manipulation of the target 
species. Also, incorporation of custom software routines have greatly increase 
the efficiency and productivity of the experiments I performed by automating 
practically all aspects of the experiment.
In this chapter, I discuss some considerations for gas phase studies, 
including the introduction, handling, and manipulation of a sample gas. An 
important part of these experiments is the ability to conduct gas phase studies 
while preserving the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment of the synchrotron 
source. Fluorescence from molecular photoions is typically weak, and the 
measurement of these low intensity signals relies on custom designed and 
state-of-the-art experimental apparatus. Here I discuss the experimental details 
of dispersed fluorescence measurements and the rationale for this experimental 
approach. Finally, I describe the orchestration of these experiments by outlining 
the use of computer automation, including the automation of data acquisition 
and batch processing for data reduction. To ensure efficient use of the allotted 
experimental time, it is beneficial to automate as many components of the
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experiment as possible. This enables the investigator to review the data in real 
time, and to adjust the experimental approach as needed. The sections which 
are described as optimizations are attempts to document the tips and tricks 
inherent to the current experimental apparatus, which is displayed graphically in 
Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 Schematic of the dispersed fluorescence experimental station used 
at CAMD. A differentially pumped capillary wave guide steers the 
monochromatic excitation source to intersect a jet of the sample at the center of 
the experimental chamber. A series of optics collects and focuses the resulting 
fluorescence onto a secondary dispersion monochromator. The fluorescence is 
wavelength selected and refocused onto an optical multichannel detector.
3.1. Dispersed Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy has proven itself as a valuable tool 
in many photoionization studies.3-21-23-31-44 While paralleling photoelectron 
spectroscopy (PES) in many ways, there are distinct advantages and 
disadvantages to each technique. The major drawback is that the ion must
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fluoresce, which often is not the case. An important advantage dispersed 
fluorescence typically has over PES is the capability of much higher resolution. 
When the desired final ionic states do fluoresce, dispersed fluorescence 
displays an important advantage over photoelectron spectroscopy; the 
detection bandwidth is independent of the excitation bandwidth.3 For ionization 
studies using laser sources, this is of little consequence as laser emission has a 
very narrow energy bandwidth. However, synchrotron based PES studies are 
hindered by the resolving power of the dispersive monochromators, and this 




Figure 3.2 Comparison of dispersed fluorescence versus photoelectron 
spectroscopy displaying the independence of fluorescence and the dependence 
of photoelectron kinetic energy on the excitation bandwidth.
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As an example of the differences discussed above, consider an 
ionization source that has an energy bandwidth of 500 meV. This dictates that 
the kinetic energy imparted to an outgoing photoelectron also has an 
uncertainty of 500 meV. However, in fluorescence the energy of an outgoing 
photon is not determined by the excitation beam, but by the intrinsic energy 
difference between the upper and lower states between which fluorescence 
occurs. Figure 3.2 displays this argument graphically. This trait allows the use 
of substantial excitation bandwidths in highly resolved photoionization 
experiments. I outline the major components of fluorescence detection in the 
following sections.
3.1.1. Fluorescence Collection
Because gas phase experiments study molecules whose rotational 
periods are short relative to fluorescence lifetimes, the ionic alignment is 
typically small and, to a first approximation, the emission is approximately 
isotropic.6 I will show that it is possible to collect and monochromatize only a 
small fraction of the emitted radiation. Consequently, a large part of any signal 
that carries information regarding an ionization event is lost due to the inability 
to monitor all possible ejection angles simultaneously. Therefore, the current 
experimental design collects as much of the signal as possible. As seen in 
Figure 3.1, the sample interaction region is bounded above by a collimating 
lens, and below by a spherical mirror. These strategically placed optical 
components are the fluorescence collection optics for the dispersed 
fluorescence system. The collimating lens collects a solid angle of the 
fluorescence, which originates from what is essentially a point source at the
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interaction region. The spherical mirror below the interaction region collects a 
similar solid angle of fluorescence, and redirects it back through the interaction 
region to the collimating lens, in effect doubling the amount of fluorescence 
collected. The collected light then passes through a fused silica window into an 
optic box where it is redirected ninety degrees towards the fluorescence 
monochromator by a gimbal-mounted mirror. A second plano-convex lens 
refocuses the collected fluorescence at the entrance of the secondary 
monochromator, assisted by a translatable lens mount that allows fine-tuning of 
the focus. The optical aperture of the second lens is matched with the aperture 
of the secondary monochromator to yield a magnification of unity.45 For the 
Jobin-Yvon THR 1000 (1000 cm focal length), this corresponds to an aperture 
of about f/7, and for the SPEX 500M (500 cm focal length) an aperture of about 
f/5. Proper focusing onto the entrance slit of the monochromator prevents loss 
of signal by overfilling the optics of the monochromator.
3.1.2. Fluorescence Dispersion
For these experiments, a Czemy-Tumer (CT) type monochromator 
(Figure 3.3) is used to wavelength select the collected fluorescence signal. This 
type of monochromator incorporates two spherical mirrors and a dispersive 
optic. In the current system, the first mirror collimates the light source, and 
directs it onto a holographically grooved grating. Here the signal is dispersed 
into its individual spectral components, and rotation of the grating determines 
the spectral region that passes on to the second mirror, which is a refocusing 
mirror. The rotation of the grating is controlled by a stepping motor based drive 
system. The dispersed light that reaches the second spherical mirror is focused
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onto the plane of the exit slit, which in this case is the plane of the charge 
coupled detector (CCD). The CT configuration stems from the earlier Fastie- 
Ebert (FE) optical configuration. This early design operates on the same 
principle, but instead of using two spherical mirrors, there is only one (much 
larger) mirror. If we extend the curvatures of the mirrors in the CT 
monochromator (Figure 3.3), the resulting line approximates the curvature of 
the single mirror in the FE configuration. However, the separation of the mirrors 
in the CT design allows the use of slightly asymmetrical geometries of the 
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Figure 3.3 Diagrammatic view of the Czemy-Tumer monochromator 
configuration.
The linear dispersion describes how well a system disperses the 
spectrum. The linear dispersion of a CT monochromator is dependent on the 
focal length of the monochromator and the groove density of the diffraction 
grating. The bandpass (AX) of an optical system describes the ability of a 
system to separate adjacent spectral lines, and is determined (primarily) by the 
linear dispersion and the entrance slit width as in Eq. 3.14. For example, the 
THR 1000 monochromator using a 3600 g/mm grating at 3915 A has a reported
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linear dispersion of approximately 0.22 nm/mm. This means that at the focal 
plane of the exit slit, 0.22  nm of the dispersed spectrum occupies 1 mm of the 
horizontal plane. For an entrance-slit width of 500 (0.5 mm), the bandpass
of the system is 0.11 nm, or about 1 A. This means that this system can 
differentiate peaks that are 1 A apart. For a slit width of 50 (am, the bandpass is 
about 0.1 A.
AX = linear dispersion x  entrance slit width (3.14)
n2- 8 %  -*• x 2z,
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Figure 3.4 Rotational resolution of the N2+ [B 2£ u+, v+ = 0 -> X 21 + ,  v" = 0] 
fluorescence spectrum using the THR-1000 with a 3600 g/mm grating and a slit 
width of approximately 100 jam. This displays the ability of the current 
experimental apparatus to provide baseline resolution of some transitions.
In actuality, the current monochromator system does not operate with a 
magnification of unity, but with some value of magnification slightly greater than 
x 1 based on the rotation of the grating. The reasons for this occurrence is 
detailed extensively in the ISA internet tutorial The Optics of Spectroscopy*5,
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and will not be discussed here. However, the tabulated values of the linear 
dispersion are available in absolute (uncorrected) form, and corrected for the 
wavelength dependent magnification as a normalized dispersion. We use the 
normalized dispersion to calculate the necessary slit width required for the 
desired spectral resolution. To put this to use, we will consider two extremes of 
the required resolution. The first will be the rotationally resolved 
N2+ [S2Eu+ X 2Sg+] fluorescence spectrum shown in Figure 3.4, and the 
second will be the resolution of the N20 + [A 2S+ ->  X 2Z+] vibrational bands for 
the upper states v+ = (0,0,0), (1,0,0), and (0,0,1) transitions shown in Figure 
3.5.
The discussions above state that the resolution of the optical system is 
dependent on the entrance slit width and the linear dispersion of the system.
For the THR-1000 using a 3600 g/mm grating, the linear dispersion at 3900 A is 
-0 .22  nm/mm. If we were to use a configuration for the other extreme of 
resolution (i.e. broader spectral coverage), we might use the Spex 500M 
monochromator with a 1200 g/mm grating. The dispersion of this configuration 
has not been specifically determined for our current components. However, we 
do have this information for the earlier version of this monochromator, the ISA 
HR-640, which is a 640 cm focal length system used previously in this lab. For 
the HR-640 using a 1200 g/mm grating, the normalized dispersion is 
-1 .3  nm/mm.
For rotational resolution of the N2+ spectrum (shown in Figure 3.18), we 
must be able to differentiate approximately 0.5 A to separate the different 
rotational transitions.41 From previous discussions, and Eq. 3.14, we can
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determine an approximate entrance slit width. This is accomplished by rewriting 
Eq. 3.14 as
slit width -  |jn e a r  dispersion (3-15)
T =273 K 
hvexc = 50 eV
tn
3350 3400 35503450 3500
Wavelength (A)
Figure 3.5 Vibrationally resolved spectrum of the N20 + [A 2Z+ -» X 2I +] 
fluorescence transitions displaying the ground vibrational state transition, and 
the singly excited symmetric and asymmetric stretches. The notation used in 
this spectrum indicates the number of the normal mode of vibration on the left. 
The number of quanta of excitation in this normal mode in the upper state of the 
fluorescence is given as a right superscript, and in the lower state as a right 
subscript. Therefore the 1q transition corresponds to fluorescence from a 
transition in the t>1 vibrational mode, with one quantum of excitation in the upper 
state, and no vibrational excitation in the lower state.
For a bandpass of 0.5 A (0.05 nm), the slit width required to rotationally 
resolve the N2+ [B 2EU+, v+ = 0 -► X 2£g+, v" = 0] vibrational transition with the
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THR-1000 configuration is approximately 0.2 mm, or 200 pm. For the same 
resolution with the Spex 500M, a slit width of 0.038 mm, or 38 pm is necessary. 
The required decrease in slit width will also substantially decrease the amount 
of light that passes through the slit, resulting in drastically increased exposure 
times. Another consideration is the spectral width displayed on the CCD. Recall 
that the linear dispersion relates a dispersed distance to a linear distance (how 
well it spreads out the spectrum). For the CCD used in my experiments the 
horizontal width is about 25 mm. For a linear dispersion of 0.22 nm/mm, this 
means that approximately 55 A  (25 mm x  0.22 nm/mm) will be displayed across 
the CCD. For the Spex 500M with a 1200 g/mm grating, we detect about 325 A 
with the dispersion of 1.3 nm/mm. However, we only need about 25 A  to 
observe the entire rotational envelope of the
N2+ [B 2I u+ v+ = 0 -► X  2Sg+ v" = 0] transition, and the extra 300 A  observed 
with the low-resolution monochromator is completely useless. Still, there are 
studies that require this high resolution and broad spectral range, as discussed 
below.
For large separations, such as the spectrum shown in Figure 3.5 for the 
vibrational resolution of the stretching modes in N20 + [A 2I + ->  X 2Z+1 
fluorescence, the previous situation is reversed. In this case, the resolution is 
not as important as the large spectral width. The vibrational bands are 
separated by about 100 A, and even the spin-orbit doublets for each vibration 
are separated by -1 5  A. The normalized linear dispersions at this wavelength 
are 1.3 and 0.23 nm/mm for the Spex 500M and THR-1000, respectively. In 
order to resolve the doublets with the SPEX 500M configuration from above the
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slit width must be about 1.1 mm. For the THR-1000, the slit width can be almost 
7 mm wide to resolve these doublets (and the slits only open to 3 mm). 
However, the spectral width using the THR-1000 is only about 55 A. This width 
would barely cover even on set of the vibrational doublets shown in Figure 3.5, 
much less all three. However, the 350 A spectral width of the low-resolution 
monochromator is in this case necessary to obtain the necessary data in a 
single exposure.
3.2. Vacuum Considerations
In order to provide an isolated environment for the samples, the 
experiments discussed in this work incorporate a high vacuum system. There 
are two main vacuum regions in these experiments to discuss. The first is the 
sample chamber, and the second is a differentially pumped region designed to 
couple a high vacuum region (~10-3 - 10-7 Torr) to an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
system (~10’9 Torr) while preserving the integrity of the UHV system. The high- 
vacuum system is necessary in order to maintain a high density of gas, which 
provides a detectable level of fluorescence. The UHV system arises from the 
necessity of maintaining a good vacuum for synchrotron studies. I initially 
present some general considerations in the handling and maintenance of UHV 
systems, followed later by more specific discussion.
In dealing with high or ultra-high vacuum components, there are some 
special considerations involved in the handling of any substance that will be 
introduced into the vacuum environment. To obtain good base pressures it is 
essential that the components be free from any surface contaminants on the 
equipment. For the current experimental chamber, base pressures of about
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10-7 Torr are all that are required, and these handling precautions are not as 
essential. However, in the differential pumping cross, pressures o f -1x10-9 are 
required to protect the beamline, and these precautions must be observed. Oils 
and some greases exhibit a very low vapor pressure, and as a result can 
outgas for extremely long periods of time when placed into a UHV system.46 
More importantly, these oils will coat the entire surface of the vacuum chamber 
while outgassing, and degrade the UHV system. This means that one must 
remove any mechanical oil, and even oil from fingerprints from the components 
before introduction into the vacuum chamber. One should always wear latex 
gloves to avoid contamination from skin oils when handling any high vacuum 
component. Furthermore, one should wipe down all components with a solvent 
such as methanol and a lint free cloth (such as a ChemWipe©) prior to 
installation in the vacuum chamber.
Aside from oils and greases, adsorbed gas on the surface of UHV 
components resulting from exposure to atmosphere can prevent UHV 
pressures from being attained. Specifically, for a stainless steel system under 
high vacuum, water is the primary contaminant, and at lower pressure, the 
primary contaminant is hydrogen 46 To remove any adsorbed surface 
contaminants, it is necessary to raise the temperature of these components 
while the vacuum system is pumping down. This desorbs the contaminants, 
which the vacuum pump then removes. This is termed as a ‘bake-out’ of the 
system. For a bake-out, there are two things to remember. The first is that the 
temperature of the system should be >120 °C (significantly above the boiling 
point of water), and the second is that the system should be heated evenly. The
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latter point arises because it is important to avoid cold spots (regions that are at 
significantly lower temperatures than others) where the evaporated gases can 
be readsorbed by a surface, thus nullifying the bake-out procedure. Measuring 
the pressure throughout the baking with an ionization gauge monitors the extent 
of completion of a bake out. This type of pressure monitor consists of a filament 
and a collector that measures a current generated by ionization of any residual 
gases. The lower the pressure, the lower the concentration of residual gas and 
therefore the current generated by ionization of the residual gas.
The dispersed fluorescence experiments performed in this lab require 
considerably large volumes of gas. One reason for this is the need for rotational 
cooling, which depends in part on a large pressure of the gas before expansion. 
Additionally, a large density of the gas sample in the interaction region provides 
a good brightness of the fluorescence signal. This large volume of gas 
necessitates a pump capable of handling a large throughput of gas while 
maintaining the high vacuum environment. The CTI Cryogenics CT-10 
cryopump used in these experiments operates by condensing gaseous species 
onto an adsorbate maintained at cryogenic temperatures (15 K), which allows 
operational chamber pressures nominally in the range of 10*7 to 10*3 Torr. We 
obtain these temperatures by using a helium compressor. This type of pump 
also has a large pumping capacity due a large adsorbate surface area. The CT- 
10 has a pumping speed of 2000 L/s. Depending on the gas sample used, our 
experimental chamber maintains suitable pressures for several days or even 
weeks before regeneration of the pump is necessary. The use of a cryogenic 
pump also provides two distinct benefits over diffusion pumps, which can also
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maintain pressures in this region. First, there is no danger of a back flow of 
pump oil due to power failures or stalling of the pump as is the case in diffusion 
pumps. This is very important for operation at a synchrotron facility to maintain 
the ultrahigh vacuum of the beam line and the storage ring. Second, the 
regeneration process of the pump can be completed quickly either by allowing 
the pump to warm to room temperature (unassisted regeneration) or passing a 
heated inert gas such as nitrogen (-120 °C) through the pump (assisted 
regeneration). The heated gas in assisted regeneration helps to evaporate 
species with higher enthalpies of adsorption. One restrictive drawback of a 
cryopump is the inability to pump light gases such as helium or neon. This may 
prohibit the use of these gases as earners for seeded samples. In order to 
understand this, one must simply recall that the cooling mechanism relies on 
the expansion of helium gas in the compressor, and therefore cannot achieve 
temperatures cold enough to irreversibly adsorb helium, hydrogen, and neon. 
Additionally, a cryogenic pump costs significantly more than an equivalent 
vapor diffusion pump. Nonetheless, the safety and ease of use of the cryopump 
makes it the pump of choice for use in these gas phase experiments.
To couple our sample chamber to the UHV synchrotron system a 
differential pumping scheme backed by two turbo-molecular pumps is placed 
between the sample chamber and the beamline.47 Turbo pumps are excellent 
for UHV applications. However, turbo pumps that have the capacity to handle 
large volumes of gas are cost-prohibitive for use in the current experimental 
setup. A 60 Us turbomolecular pump is placed at a gap between two capillary 
light guides to evacuate the majority of gas that back flows towards the UHV
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region. We use a second higher speed (200 L/s) turbo pump between the end 
of the capillary light guide and the end of the beamline. This larger pump 
provides a vacuum pressure of ~10-9 Torr at the beamline, maintaining the 
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Figure 3.6 Representation of the conduction barriers in the differential pumping 
scheme.
In order to achieve the necessary pressures of 1 x10*9 Torr in the 
differential pumping cross it is necessary we remove that residual gas adsorbed 
onto the walls of the system. For pressures below ~10*7 Torr this refers 
primarily to water vapor that is deposited when the system is exposed to air and 
that will slowly desorb from the walls as the system pumps down. To expedite 
this pump down process, we heat the system for several hours (with the 
vacuum system pumping down) at over 120 °C to evaporate the adsorbed 
gases from the system. This is done using heating tapes which are wrapped 
around the entire differential cross, from the bellows that couples the cross to 
the PGM back to the bellows that couples the cross to the experimental
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chamber. The differential cross is then wrapped in aluminum foil, which evenly 
distributes the heat. In practice, it is sometimes beneficial to wrap the cross with 
foil before applying the heating tape as well to further ensure even heating. As 
mentioned above, it is essential that we heat all surfaces evenly in a bake out. If 
there are spots that are significantly cooler than others, the desorbed gases will 
redeposit themselves at these cold spots and continue to outgas for days, 
severely degrading the vacuum integrity.
After properly wrapping the chamber, we connect the heating tapes to 
variable voltage (Variac®) power supplies. These are adjusted until the 
temperature of the cross stabilizes at around 1 2 0 -1 5 0  °C. Also, heating 
elements on the turbomolecular pumps are turned on at this time, which bake 
out the pumps themselves (remember that these are turned on, because they 
are easy to forget about). When the heat is initially turned on, the pressure in 
the cross will shoot up dramatically (typically from -5 x 1 0*8 Torr to ~10-7 oMO-6 
Torr) while the bulk of the residual gases are evaporated off. The vacuum will 
gradually improve over several hours. The length of time required to complete 
the bake out depends on the condition of the system. If the chamber has been 
open to atmosphere for a few months (i.e., between runs at CAMD), then one 
should bake the system for about 24 hours. If the chamber has been open for 
only a short time (i.e., a nozzle change in the experimental chamber, power 
outage, etc.) than a shorter time will be required, usually between 12 and 18 
hours. The extent of the baking can be determined by monitoring the pressure 
of the cross itself. Two useful indicators are the pressure of the system with the 
heating tapes turned on, the rate of change of the pressure, which will become
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almost zero as the vacuum improves. Usually, the differential cross reaches 
pressures in the high 10~9 range while still heating, indicating the bake is 
essentially complete. A more sensitive gauge is that the change in pressure is 
somewhere below about 0.1 x10*9 over an hour or so. If the base pressure of 
the chamber does not reach at least 1 x10-8 after baking for 24 hours, then there 
is a problem with the vacuum system, and this must be rectified before the 
experiment can begin. Once the bake out is complete, turn off all of the heating 
sources (including the elements powered by the turbo pump controllers). The 
vacuum will improve as the system cools, and the final chamber pressure 
should fall in the very low 10’9 Torr region.
O-
Figure 3.7 Schematic of the capillary plug used to seal the differential pumping 
cross in order to vent the experimental chamber. This device allows translation 
and rotation of the plug in order to seal the capillary when desired, and to be 
removed from the interaction region when the chamber is under vacuum.
An additional feature recently incorporated into the existing experimental 
design is the addition of a small Viton© plug that can seal the differentially 
pumped region from the experimental chamber (Figure 3.7). The use of this 
device has essentially unrestricted access to the experimental chamber.
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Without the sealing mechanism, we cannot open the experimental chamber to 
atmosphere without shutting down the entire end station. This is because the 
capillary guide, which is an excellent conductance barrier for low pressures, is 
not capable of preventing gas at atmospheric pressure from flowing into the 
UHV system and the destroying the vacuum integrity of the differential pumping 
cross.
3.3. Ionization Sources
Early photoionization studies relied on electrical discharges in atomic 
gases to provide desired wavelengths of light. With the advent of lasers the 
available photon flux at low energies was increased but remained relatively 
discrete in nature, as lasers are limited to a few wavenumbers of tunability. As 
the field of high energy physics began to develop, a new type of radiation was 
observed in particle accelerators. The operation of these energetic storage 
devices was accompanied by a continuous loss of energy by emitted radiation 
(termed synchrotron radiation), which was not considered more than a curious 
nuisance to the high-energy physicists. Upon investigation, it was realized that 
this energy loss, caused by the strong acceleration that relativistic charged 
particles undergo during a steering by a bending magnet (Figure 3.8), 
possessed many desirable characteristics. This energy drain contained 
wavelengths of light ranging from the infrared to the hard x-ray regimes, and is 
an ideal source for continuous, tunable light.48
Aside from the utility of synchrotron radiation, the cost of building and 
maintaining a storage ring is high, and therefore few facilities exist. 
Consequently, there is typically a rather long wait for the use of these facilities,
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and the time allotments are usually small. Hence, many photoionization sources 
still exist that are laboratory based, economical, and available for use as 
needed. Additionally, a synchrotron source is not the end-all, be-all of radiation 
sources. Low flux or low brightness often plagues these facilities, requiring a 
trade-off in resolution. Still, the synchrotron source is unsurpassed as a tunable 
photon source for a large number of scientific and engineering applications.
Figure 3.8 As accelerated charged particles travel on a curved trajectory, they 
will emit radiation. If these particles a moving at relativistic speeds, the radiation 
takes the form of a cone (left frame), with a near continuous distribution of 
energy centered about some critical wavelength, based on the characteristic 
properties of the storage ring.
3.3.1. Laboratory Based VUV Sources
The traditional laboratory based photon source is the helium discharge 
lamp.49 This device provides emission from a discharge of pure helium, and 
provides two distinct emission lines at ~21.2 eV (He I) and -4 0 .8  eV (He II). 
These lamps are readily available, and are useful for many applications 
because their emissions correspond to regions approximately equivalent to 
near-threshold and intermediate ionization energies, respectively. Many early 
photoelectron experiments ware performed using He lamps, and the discharge 
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Photoionization studies using VUV lasers possess their own distinct 
advantages and shortcomings versus synchrotron sources. Lasers provide a 
very narrow bandwidth of incident radiation, allowing routine performance of 
highly resolved studies. Several branches of spectroscopy rely solely on laser 
systems, such as Zero Kinetic Energy (ZEKE),50-51 Resonant Enhanced 
Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI),52 and Mass Analyzed Threshold Ionization 
(MATI)53 spectroscopies. These branches of spectroscopy are thriving and 
growing rapidly. However, the range of energies available to laser systems is 
not conducive to broad range, energy dependent studies, where synchrotron 
radiation yields greater applicability.
3.3.2. Electron Impact Ionization Source
An alternate method of ionization that does not require a photon source 
is electron impact spectroscopy. Preparatory experiments in this laboratory use 
this type of ionization source. In such an experiment an electron acts as a 
pseudo-photon, and interacts with a target molecule to eject an additional 
electron as seen in Eq. 3.16.
M + e'exc “> (M V ) - ->  M*+ + e-exc.lp.k + e*k
4
M+ + hvfl (3.16)
Here the ionizing electron (e*exc) imparts some kinetic energy (k) to a 
secondary electron (e_k) in analogy to a photoionization event. There are some 
types of spectroscopy that focus entirely on electron impact ionization, such as 
(e, 2e) spectroscopy described in Eq. 3.16, which is the most similar to 
photoionization. For an analytical determination using electron impact 
ionization, one must use a sophisticated source that can closely control the
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kinetic energy of the electrons. However, low-cost electron guns are also 
available, such as the apparatus used for our tune-up experiments in the 
laboratory. This electron source sets only an upper limit to the electron kinetic 
energy. However, the manipulation of charged particles tends to be less 
involved than optical manipulations, and is therefore useful in our preparatory 
experiments.
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Figure 3.9 An electron gun is used by passing a current through a tungsten 
filament, and extracting the resulting electrons with a potential voltage. The 
electron bean is then electro-statically focused using an Einzei lens and steered 
using opposing pairs of deflection voltages.
The system used in our laboratory is a Model EG-402 EL electron gun 
(Figure 3.9) and EGP-102 floating electron gun power supply, both 
manufactured by Comstock. This configuration allows adjustment of the 
electron energy, and manipulation of the electron beam. A tungsten filament 
acts as the electron source. A positive voltage is applied to the anode, which 
extracts and accelerates the electrons from the region of the filament through a 
small aperture and into the barrel of the electron gun. An Einzei electrostatic 
lens focuses the electron beam by applying a circular field around the electron
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flight path.46 By varying this potential, we control the divergence and therefore 
the focal point of the beam. Additional adjustments steer the beam using two 
pairs of opposing potentials. Each of these pairs acts together to control the 
deflection of the beam as it exits the gun. By using two pairs at right angles to 
each other, two axes (x and y of a Cartesian coordinate system) are controlled. 
With the Einzel lens guiding the axis of propagation (z-axis), this system allows 
complete steering of the electron beam. The selling point for using the electron 
source in the laboratory as opposed to a photon source is the ease of 
manipulation of the ionizing radiation. We can control the electron beam 
completely with regard to position and focus using easily adjustable potentials. 
A complex optical system would be required for a photon source.
3.3.3. Electron Gun Optimization
In order to setup and use the electron source in a preparatory 
experiment, experience is critical. In the absence of this, a few straightforward 
steps serve as guidelines to quickly align and adjust the electron gun for use in 
the laboratory. It should be noted that this discussion will assume the use of the 
Comstock Model EG-402 EL electron gun and Model EGP-102 power supply 
which is an older but still useful system. The newer model guns and controllers 
possess some distinct differences from the older systems, but the reasoning 
behind the current discussion will transfer readily to the newer equipment.
The first order of business is to turn on the electron gun and allow it to 
warm up (literally). The filament needs to bake for several minutes, longer if it is 
new or oxidized due to an extended exposure to atmosphere. The Comstock 
manual suggests that an initial current of ~1 .8 Amperes should be used.
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However, the gauge of the filament may vary from batch to batch and it may be 
necessary to increase this current slightly (to -2 .2  A or so) depending on the 
characteristics of the particular filament.
A good starting point for the steering potentials if the present position of 
the electron bean is unknown is at the midpoint of their range. On the Comstock 
EGP-102, the range for the X and Y manipulations is ±10 V, so the midpoint is 0 
V, or five turns on the ten-turn potentiometer. The anode will show a maximum 
throughput of electrons at approximately 0.75 x the electron potential (energy), 
which is set using a high voltage power supply connected to the electron gun 
controller. The Einzel voltage should be set at approximately 0.1 x the electron 
voltage (HV) input. The anode extracts the electrons from the region of the 
filament and should not affect the steering substantially, but is the most 
sensitive adjustment for electron flux. I mention here a note regarding the 
replacement of the filament, should this become necessary. When installing a 
new filament, one must take care to align the pointed tip of the filament with the 
pinhole aperture of the anode. This point is where the greatest flux of electrons 
originates, and the electrons will simply crash into the anode if the filament is 
not properly aligned with the aperture.
Once the gun is initially set, there should be a substantial reading (a few 
microamperes) on the photodiode situated directly across the chamber from the 
ionization source. If there is not, there are typically three possibilities why. First, 
there is something blocking the beam, such as the gas jet or the centering pin 
used to align the system (see Section 3.3.5). Second, the anode potential is not 
set properly, as this setting is extremely sensitive. We must adjust this setting
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very slowly with small steps about the expected setting. If there is nothing 
blocking the path of the electron beam, and there is no change on the 
photodiode when adjusting the anode potential, then there may be a bad 
electrical connection in the system. This includes the leads going from the 
flange to the barrel of the gun, the harness running from the electron gun flange 
to the controller, and the leads and cables involved with the PD and 
picoammeter. When troubleshooting this (or any) experiment, the user should 
always bear in mind that when equipment does not work there is a logical and 
straightforward (though sometimes non-trivial) reason.
Once an electron signal is obtained, a small but non-exhaustive amount 
of ‘tweaking’ should optimize the signal by incrementally adjusting each variable 
(anode voltage, X/Y steering, and Einzel focusing). Two or three iterations of 
such adjustments will provide a well-prepared electron beam. However, the real 
test is acquiring a fluorescence signal, as a beam optimized on the photodiode 
is not a beam optimized for fluorescence. This is because the focal point of the 
beam should be the center of the experimental chamber rather than the 
photodiode. If the gas jet and dispersion monochromator are not yet aligned, 
this should be done now. Assuming the system is mechanically aligned (i.e., the 
jet is centered and the monochromator has been aligned with the He/Ne laser), 
optimization on a fluorescence signal provides the most efficient use of time. A 
strong fluorescence peak such as the N2+ [6  ̂2£u+ v+ = 0 ->• X  2Zg+ v" = 0] 
transition at -3 91 5  A is a good place to start. As suggested above, the initial 
electron beam adjustment for fluorescence optimization should be the Einzel 
lens that adjusts the focus of the electron beam. Now the fluorescence signal
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should serve as the optimization measure rather than the photodiode. The 
electron adjustment procedure outlined above, used in conjunction with similar 
procedures for the gas jet alignment and optical system for fluorescence 
collection, will provide a useful determination of the experimental parameters 
necessary for a successful synchrotron run.
3.3.4. Synchrotron Radiation
The advent of synchrotron radiation has brought about a new class of 
scientific and engineering research. As mentioned above, the first observation 
of synchrotron radiation was as a by-product of high-energy particle 
accelerators. This radiation was at first used parasitically by high-energy 
physicists at these facilities. These investigators attached beamlines to the 
accelerator rings, which are the first generation synchrotron sources. Soon 
researchers constructed facilities with the intent of generating synchrotron 
radiation, which comprise the second-generation storage rings. The Louisiana 
State University (LSU) Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices 
(CAMD)54-56 where all of my data was collected is a second generation 
synchrotron source. This facility provides soft x-rays (Figure 3.10) for use in 
cross-disciplinary scientific and engineering applications. The most newly 
constructed storage rings contain insertion devices in straight sections of the 
storage rings, such as wigglers and undulators, which further refine the 
production of synchrotron radiation. Facilities designed for use with insertion 
devices are the third-generation storage rings.48 In the U.S., the Advanced Light 
Source at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and the Advanced 
Photon Source at the Argonne National Laboratory, are two such facilities. With
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the use of appropriate selective optics, synchrotron storage rings provide a 
tunable source of radiation ranging from the infrared to far into the x-ray 
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Figure 3.10 Photon flux distribution of the synchrotron radiation provides by the 
storage ring at LSU CAMD. This ring operates at 1.3 and 1.5 GeV electron 
energy with up to 300 mA of stored current. This facility is optimized to provide 
soft x-ray radiation for a variety scientific and engineering aplications.
The ability to wavelength select synchrotron radiation is somewhat 
specialized, and is achieved differently based on the desired photon energy 
range. For low energy VUV radiation used in many photoabsorption and atomic 
and molecular outer valence photoionization studies, we may use traditional 
normal incidence optical surfaces such as mirrors and gratings. These types of 
devices are beneficial, as there is little or no contribution from higher order 
harmonics found in the continuum source. Vacuum ultraviolet radiation refers to 
an energy region that displays a large absorption in air. This absorption 
corresponds to the numerous ionization thresholds of atmospheric constituents,
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especially the dissociative continua of 0 2, in this energy region. 
Consequentially, a high vacuum environment is necessary to transmit this 
radiation, and hence the term vacuum ultraviolet. An additional consequence is 
that normal incidence optics absorb high energy VUV radiation as well, and the 
use of grazing incidence optics is required in the high energy VUV. For core 
shell photoionization and photoabsorption studies, the use of hard X-ray 
radiation is required. As expected, many optical surfaces are primarily 
transparent to X-rays. Therefore, crystalline optics are required for hard X-ray 
studies. Typically, a double-crystal monochromator refracts the incident X-rays, 
and the desired energy region determines the type of crystals used. In the 
current investigations, the VUV region is of central importance, and is 
considered exclusively.
A plane grating monochromator (PGM )57 is used for the current 
molecular photoionization studies performed at LSU CAMD. In such a device, 
the synchrotron radiation impinges on the optics at low angles of incidence and 
is reflected or diffracted from the surfaces. Rotation of the optics directs the 
diffracted light through a slit that isolates a narrow bandwidth of light, and the 
resulting monochromatic radiation is focused onto the interaction region. The 
PGM at CAMD was manufactured by McPherson, Inc. It operates over a large 
spectral range by using two gratings that can be interchanged in vacuo. The 
groove density of the low energy grating is 360 g/mm with an effective energy 
range of 15 -  300 eV, and the high energy grating groove density is 1200 g/mm 
with a functional range up to 1000 eV. In addition, a laminar grooving of the low 
energy grating reduces high order contributions to the transmitted photon beam.
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Each optical component of the PGM at CAMD is individually controlled via a 
stepping motor / encoder system. The horizontal and vertical collimating mirrors 
each have five adjustable axes (two translational and three rotational 
adjustments). These optics are not typically adjusted except during 
maintenance by the beamline manager. The pre-mirror and grating work in 
tandem and the desired operational mode of the experimentalist determines 
their respective adjustments.
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Figure 3.11 Schematic representation of the plane grating monochromator used 
at CAMD.
The PGM beamline is capable of three methods of operation: high 
throughput, high order rejection, and fixed focus modes. Fixed-focus mode 
matches the pre-mirror angle to the energy setting of the grating, which keeps 
the monochromator in focus and results in the best resolving power.57 This 
mode is used for experiments requiring a continuously focused source such as 
surface studies. In high order rejection (HOR) mode, the PGM takes advantage 
of the properties of the laminar grooving of the PGM that filters the higher 
harmonics from the interaction region. The limitation of these two operational 
modes is that the monochromator rejects a substantial quantity of first order
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light as well. Therefore, I used a third operational mode to collect the current 
data that provides a high photon flux to the end station.
In the current experiments, all data was acquired using the high 
throughput mode because, as mentioned above, dispersed fluorescence 
spectroscopy does not rely on the excitation beam for resolution, and is 
therefore run with the maximum available light. One drawback of this mode of 
operation is that fluorescence from higher order excitation also appears in the 
fluorescence spectrum at lower incident energies which tends to dampen the 
branching ratio excursions at these energies.58 In this configuration, I set the 
pre-mirror to an angle that maximizes the total throughput for a particular range 
of wavelengths. These ranges were determined in detail by Rao22 in earlier 
experiments performed on the PGM. I report these ranges with minor 
modification as used in the current experiments in Appendix I.
3.3.5. Optimization of PGM Beamline Photon Source
The experiments described in this work are generally concerned with the 
detection of fluorescence transitions involving extremely weak signals. Typically 
such an obstacle can be circumvented by increasing the acquisition time to 
improve the signal to noise ratio. However, beam time is a decreasing 
commodity at synchrotron laboratories, and in order to acquire a sufficient 
number of data points in a limited allotment of time the acquisitions cannot be 
arbitrarily long. Moreover, in the current experiments longer exposure times 
increase the risk of contamination of the data by cosmic rays (Section 3.4.1). 
Therefore, the successes of the current investigations are contingent on the 
maximization of incident photon intensity. In these experiments, the important
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photon flux optimization points are the collection of light at the source, proper 
focusing of the light into the capillary, and alignment of the capillary into the 
sample region.
For this discussion, we will assume that the PGM itself needs no 
adjustment when initiating an experiment. If this is ever not the case, the 
beamline manager is the only person who should perform or authorize 
adjustments of the beamline itself. For the PGM at CAMD, the first step is to 
align the experimental chamber on the end station platform.
Optimally one performs this step before the chamber has been 
evacuated (Section 3.2). This allows the end station to be moved while it is not 
directly attached to the PGM, and provides a clear line of sight for rough optical 
alignment. However, this is not always an option, as alignment must often occur 
when there is no light in the ring. When alignment must be performed without 
the benefit of an open system, the user must be more exacting in squaring and 
leveling the chamber on the platform, and proceed with preparation of the 
chamber (bake out, fluorescence monochromator alignment, etc.). The photon 
beam alignment can take place later when the ring is in operation.
When the storage ring is in operation, I use the zero order setting of the 
PGM in a similar manner to using a He/Ne laser for alignment of the 
fluorescence monochromator. Zero-order, or white light, is simply the 
transmission of all emission from the storage ring that the optical surfaces of the 
beamline do not absorb. Since the continuous emission contains the visible 
spectrum, the resulting zero-order light is white. The light should be focused to 
fall within the inner diameter of the capillary wave-guide of the differential
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pumping chamber. This is done by adjusting the last optic in the beamline, the 
refocusing mirror. This optic is a three axis, six degree of freedom, adjustable 
torodial mirror. As a toroid, it has only one true focal point. However, the 2 mm 
i.d. capillary can accommodate a slightly enlarged spot size provided as much 
of the beam as possible enters the wave-guide through its orifice. In practice 
this can be achieved (if the experimental chamber is not under vacuum) by 
opening the beamline up to but not including the last gate valve, which is a 
window valve for transmitting the visible zero order light. Additionally, the user 
must always document any adjustment of the refocusing mirror in the PGM 
logbook to avoid confusion between users. The visible light passing through this 
window valve will allow the user to see the spot size and make appropriate 
adjustments. It may be necessary to adjust the position of the capillary so that 
the light hits the end of the tube rather than the center in order to view the 
actual spot size. After focusing the light, move the capillary back into position 
and the visible light should appear on the centering pin in the chamber. This 
centering pin is mounted on a linear feedthrough that positions the tip so it 
marks the center of the fluorescence chamber. This is critical for aligning the 
intersection of the incident photon beam and the gas sample (the interaction 
region) orthogonally with the fluorescence collection optics to maximize 
detection of the fluorescence signal. A phosphorescent plate placed behind this 
pin is useful for viewing the location and focus of the excitation beam. If the light 
does not pass through the chamber center, the user must adjust the capillary so 
that the light simultaneously falls through the opening of the capillary and onto 
the tip of the centering pin as outlined below.
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The capillary adjustment stage consists of two x/y translation platforms. 
While these translators operate independently of each other, the effects they 
have on the position of the capillary are coupled because of the rigidity of the 
rod between them. In order to understand this interconnectedness, it is helpful 
to visualize this by means of an analogy. Pick up a pen, pencil, etc., and hold 
each end of the rod with the thumb and index finger of each hand approximately 
one-half inch from the ends. Now, while moving your right hand, watch what the 
left end of the rod is doing. The capillary adjustment takes place in exactly the 
same way. Moving one end of the capillary requires a compensation at the 
other end of to maintain the same point in space. This is what I mean by the 
iterative process in the adjustment of the capillary wave-guide. After focusing 
and directing the light to the center of the chamber, its position should be 
checked with respect to the photodiode lying on the opposite side of the 
chamber. If the light is completely missing the photodiode, then the chamber 
was not properly squared or leveled. This procedure must be repeated and the 
light realigned until the propagation of the incident light enters the capillary, 
passes through the center of the chamber, and falls onto the center of the 
photodiode. The experimental design used here conveniently allows adjustment 
of almost every mechanical and optical component, and therefore provides a bit 
of latitude in these adjustments.
Once the alignment of the chamber is complete, the user should close 
the gate valves of the beamline (these should be closed any time the beamline 
is not in use) and attach the bellows that connect the differential cross to the 
last gate valve of the PGM if the system is still at atmosphere. The experimental
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chamber should be closed and evacuated, and the differential pumping cross 
should be baked (see Section 3.2) for at least eighteen hours at a temperature 
well above 100 °C to desorb all the adsorbed water from the surfaces. The 
differential cross consists of everything between the large flange on the 
fluorescence chamber to the bellows that attach to the PGM, inclusively. It is 
important to heat the entire region evenly, as regions at substantially lower 
temperatures than others can serve as sinks for the evaporating gases and will 
not allow the necessary operating pressures to be reached. However, 
overheating can easily destroy the Viton material used in gate valves and non- 
metal gaskets, and the user should be aware of the use and location of such 
components. The last gate valve of the PGM contains such materials and 
should never be heated above 120 °C.
Table 3.1 Representative sample of the standard set of conditions used for my 
experiments. These track the photon flux on the aluminum photodiode in my 
experimental chamber, and the flux on a tungsten mesh located at the last gate 
valve of the PGM immediately after a fill of the storage ring at CAMD. The 
current of the ring is recorded to determine the normalized flux as well. All 
measurements are recorded at a PGM setting of 77.2° pre-mirror angle, and 50 








PD / Ring 
Current
5/17/99 1 2.43 1.89 218 0.011
2 2.37 2.19 214 0.011
3 2.36 2.19 221 0.011
5/18/99 1 2.40 2.21 234 0.010
2 2.36 2.15 240 0.010
3 1.97 2.02 200 0.010
Further experimental alignment, after achieving a good vacuum, follows 
the procedure outlined for the electron gun above. This is done by first
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measuring white light on the photodiode, then optimizing the fluorescence 
signal with white light, and finally using monochromatic light to tune the 
fluorescence signal. It will be beneficial to the user to pick and maintain a 
standard set of parameters to be used for all monochromatic standard 
measurements. These are useful as spot checks for day to day comparisons, 
and even for comparisons from experimental run to experimental run. A sample 
of my standard measures are given in Table 3.1.
A synchrotron source may be subject to slight variations in day to day 
operation, even from injection to injection. This includes the amount of stored 
current, which governs the flux available to the user, the lifetime of the ring 
current, which describes the rate of decay of the stored current, and the position 
of the stored particle beam, which can greatly influence the optical path the 
emitted radiation traverses into and through a beamline. The gradual decay of 
photon flux is a normal consequence of a storage ring. However, at CAMD the 
beam position is also prone to shift frequently. This is a ‘growing pain’ of the 
facility as the operators work to optimize the quality of light provided to its users. 
It is the responsibility of the user to monitor any unusual changes in the photon 
source as seen from their end station, and to be aware of the effects of these 
changes on their experiment. This information may also enhance the capability 
of the storage ring operators to improve the performance of the CAMD storage 
ring by providing feedback on the effects of any adjustments performed on the 
orbit of the stored beam. Therefore, the most important piece of information the 
user may possess is the ongoing documentation of the photon flux as a function 
of stored current for a standard set of experimental parameters. (For example, a
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record of the flux at 50 eV with no sample gas and a pre-mirror angle of 77.2 
degrees for each injection.) By keeping an accurate record of such data, 
problems that arise can be isolated as a source, beamline, or end-station 
problem. This stresses the necessity of a standard measure of the photon 
source as proper experimental procedure.
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Figure 3.12 Absorption spectrum of an aluminum filter placed in the path of the 
incident photon beam of the PGM monochromator. This data can be used to 
calibrate the actual transmitted energy of the beamline which may vary due to 
changes in the synchrotron source.
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The angle of incidence of the incoming photon beam on the optical 
system of the PGM may also change as a result of the variations of the source 
position. Therefore, the true photon energy selected by the PGM will be 
different from the energy specified by the user, and necessitates frequent 
calibration of the beamline. This is facilitated by the use of a thin aluminum 
filter, located just before the last gate valve of the PGM, which can be moved 
into the path of the photon beam.
By monitoring the photodiode reading while the PGM is scanned through 
an aluminum absorption edge the true excitation energy supplied can be 
compared to the energy setting of the PGM. When operating in high throughput 
mode, this measurement must be performed for each target angle of the PGM 
used. The most common absorption used is the L II and L III edge at 
approximately 72.7 eV. (The L II edge at 72.5 eV and the L III edge at 72.9 eV  
are not normally differentiated by this measurement, so a median value of 72.7 
eV is typically used). Also, the first harmonic of this absorption appears at 36.35 
eV photon energy. Thus, by monitoring the location of these two absorption 
features, the PGM can be calibrated to correct for changes in the optical path of 
the photon source.
3.4. Fluorescence Detection
Several types of detectors are suitable for fluorescence detection. The 
most commonly used devices are photomultiplier tubes, which are essentially a 
photocathode followed by a series of dynodes (electron amplifiers). These 
detectors are inexpensive and easy to use, but are not capable of multichannel 
detection. Channel plates are capable of running in either single or multichannel
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detection mode, and are relatively inexpensive. Charge coupled devices (CCD) 
have the benefit of operating in multichannel mode. Also, they may possess 
comparable quantum efficiencies to other detectors, and these efficiencies are 
constantly improving. The following discussions outline the use of each of these 
types of detectors.
3.4.1. Charge Coupled Devices
3.4.1 .1 . Overview and Operation 
Recent years have seen great progress in the design of charge coupled 
devices (CCD). Today there is practically a CCD in every home, used in 
scanners and digital camera equipment. For two-dimensional low light level 
detection, the CCD is unsurpassed. In order to decrease the background of the 
detector, the chips used in these experiments are cooled with liquid nitrogen 
(LN2) and stabilized at a temperature that provides an optimal quantum 
efficiency of the CCD. The multichannel capacity of the CCD has dramatically 
improved the capabilities of dispersed fluorescence detection over previous 
detection methods.
In the current experiments, wavelength selection in the secondary 
monochromator provides a horizontally dispersed fan of light at the exit slit. The 
CCD is able to spatially resolved an entire spectral region of fluorescence and 
can therefore determine the wavelength dependent intensity of the dispersed 
light. This is a vast improvement over previous single channel detection 
methods such as photomultiplier tubes, as the acquisition time, even with 
identical quantum efficiencies, is decreased by the number of spectral points 
required. For example, if a measurement requires a six second exposure time
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for one wavelength, and 100 such points to determine a spectrum of this region, 
a total acquisition time of 100 x 6 seconds, or 10 minutes is required. A CCD 
can detect one such spectrum in 6 seconds. The use of a CCD can therefore 
decrease the amount of time required for data acquisition by two orders of 
magnitude. This allows a large amount of data to be collected in a relatively 
short time. This is necessary given the limited time allotments available at 
synchrotron sources, and the large number of data points required to complete 
these extended energy range studies. In addition, the acquisition of an entire 
spectrum simultaneously ensures that the sample conditions are constant 
throughout the exposure. This alleviates any time dependent artifacts that may 
arise from, for example, variations in the sample pressure. In this way, the CCD 
spectra are somewhat self-normalizing, as any extraneous effects will apply to 
the entire spectrum, and will therefore cancel out across the entire spectrum 
when a ratio is calculated.
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Figure 3.13 Outline of the motion of stored charge from one potential well to the 
next.
The basic theory of operation for a CCD is that each element in a two 
dimensional array of photodiodes (pixels) converts an incident photon into one
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unit of electrical charge, and this charge is stored on the CCD in a potential 
well. To read the amount of charge (and therefore the amount of light), the 
control system reads each pixel in a particular column of pixels, then the next 
column is successively read, etc., using the charge transfer technique detailed 
in Figure 3.13. When a column is being read, the potential between adjacent 
pixels is lowered and the charge flows into the next pixel. As the charge fills the 
next well, the potential is again raised so that it forces the remaining charge out 
of the initial storage well, and the charge now occupies what was originally the 
adjacent pixel. The process of moving the charge from one pixel to the next 
repeats until the entire array of pixels has been read, as shown in Figure 3.14.
For the experiments detailed in this work, each vertical column of pixels 
was summed together (as the wavelength determination propagates 
horizontally, only the intensity is important in the vertical field) to create a 
vertical ‘superpixel’ as will be discussed. The total amount of charge contained 
in the pixels of a vertical column are read into a horizontal shift register, where it 
is temporarily stored until it can be quantified (digitized) by an analog to digital 
converter (ADC). The detector used in these experiments was a Princeton 
Instruments 1340x400 liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled CCD operated by a ST-138 
CCD controller. The ADC in this system is a 16 bit converter, which correlates 
to a 65,535 count (216 -1 )  capacity. A count is a generic unit used to tabulate 
the occurrences of a particular event. The gain setting on this system is 
variable, with 1, 2.2, and 4.5 electrons / count settings. The system was 
operated in the high gain (1 electron / count) mode, which means that for every 
electron generated, one count is tabulated.
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Another important aspect of CCDs is the use of binning to increase the 
apparent signal strength. Binning is the grouping of adjacent pixels to act as 
one pixel, as described for the vertical superpixels. This effectively changes the 
size of the photosensitive element. This is useful when dealing with low light 
levels, and was essential for the current studies. For example, in the current 
application, the monochromator disperses the fluoresced light in the horizontal 
plane, and the vertical component does not need to be spatially resolved. 
Instead of using a 1340 x 400 array of sensors (imaging mode) on the Princeton 
Instruments CCD, we set the vertical columns of pixels to be read by the 
hardware as one very large superpixel. We are then left with a 1340 x 1 array of 
pixels (spectroscopy mode). This does not change the amount of light 
registered by the CCD, only the way that the controller reads the signal, and 
reduces the read noise in the experiment. Every reading by the ADC introduces 
read noise, so it is advantageous to minimize the number of ureadn operations.
In addition to the full vertical stripe, pixels can be grouped horizontally in order 
to further reduce the noise level, and to minimize exposure time. In practice, a 
peak of any kind needs at least five points to be defined (one for each baseline, 
one for each half maximum, and one maximum). For instance, if the signal to be 
resolved falls over a range of ten pixels, then the region can be binned by two. 
That is, every adjacent pair of pixel columns is read as one superpixel.
Figure 3.15 displays this schematically, where it is assumed that the columns 
adjacent to the signal region detect zero light. Now, by binning the full vertical 
stripe, and by two horizontally, we have an effective array of 670 x 1 pixels. The 
binning can be arbitrarily large, as long as one important point is considered.
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For the CCDs used in the current experiments, the 16 bit ADC that transcribes 
electronic charge to a digital unit (a count) can only hold a maximum of 2 16 - 1, 
or 65535 counts. Binning that results in any one of the superpixels containing 
an amount of charge that correlates to a signal larger than this will saturate the 
ADC, and any information found in the overloaded superpixel will be lost.
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Figure 3.14 Illustration of the reading of the CCD
There are two methods of binning adjacent pixels into superpixels. The 
first type binning occurs on this chip itself, as demonstrated in Figure 3.15, and 
is referred to as hardware (on-chip) binning. The second occurs after all the 
individual pixels have been read separately, and is referred to as software 
binning,. Hardware binning enlarges the potential well used to store charge on 
the CCD (discussed above). This method actually reduces the read noise 
introduced by measuring the stored charge in fewer read operations. Software 
binning achieves a similar result to hardware binning, with an important
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drawback. In software binning, the entire CCD array (1340 X 400 pixels) is 
read, and the adjacent pixels are added together in a software routine after 
being read. However, this does nothing to reduce the read noise intrinsic to the 
reading of each individual pixel, and the quality of data will suffer drastically 
from this approach. Therefore, hardware binning should be used whenever 
possible, and is used exclusively in the current acquisitions.
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Figure 3.15 An example of the use of binning in a CCD
3.4.1.2. Read Noise 
There is another consideration when using a CCD for spectroscopic 
detection, that is the phenomenon of spikes induced by cosmic rays. Cosmic 
rays are high-energy subatomic particles that are generally of interstellar or 
solar origin. These particles are ubiquitous in our galaxy, and have randomly 
oriented trajectories. Consequently, they periodically (every few minutes) collide 
with the CCD during an exposure and create a spike across one or a few pixels
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(Figure3.16 below). Important; describe what spike are (i.e., many counts in a 
small group of pixels) and why they can screw up a spectrum so severely. It has 
been noticed that the frequency of cosmic rays changes from in the laboratory 
(LSU campus) to the synchrotron source (CAMD). Also, in exposures taken at 
the synchrotron source during an injection of electrons into the storage ring (or 
the ramping of these electrons), cosmic rays essentially cover the entire CCD. It 
is presumed, therefore, that the high energy particles produced by collisions of 
fast moving electrons with the walls of the storage ring (Bremstrahlung 
radiation) also appear as spikes on the CCD. Therefore, the user must take 
more care to minimize the corruption of data by spiking when acquiring data 
with the CCD at the synchrotron source.
The spikes that result from collisions of these highly energetic particles 
with the CCD may be identified by their (usually) narrow width, their strong 
intensity, and their random nature. Once identified, these spikes are removed 
by interpolation of the spectrum, as they do not contribute to the analysis of the 
signal. Additionally, increasing the binning of the CCD increases the size of the 
effective detection element, possibly precluding the differentiation of the 
contribution of the cosmic ray from the true fluorescence signal. This limits the 
functional exposure time of an acquisition to decrease the probability that 
spikes will appear in a region of interest (spectral peak) that cannot be 
corrected. Most CCD software supplies a filtering routine that can automatically 
identify and correct for cosmic ray detection. However, I have found that it is 
best for the experimenter to review the uncorrected spectra by hand and 
perform any correction himself or herself. For this purpose, I have written a
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Visual Basic program to review each spectrum individually and identify suspect 
peaks. These peaks can then be corrected either automatically or by directly 
inputting the desired value for a particular pixel. Section 3.6.2.1 describes this 
program in detail.
3.4.1.3. Statistical Errors Arising in CCD Data Acquisition 
We will now turn our attention to the more detailed points that influence 
the quality of the data obtained using the CCD. When a controller reads a CCD, 
there are four contributions to the net signal, three of which introduce error into 
the measurement. First, the controller operates at an offset, or bias, which 
provides a method for measuring zero signal. Recall that statistically any 
measurement will fall about the true value (true mean) of the signal. If the 
baseline setting of the controller is at a real zero, then there is no way to 
measure signals that fall below the mean (negative values). Therefore, the 
controller is set to some small but non-zero value that corresponding to an 
acquisition with nothing being detected on the chip. This value can easily be 
determined by acquiring several zero second exposures and taking the mean of 
these values which is then simply subtracted from each spectrum (typically less 
than 100 counts). The discussion of the read noise of the system below 
provides a more detailed method for this analysis. The other contributions to the 
signal contain real sources of noise, which arise from the incident light, the 
background signal, and the noise associated with the reading of the chip. The 
first two contributions are addressed quickly, as their discussion is 
straightforward. I will tackle the read noise shortly, as it is somewhat subtle, and 
requires more attention.
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For statistical analysis of a measurement that involves counting, such as 
the counting of photons in this experiment, the signal follows a Poisson 
distribution where the uncertainty improves as the square root of the signal.59 
This means that the error involved with counting events is determined as the 
square root of the total number of counts. This type of error is associated with 
both the background signal and the signal of interest, the fluorescence intensity. 
Two acquisitions are required to measure these contributions, one with no light 
incident on the CCD (for the background) and one with the fluorescence 
impinging on the CCD (for the signal). The same experimental parameters must 
be used for both acquisitions, as will become apparent later. It may seem 
unnecessary to acquire a background signal since there is no light to measure, 
but it is quite essential. Recall that the CCD is cooled to reduce the signal 
acquired due to thermally excited readings. These readings cannot be 
completely eliminated, because at the necessary temperature, the chip would 
be unresponsive to any signal at all (the quantum efficiency would be zero). 
Therefore, while small, the signal due to thermal excitation of the chip must be 
accounted for and removed from the total contribution of signal. In addition, the 
background determination ensures that there is no contribution from any 
background fluorescence signal such as fluorescence from a dissociative state. 
Now, the true signal resulting from photoexcitation of the pixel is described by 
Eq. 3.17:
S i9 na,(net) = Signa t̂crtai) “  Signal(background) -  Bias (3.17)
Equation 3.17 turns out to be very useful since the two sources of error 
associated with the resulting measurement are intrinsic to this equation (the
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signal uncertainty ̂ ySignai^^ , and the background uncertainty 
^ySignal(background) ). Note that since each pixel (or superpixel) is read 
individually, the error associated with each one must be measured separately.
A brief consideration of this task should make apparent the necessity of 
computer based automation and data reduction. Also, Eq. 3.17 does not contain 
any information regarding the last source of error, the read noise, which is 
detailed in the following discussion.
Figure3.16 Representation of the various contributions to the total signal read 
from the CCD.
As mentioned previously, there is an intrinsic error associated with the 
physical act of reading the charge stored in each superpixel, referred to as the 
read noise. This noise arises from the uncertainty involved in the charge moving 
through the shift register, the ADC, the non-uniformity of pixels on the chip, etc.. 
This is treated as a generic root mean square (RMS) error. This value will be 
the same for a given set of conditions of the CCD (binning and temperature), 
but is not time dependent as are the counting statistics of the signal and 
background. This means that read noise is present in an acquisition time of
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zero, and we will use this very point to measure the contribution of the read
noise.
We begin the read noise analysis by taking three consecutive zero- 
second acquisitions of the CCD. There are reasons for obtaining three 
acquisitions, and they must be set in the control software to occur in immediate 
succession. The first reason is that we must in essence warm up the electronics 
involved in reading the CCD by a read cycle that that will be discarded. Also, as 
mentioned previously, there is a bias associated with the reading of the CCD 
and we want to measure the variance of the signal about the bias but not the 
bias itself. Therefore, we need two different measurements, the difference of 
which will remove the bias contribution. Now, having acquired the three desired 
readings, we discard the former, and subtract the two latter acquisitions from 
each other in order to evaluate the variance of the read noise. Exporting the 
digital spectra into an ASCII x/y pair format, and sequentially subtracting the 
second and third spectra provides the needed information. The resulting 
difference spectrum should give values about a true zero, and the use of the 
bias as an offset should now be clear. Now, a standard deviation analysis of
(X - Xj)2
this reading should be performed which is simply ct = 2- — ^ — . Here ct is the 
standard deviation, X^ is the mean value of the n pixel readings, X( is the value 
of an individual pixel, and n is the total number of pixels. However, recall that 
this is a difference spectrum we are reducing, and therefore it carries with it the 
variance (ct2) associated with two readings. The resulting total variance (ct2) 
should be divided by two (or the deviation ct by ^ 2  ) to yield a value for the 
noise associated with reading only one superpixel. It should be emphasized that
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the conditions under which the analysis of the variance associated with each 
pixel will change for a different set of CCD conditions (binning and 
temperature). Therefore, one must perform this examination with the exact 
experimental parameters that will be used. In practice, it is a good idea to 
perform this test daily, especially if the thermostat or the CCD have been 
adjusted or turned off.
Figure3.16 presents an outline of the various sources of signal and 
noise. The large peaks represent the signal detected due to the incident 
fluorescence, and the constituents of the background are shown as well, those 
being the bias and background signal combined. Additionally, an offset of the 
read noise gives the reader a feel for the relative contributions from each 
source of signal and noise. This variance about the background actually 
contains the uncertainty of the read noise and the background signal itself.
Also, as the variance is associated with every pixel read by the ADC, it is 
present in the signal regions as well. This representation only serves to display 
the relative contribution of the RMS error (read noise) against errors from 
signals that follow a Poisson distribution (fluorescence and background). They 
are considered separately as sources of error and the determination of each are 
presented below. Now all that remains is to calculate a real error associated 
with a particular spectrum. For the current experiments, we are typically 
concerned with measuring the relative intensity of two fluorescence signals.
This means that for each peak, there is a signal and a noise contribution for 
every pixel involved in the measurement of the peak. A useful trait of error 
analysis is that errors add in quadrature (as vectors). That is, the error adds as
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the square root of the sum of the squares. It will be beneficial to keep this in 
mind for the following discussion.59
In Eq. 3.17 we are shown the net signal (Signal^net )̂ for a particular pixel. 
For the error associated with each pixel (ASnet), we must add each error in 
quadrature, which simply means the square root of the sum of the squares
(Vs(AX)2 ). Therefore, we estimate the error associated with an individual pixel 
using Eq. 3.18
A Snet = V < VSnet>2  +  N S bg>2 +  ' ’ 2 0 -1 8 )
and the total error for a given region as Eq. 3.19
total ASnet = ^ I(A S net)2 (3.19)
Now, in order to compare the two regions of interest with each other, we 
will be looking at the ratio of the two areas. When determining the error 
associated with a multiplicative operation, we compare the relative error (not the 
absolute error as shown in Eq. 3.19), and hence the two relative errors must 
add in quadrature.59 The relative error of a measurement is simply the 
uncertainty of the signal divided by the net signal shown in Eq. 3.20
ASnel 'J z  (ASne,)2 x /K S ^ ,)  + £(Sto ) + n -g?
Snet S net Stota| - - Bias
where n is the number of pixels in the region of interest.
The relative error associated with the ratio of two regions of interest is 
now given by the addition in quadrature of the respective relative errors. 
Replacing Snet with S1net and S2net for the respective regions yields Eq. 3.21
^ r a t io  ^  / f * S 1 net
\
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This equation contains the proper error to include as error bars, etc., for 
the measured ratios of intensity. We obtain the absolute error of the resulting 
ratio by multiplying the value of Eq. 3.21 by S ^ q, thus solving for ASratio. If 
displaying the data in terms of only one intensity (such as constant ionic state 
data, cross sections, etc.), the absolute error of the particular region of interest 
from Eq. 3.20 is the appropriate choice. The understanding of the error 
associated with dispersed fluorescence, or any measures that relies on 
counting statistics, can be applied to a back-of-the-envelope calculation to 
estimate the time required for a measurement of a desired accuracy. For 
example, to obtain data that has a relative uncertainty of 5% (Eq. 3.20 = 0.05), 
one can quickly rearrange Eq. 3.20 (disregarding the variance) to the form of 
Eq. 3.22, which roughly approximates the necessary signal Snet.
From Eq. 3.22 we quickly see that the total signal required is at least 400 
counts. For a 2% uncertainty, we need at least 2500 counts. If the signal has a 
flux of 10 counts per second, then we can estimate that we need forty second 
exposures for a 5% accuracy, and four minute (250 second) exposures for a 
2% uncertainty. Simple calculations such as this are invaluable tools that can 
provide a feel for the time required to obtain a complete set of data, which is 
essential when applying for a time slot at a synchrotron facility.
3.4.1.4. CCD Optimization 
There are a number of parameters to optimize when using a CCD in 
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binning, and the alignment of the detector with the plane of dispersion of the 
monochromator. If the user performed the initial alignment of the system to a 
high tolerance, then the alignment of the detector is a trivial matter. However, 
the quality of the collected data hinges on the proper use of the CCD and the 
implementation of its features. This section will help to develop an 
understanding of these features, and the method to optimize a fluorescence 
detection scheme.
The CCD array used in low light level detection is cooled by either LN2 or 
thermo-electric (TE) cooling. This cooling reduces the number of electrons 
generated by thermal excitation of the metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) band 
on the CCD. However, overcooling the chip will result in a loss of 
responsiveness of the CCD to incident light. Fortunately, the manufacture of 
most CCDs includes a dynamic range of operation where thermal noise is 
minimized without sacrificing quantum efficiency. Therefore, it will be beneficial 
to determine the dynamic range of the CCD in order to ensure an efficient 
collection of data.
In order to determine the optimal thermal setting of the cooled CCD, we 
must use a constant intensity light source to measure the background and 
response of the detector at varying temperatures of the CCD. This can be done 
using a helium-neon (He/Ne) laser, mercury lamp or even with the electron gun. 
The synchrotron source is not an acceptable measure, as the flux of radiation 
from the storage ring decays over time, and a time dependent intensity will yield 
completely useless results for this study. This characterization is a tedious 
process, but only needs to be done once. The easiest way to accomplish this
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thermal verification is to use the He/Ne alignment laser with the monochromator 
set at -6328 A (first-order He/Ne emission). Begin with the CCD (with the LN2 
dewar filled) at some relatively high temperature (-50 or -60 °C) for reasons that 
will be explained below. Bin the detector using the fuil-stripe vertically, and not 
binned (binned by one) horizontally. Then measure a wavelength-selected 
spectrum of the source for a time sufficient to yield a large peak, but not so long 
as to saturate the detector. It is important that this determination begin at the 
higher temperatures of the CCD, as the quantum efficiency and background will 
decrease with decreasing temperature. If we begin the test at lower 
temperatures, the increase in quantum efficiency at higher temperatures will 
possibly cause the signal to exceed the capacity of the detector. This will ruin 
the test, as all parameters should be held constant (exposure time included) 
other than the temperature. The results of a representative determination of the 
CCD response as a function of temperature is displayed in Figure 3.17.
Once the binning and exposure time for the setup procedure are found, 
the only setting that will be adjusted is the temperature of the CCD. A thermal 
step size of about 5 or 10 °C down to some temperature around -140 °C will be 
sufficient to see the responses of the background and signal, The temperature 
dependent response will display the dynamic range of the detector where the 
background (determined by measuring a particular area of the CCD where no 
light is incident on the detector) is sufficiently low and the signal is sufficiently 
high for a good signal to noise determination. Once this determination has been 
performed, a standard operating configuration can be assessed that provides 
the optimal performance of the CCD.
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Figure 3.17 Thermal response of a CCD detector. This determination plots the 
response of the CCD to a constant intensity source as the temperature of the 
CCD is lowered. The response is presented a the percentage of the total single 
that is due to the signal itself [Ssig[ial / (Ssignal + Sbackground)] x  100. Notice that 
at higher temperatures of the CCD there is a large background contribution.
This levels out at lower temperatures, which indicates the ability to remove 
thermal contributions to the signal without severely degrading the sensitivity of 
the CCD.
In order to finalize the focus and alignment of the CCD, it is convenient to 
run the acquisition of spectra using the full CCD chip (imaging mode). This 
mode displays a two dimensional image of the light as it hits the CCD. Using 
this we will be able to determine that the plane of the CCD is coincident with the 
focal plane of the monochromator at the exit slit. Additionally, some
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monochromators (such as the THR-1000) are equipped with an adjustable 
refocusing mirror, which can move the position of the focal plane of the 
monochromator. This is for fine tuning only, and since not all monochromators 
have such an adjustment (such as the SPEX 500M) it is best to adjust the focus 
of the system as much as possible by positioning the CCD. A high degree of 
focus at the CCD is essential for rotationally resolved studies, but for large 
vibrational spacings, this adjustment is less critical as the dispersed light will 
reach the detector regardless. An example of the capabilities of the current 
dispersed fluorescence system, Figure 3.18 displays a two-dimensional image 
of the rotational resolution of a diatomic system. This represents a powerful 
addition to the capabilities of dynamical studies of molecular photoionization.
Figure 3.18 Rotational resolution of the N2+ [B 2I U+, v+ = 0 -> X 2I  + v" = 0] 
fluorescence spectrum acquired using the imaging mode of the CCD. The 
alignment of the grating in the monochromator can be verified by acquiring such 
a spectrum. If the lines overlap in any vertical column of pixels, then the yaw of 
the grating must be corrected. This figure displays a proper alignment.
In some instances the monochromator may have fallen out of alignment 
due to rough treatment of the optics, jarring of the monochromator, or other
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mishandling of the delicate system. In this case, rotational resolution may be 
impossible with the CCD in an upright position. For example, if the yaw of the 
grating about its axis of rotation is misaligned, the rotational levels will overlap 
in the vertical plane of the CCD. If this occurs, and there is insufficient time to fix 
the problem (e.g., in the middle of an experiment at the synchrotron source) it 
may be possible to correct for any misalignment of the grating by tilting the CCD 
slightly to align the yaw of the CCD with the yaw of the grating. This is achieved 
by running the detector in spectroscopy mode with a very narrow (-5 0  urn) slit 
width and monitoring the spectrum as the CCD is rotated. Because of the LN2 
dewar, the detector should never be operated at a rotation of more than ±30 
degrees from vertical. If it is necessary to rotate the detector by this amount, 
then the problem must be corrected by taking the monochromator off of the 
system and realigning the grating using a He/Ne laser and working in multiple 
orders.
Now that the optical alignment of the system is complete, determining 
the proper binning for a particular spectrum will provide the best statistical 
resolution of the data in the most efficient amount of time. This is to some 
extent a trial and error determination, but there are means by which to 
approximate a reasonable configuration. Section 3.1.2 discusses determining 
the resolution of the monochromator at a particular wavelength. However, we 
can find the binning parameters by observation with a substantially bright 
ionization source. The amount of resolution required (rotational, closely spaced 
vibrational, or large vibrational separations) determines the method best used. 
Finally, note that we must consider the binning for a particular spectral region,
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monochromator, grating selection, and amount of resolution required 
simultaneously, as they are interdependent.
3.4.2. Analog Detectors
In the current experiments, monitoring the incident monochromatic flux 
using a standard aluminum photodiode60 normalized the data acquired a. aand a 
picoammeter measured the current of photoelectrons from the diode. This 
picoammeter outputs a voltage proportional to the generated current, which a 
voltage to frequency (V/F) converter translates to a frequency. The resulting 
signal is then passed through an ADC, and monitored using a National 
Instruments timing input/output (PC-TIO 10) data acquisition (DAQ) PC 
interface card in pulse counting mode. This particular setup genetically provides 
the ability to read an analog current generated by a detector. This detection 
scheme is not restricted to a standard photodiode, and certain experiments 
performed elsewhere in this laboratory have incorporated this identical 
experimental setup using microchannel piates (MCP) for detection.
MicroChannel detectors are usually glass wafers with hundreds of tiny channels 
passing through the plate61. A photoelectric substance coats these channels, 
which serves as an amplifier for detection of weak signals. As an energetic 
particle strikes the surface of the MCP, it generates secondary electrons that an 
electric potential accelerates toward the rear of the plate. As the resulting 
electrons strike the channel of the MCP, it generates several more electrons. 
This process takes place many times before reaching the rear of the MCP, 
resulting in a cascade effect that amplifies the signal. The electrons that reach 
the back of the MCP are then collected at a metal anode (such as a copper
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plate) lying behind the MCP. The resulting signal is measured as a pulse for 
counting applications, or as a current for stronger incident intensities where it is 
impractical to make the gain high enough for pulse counting. If desired, current 
measurements occur in the same way described for the photodiode reading. 
The specifics involved in using these MCPs are beyond the scope of this work. 
However, experimental methods involving microchannel detection are used 
routinely in numerous types of experiments such as total fluorescence yield 
experiments for photon detection, and photoelectron-photoion coincidence 
experiments (PEPICO) for both electron and ion detection. The assemblies are 
available in the literature and are straightforward to incorporate.
Another type of detector that operates on the same principles as the 
photodiode and MCP is the photomultiplier tube (PMT). These devices cost 
significantly less than a CCD, and possess reasonable quantum efficiencies.
For low light level detection, the photomultiplier tube is an inexpensive solution. 
A PMT consists of a photoemissive plate followed by a series of dynodes that 
serve as amplifiers for the electron signal passing down the chain, in a similar 
manner to the MCP. The resulting current is read from an anode at the rear of 
the PMT, as in the photodiode and MCP arrangements. These phototubes have 
very good efficiencies near room temperature (they are usually cooled by 
Peltier cooling) and are used in many laboratories for many applications. 
Photomultiplier tubes have been used for detection of dispersed fluorescence, 
but are only capable of single channel measurement (they lack spatial 
discrimination). Using a PTM, the fluorescence monochromator is wavelength 
scanned and a measurement is obtained by counting for a specified time at
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each wavelength. This is a time consuming process, and is no longer the most 
efficient means of fluorescence detection since the incorporation of a CCD.
3.5. Gas Phase Considerations
Gas phase studies are useful to probe the photoionization dynamics of 
isolated molecules. When performing our gas phase studies, we do so in a high 
vacuum environment for at least two reasons. First, the UHV environment of the 
synchrotron source necessitates the preservation of the vacuum integrity, and 
for the desired range of excitation energy the photon beam cannot be isolated 
mechanically (i.e., there are no useful windows for the VUV region). Second, in 
highly resolved studies it is beneficial to use a large pressure gradient between 
the sample reservoir and the experimental region in order to exploit the 
expansion laws of a gas in such studies.62 63 I will discuss this last point in more 
detail below.
3.5.1. Supersonic Gas Jets
Effusive gas sources (gas inlets with fairly large apertures and small 
pressure differentials) have been used for many years as a means of 
introducing a gas sample into an interaction region. These sources supply small 
amounts of a gas sample for high vacuum studies, but do not significantly affect 
the temperature of the gas (no cooling occurs). More recently, the advantages 
of using much smaller nozzle diameters for the introduction of a gas have been 
observed extensively.62*64 Recall that we may estimate the relative population 
of an energy level using a Boltzmann distribution e*E/kT (as discussed below).
By passing a gas through a small aperture (< 200 nm) across a large pressure 
gradient, the rotational temperature of the gas is significantly reduced and the
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rotational populations are concentrated into low J levels. This results in a 
narrowing of the rotational envelope and a consequent sharpening of vibrational 
band structures. This is critical for performing rotationally resolved dispersed 
fluorescence studies. The experimental technique of using a supersonic 






Figure 3.19 Representation of a gas jet supersonic expansion through a nozzle 
of diameter D.[Ref 62] P0 and P  ̂ correspond to the pre- and post-expansion 
pressure of the gas. The jet boundary is the region outside the jet expansion 
where the surrounding gas follows the stream line (a). Gas that flows near the 
edge of the nozzle (b) leaves the core of the expansion region and enters a 
mixing region bounded by the barrel shock and jet boundaries. Gas that follows 
stream line (c) expands unhindered until it reaches the mach disk at a distance 
(xm). The coldest region of the expansion is inside the barrel shock and before 
the mach disk.
When a gas is supersonically cooled, the internal molecular motions may 
become essentially frozen in the time scale of the expansion.62 Primarily, this 
tends to be most effective in rotational populations, as vibrational motion does 
not cool as effectively. The barrel shock and mach disk, detailed in Figure 3.19, 
are turbulent boundaries that hinder the expansion of the gas. Therefore, the
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most effective cooling of a gas undergoing a supersonic expansion occurs in 
the core of the expansion bounded by these turbulent regions.
Xm = 0.67 x D  (3.23)
As the core of the expansion is centered about the aperture of the gas 
jet, locating the lateral center of the expansion is straightforward. The distance 
of the mach disk from the nozzle can be calculated from Eq. 3.23, where D is 
the diameter of the nozzle, and P0 and P1 are the pre- and post-expansion 
pressures, respectively. In practice, the region best suited for spectroscopic 
applications extends from about 10 nozzle diameters downstream from the 
nozzle to the mach disk.
3.5.2. Vibrational Temperature Control
As discussed previously, an important point of my investigations involves 
degenerate vibrational modes, which are also hot-bands. The origin of this term 
stems from the fact that the vibrational frequencies of these bands are small, 
correlating to thermally accessible energies. For example, the vibrational 
frequency of the bending mode of the N20  molecule is 588.7 cnrr17  From this, 
we can estimate the relative number (Nv) of N20  molecules in the (0,1,0) 
vibrational state, which is proportional to the Boltzmann factor as shown in Eq. 
3.24
Nv oc gv x  e-E/kT (3.24)
where gv is the degeneracy of the vibrational mode, E is the vibrational energy,
T is the absolute temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant. By observation, 
we see that the population is strongly dependent on the absolute temperature of
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the molecule. For large energies, the effect of a temperature change is small, 
but for low energy transitions, there can be a strong dependence on 
temperature. At room temperature (298 K) the population of the bending mode 
is small.
The current studies display different branching ratios for transitions from 
a ground state target and a vibrationally excited target. To isolate these 
differences I developed a method to control the vibrational population of the 
molecular target. Figure 3.20 displays my design of a copper cooling block that 
houses a fluid channel. The temperature of the gas jet, and therefore of the 
sample, is reduced by circulating a chilled liquid through this channel. 
Additionally, I wrapped a heating tape around this apparatus to enable heating 
of the gas jet as well.
I cooled the gas jet by circulating cold methanol through the fluid channel 
of the copper block with a variable speed fluid pump. I cooled the methanol in 
the closed circuit by placing a copper coil in the circuit. I placed this coil in a dry 
ice / acetone slurry at a temperature of -80 °C. However, the mechanical heat of 
the circulating pump only allowed a functional methanol temperature of not 
quite -40 °C. Still, this apparatus easily maintained stagnation temperatures of 
the gas at -3 5  °C for several hours. I used this method to investigate the 
v0 = (0,0,0) photoionization of N20  and C 0 2 in my bending mode studies. By 
lowering the initial temperature of the gas only a few degrees, I was able to 
isolate a thermal region where transitions from the ground vibrational state of 
the target are dominant. This in effect removed the majority, if not the entirety, 
of hot-band contributions.
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Figure 3.20 Diagram of the cooling block used to reduce the initial temperature 
of the gas. This apparatus fits the existing jets with a copper block containing a 
fluid channel that can be used to circulate a coolant for control the temperature 
of the gas jet.
For the studies of v0 = (0,1,0) photoionization of N20  and C 0 2,1 
increased the stagnation temperature of the target gas using a vacuum 
compatible heating tape wrapped around the cooling block from Figure 3 .2 0 .1 
controlled this heating tape with a Variac© and this setup can maintain gas 
temperatures above 200 °C. Functionally, the operational temperatures are 
normally kept at or below 180 °C, due to the blackbody emission of the tape at 
higher temperatures. This emission results in large scattered light contributions 
to the fluorescence spectra. By raising the initial temperature of the target 
molecule I was able to isolate a thermal region where the transitions to the 
desired v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) vibrational states are dominated by v0 = (0 ,1 ,0 ) initial 
states.
Other experiments in the Poliakoff group at LSU are currently 
incorporating this experimental development. For instance, investigations of 
rotationally resolved fluorescence are using the cooling block to obtain targets
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at rotational temperatures of a few Kelvin. These studies need much more 
cooling than my vibrational studies, and use LN2 as the coolant rather than 
chilled methanol. I did not use LN2 in my studies because the freezing points of 
my samples are well above liquid nitrogen temperatures. However, the ability to 
use LN2 cooling for gas phase studies again displays the utility of many aspects 
of our dispersed fluorescence apparatus.
3.6. Visual Basic Programming
The addition of Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0 (VB) programming routines 
has enhanced the efficiency and productivity of the experiments performed at 
the LSU CAMD synchrotron source. I designed custom software that automates 
the data acquisition and displays real time data. We can now perform the final 
data reduction literally in minutes using data correction and data reduction 
routines, yielding increased flexibility in the experimental runs. These programs 
also interface with the WinSpec 32-bit proprietary CCD software (Princeton 
Instruments). This allows easy communication between the existing hardware 
and CCD software, and access to the WinSpec data files in a useable format by 
automatically extracting the acquired data in ASCII format. Consequentially, the 
WinSpec software must be installed for some of the custom routines to run. I 
describe the function and operation of these routines in the following sub­
sections, and the code is archived in the Appendices at the end of this work.
3.6.1. Data Acquisition
For the measurements presented here, I automated the experimental 
apparatus in order to acquire many data points in sequence. These Tuns’ of 
data provide a smoothness in the data that was previously more difficult to
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achieve because by automating the process, the experimental conditions from 
one data point to the next are a similar as possible. This minimizes artifacts and 
experimental error in the data brought about by changes in the sample 
pressure, photon flux, etc. In order to perform such automated sequences, I 















Figure 3.21 Schematic of the hardware configuration used to automate data 
acquisition for the fluorescence experiments at the CAMD PGM
Figure 3.21 outlines the sequence of events needed to occur in this 
automation. The software sets the PGM at CAMD to a particular wavelength of 
incident radiation. When the PGM is ready, it sends a message to an 
acquisition PC, which in turn begins the CCD exposure, and simultaneously 
begins counting the incident flux for normalization. Once the CCD has finished 
its pre-determined exposure, it signals the PC, which then sends a message to 
the PGM to move to the next energy, and waits for the return message from the
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PGM. This cycle repeats until the desired data set is acquired, allowing the 
experimenter more flexibility to perform other data analysis tasks.
Figure 3.22 Image of the software automation program used in the current 
experiments.
In order to interface with the PGM, I use a simple RS-232 serial port 
connection between the PGM computer and the acquisition PC. The 
communication with the CCD detector uses a proprietary PCI interface card 
from Princeton Instruments. This card handles communication with the CCD 
controller that operates the detector. For acquisition of the normalization data, a 
National Instruments AT-MIO card is used to provide analog toggle voltages to 
a PC-TIO-10 counter card which signal the beginning and end of an acquisition 
for photon flux monitoring. The code used here is presented in Appendix I.
The operation of the acquisition software is straightforward. As the 
program opens it establishes communication with the excitation monochromator
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system and the current pre-mirror angle and energy setting. By clicking the 
Setup button, the user is prompted to enter the parameters for the desired run, 
including the pre-mirror angle, initial energy, energy step size, number of points, 
and the root name of the run. The software does not currently set the exposure 
time for the CCD, which the user must set manually in WinSpec. However, the 
PGM Scan program will set the run name and reset the incremental numbering 
of data files to prepare the CCD software for a series of acquisitions. An 
additional feature of the automation is the incorporation of some components of 
the data analysis software into the control software to perform uncorrected but 
on-the-fly analysis of the data. Section 3.6.2.2 describes the use of this feature. 
Additionally, the PGM Scan routine tracks the photodiode reading in the lower 
right hand comer of the interface. This measurement allows the individual peak 
intensities to be normalized against the incident photon flux, as opposed to 
normalization against a second intensity (as a relative intensity). Finally, this 
software informs the user whether the CCD is currently being exposed in the 
CCD Shutter panel, to ensure the run is progressing.
3.6.2. Data Reduction
I performed the bulk of my data reduction using custom VB programs. I 
created a routine that will open a WinSpec file and extract the acquired data in 
an ASCII x,y pair format. The cosmic ray removal program (Section 3.6.2.1) can 
correct the resulting file for spikes, which the data analysis program can than 
analyze to determine peak intensities and relative populations for the desired 
transitions. Sequential analyses such as these yield constant ionic state spectra 
and vibrational branching ratios for the desired study. These programs also
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calculate the net error associated with these investigations. Automation of the 
bulk of data reduction has provided the investigator with near real-time data 
analysis, which has dramatically increased the productivity of the synchrotron 
runs. By observing trends in the data as they develop, the user is able to adjust 
their experimental approach quickly, resulting in more complete experiments to 
be performed in a single stay at the synchrotron source.
3.6.2.1. Cosmic Ray Removal
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Figure 3.23 Layout of the cosmic ray removal program used to correct the data 
for spikes caused by random high energy collisions with the CCD. The narrow 
peak between the two large and wide features is a cosmic ray, and has been 
determined as suspect by the software.
As detailed in Section 3.4.1, the use of a CCD detector brings with it an 
unavoidable spiking of the acquired data. These spikes are inconsequential 
when they fall outside of any regions of interest (i.e., fluorescence peaks or 
background regions), but the must be removed when they will affect the data 
analysis of the experiment. Removal of these peaks by hand is the safest
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method of correction, but this is a time intensive process since (as mentioned 
above) the automation of data has increased the output of spectra. It is not 
uncommon to acquire literally hundreds of spectra in one day with the current 
automation, and inspection of each of these is not a trivial matter. To assist in 
the correction of these spectra, I developed a VB program that allows the user 
to browse each individual spectrum and that will automatically highlight suspect 
peaks based on a set parameters specified by the user.
To determine suspect peaks, the software performs a simple routine 
based on a rate of change analysis between adjacent pixels of an extracted 
ASCII format data file (see discussion above). If a particular pixel has an 
intensity greater than some user set factor (e.g., Intensitypixel n+1 > 1.7 
x lntensitypixe| n) then it is identified as suspect and marked on screen, as seen 
in Figure 3.23. The user then has the option to accept all suspects as spikes, 
which instructs the program to remove the spikes by determining the average 
value of the pixels adjacent to the spike. This correction is not always sufficient, 
as some cosmic rays extend over more than one adjacent pixel. In this case, 
the user may choose to manually edit the spikes by inputting a desired value, 
typically based on the average value of this pixel in the previous and following 
spectrum of the series. Alternatively, the user can manually instruct the 
software to calculate an average value for a single pixel.
Additional features of this program are the ability to re-extract the ASCII 
x/y data from the original WinSpec data file to quickly restart the analysis. This 
is beneficial because the user cannot modify the WinSpec format file, and a 
vaulted copy persists unless the user deletes the original file. Additionally, the
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user may select an option to create a backup copy of the original ASCII file, to 
rename the modified file by adding an appendage to the original file name, or 
simply overwriting the original ASCII file. I tend to use the latter method 
exclusively because it does not create a new file, and as discussed, the user 
can recover the original data easily by re-extraction from the WinSpec data. The 
code used in this routine is presented in Appendix X.
3.6.2.2. Intensity and Branching Ratio Calculations
As detailed in the previous chapter, for the current studies we are 
interested in determining vibrational branching ratios by extracting this data 
from the relative intensities of a vibrationally excited state versus a transition to 
a vibrationally unexcited state. In order to perform this analysis, we must first 
determine the individual area of the particular regions of interest (fluorescence 
peaks). These area measurements correlate to an intensity, and the ratio of two 
of these measurements is the relative intensity, or branching ratio. As stated 
above, with the current degree of automation of the data acquisition it is not 
unusual to acquire 500 or more spectra a day. Just keeping track of the 
analysis for all of this data quickly becomes a daunting task, much less having 
to determine the individual peak areas, errors, and ratios for every data point. 
For this reason, I have designed a stand-alone data analysis program to 
perform the more time-intensive data analysis tasks.
The data sets at CAMD are named according to a root filename specified 
in the acquisition program, and this root name is incrementally appended for 
each spectrum. This avoids confusion and facilitates sequential analysis of the 
data. The bottom right hand comer of Figure 3.24 shows the Generate List
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function, which will create a text file (labeled “Name”.1st) which the analysis 
program will use later to perform the actual data reduction. This file is generated 
based on the root name used in the data set being reduced, the number of 
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Figure 3.24 Graphical representation of the data analysis program designed to 
extract branching ration information from a series of spectra.
Some of this information required by the data acquisition program may 
seem obvious or redundant (e.g., why would you not use spectrum number 1 as 
your first index?), but this is actually designed to provide more flexibility. For 
instance, consider a data set acquired from 16 eV to 30 eV with a 0.25 eV step 
size. If it was later realized that a 0.5 eV step size to 28 eV was sufficient, but 
several spectra need to be averaged together, it may become a nuisance to 
manually cut out the extra points in the first run. To allow the user to define
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precisely the points desired in the data reduction, the start, end, and step size 
of the list may be changed. Therefore to create file containing the reduced data 
from the initial data set in a format that can easily be compared to the later data, 
a list may be formed that begins with spectrum number one, ends with the 
spectrum correlating to 28 eV, and analyzes a data point every 0.5 eV between 
the specified first and last point. This allows the user greater control over the 
data analysis.
The most important factors for analyzing the regions of interest are 
defining these regions. The user does this in the Set Parameters frame of the 
data analysis program. The current program is only designed to accommodate 
two regions of interest, but it does have the capability to save parameter 
information in order to reproduce analyses for different data sets or different 
regions of interest. An additional feature of this software is that it highlights the 
set region of interest in the upper left-hand panel by painting the regions of 
interest. The text boxes labeled ROM and ROI2 correspond to the numerator 
and denominator of the resulting branching ratio, respectively. The BG boxes 
designate a background for the analysis, and the area calculations use an 
average value of this background region as a baseline. The bias and variance 
values are used for the error analysis to calculate the contribution from a 
background signal (which is the total background minus the bias) and the 
variance, as outlined in Section 3.4.1.4. Selecting the .1st file desired for 
analysis, and clicking the Analyze button performs the data reduction. The 
panel in the upper right hand comer of the program displays the resulting ratios, 
which can be saved as a .vbr file, which is simply an ASCII text output file. This
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graphical output is beneficial, because it enables the user to find the best set of 
parameters for the analysis quickly by changing one value and reanalyzing the 
data immediately.
The incorporation of MS Visual Basic into the laboratory has greatly 
increased the efficiency of every aspect of these experiments. Time intensive 
analysis and mundane tasks have been replaced with quick results and efficient 
analyses. The next chapters present the data acquired and analyzed using 
these custom built routines.
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4. Results and Discussion
In this section, I present the experimental results and discussion of my 
vibrationally resolved dispersed fluorescence investigations. I begin with a 
discussion of the underlying motivation for these studies, and an overview of 
these investigations. I then present the geometry dependent photoionization 
studies central to my dissertation project. Further sections present other 
investigations that are either more speculative in their interpretation, or will 
require further investigation.
4.1. Motivation and Overview
The central goal of my investigations is to probe the dependence of 
molecular photoionization on changes in geometry for simple polyatomic 
systems. These studies use dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy to measure 
the relative populations (rates of production) of the vibrationally excited 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state versus the v+ = (0 ,0 ,0 ) final state of the cation resulting 
from C 0 2+ 3ctu_1 and N20 + 7cr1 photoionization. Previous studies used this 
strategy to probe the sensitivity of molecular photoionization to changes in bond 
length.26-34'36 41-42 An important theme that has emerged is that one can 
disentangle the underlying photoionization dynamics by probing state-resolved 
effects over a broad range. The focal point of the current investigations is to 
enlarge the scope of such research by probing the response of the 
photoionization dynamics to a qualitatively different molecular motion, i.e., 
bending, over a wide spectral range. These are the first such studies.
In order to determine the effects of changing the amount of bending 
excitation in these studies, we compare the relative populations of different
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levels of excitation in the bending mode. This is achieved by determining the 
vibrational branching ratio v+ = for each of these systems as a function
of incident photon energy. An important point of these investigations is that 
transitions to the ^  -  1 final state from the ground state of the molecular target 
is forbidden by symmetry selection rules. Contrary to this prediction, these 
investigations not only show that these levels are accessible in molecular 
photoionization (Figure 4.1), but they also display strong deviations in their 
energetic profiles. We see large and widespread changes in the v+ = jo’g’gj 
vibrational branching ratios that allude to a strong interplay between nuclear 
and electronic degrees of freedom.
In addition to the energy dependence of the bending mode studies, these 
vibrational branching ratios exhibit a strong thermal dependence. This indicates 
that different photoionization mechanisms are dominant in different thermal 
regimes (Figure 4.2). In order to isolate these behaviors, I performed 
temperature dependent studies designed to seek out lower and upper thermal 
limits beyond which the magnitude of the deviations are the same for any 
further change in the temperature of the gas. Branching ratios at the lower limit 
may be attributed to effects involving only the ground vibrational level of the 
molecule [v0 = (0 ,0 ,0 ) -> v+ = (0 ,1,0 )], and at the upper limit to hot-band 
photoionization [v0 = (0,1,0) -»  v+ = (0,1,0)]. For convenience, I will omit the v0 
and v+ designations in labeling vibrational transitions. Therefore, 
v0 = (0 ,1 ,0 ) - *  v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) transition will from now on be labeled as 
(0 ,1,0 ) -»  (0 ,1,0 ), the v0 = (0 ,0 ,0 ) -+  v+ = (0 ,0 ,0 ) transition as (0 ,0 ,0 ) -*■ (0 ,0 ,0 ), 
etc.
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Figure 4.1 Fluorescence spectrum of C 0 2+. The v+ = (0,1,0) final state is also 
shown scaled by 10 to emphasize the relative intensity of this transition. Peaks 
are labeled by indicating the vibrational mode on the left, the number of quanta 
of vibration excitation in the upper state as a right superscript, and in the lower 
state as a right subscript. Therefore, the 2 \ label refers to the fluorescent 
transition v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) - *  v" = (0 ,1,0 )
For the lower thermal limit studies, the (0,0,0) -> (0,1,0) transition is 
forbidden by symmetry selections rules because the transition dipole matrix 
does not contain the totally symmetric representation (x+®<J>'<8><J>+<8>p<S><|>0®xo *  
Therefore, we must begin by determining the possible mechanism for 
production of these final states of the ion. There are at least three ways to 
circumvent these symmetry restrictions that may allow substantial population of 
the v+ = (0,1,0) level of the photoion in linear systems. First, the most 
straightforward method is to exploit the hot-band nature of the bending mode in
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linear molecules. If one starts in the excited vibrational level of the ground 
electronic state, i.e., v0 = (0 ,1,0 ), dipole selection rules allow the ion to be 
created with one quantum of bending excitation. One can compare this hot- 
band transition with the normal photoionization pathway where one ionizes the 
ground vibrational level of the neutral molecule, because each process involves 
a A l>2 ~ 0 change from the target to the final state of the ion. Second, it is 
possible to exploit vibronic coupling, which allows nominally forbidden 
transitions to occur. In such a scenario, changes in the vibrational angular 
momentum (and therefore the vibronic symmetry of the final state cation) 
induce a coupling between cationic states of the same vibronic symmetry. This 
coupling also involves a transfer of character between the coupled states, 
implying that the energetic properties of the states are best represented as an 
admixture of the two states. For vibronic coupling involving a forbidden 
transition, the forbidden component possesses ‘zero character’ (as it is 
forbidden), and therefore the admixture of states should reflect the behavior of 
the coupling channel only.65 This point provides a method to test a vibronic 
coupling scenario as an explanation for the appearance of the forbidden 
component, as the resulting profile should reflect that of the lending state only. 
Third, the zero-point vibrational motion may account for the appearance of the 
l>2 -  1 final state due to the temporary reduction of symmetry of the neutral 
target at the extrema of the zero-point vibration. This transition, which is 
forbidden using the selection rules for linear molecules, may become allowed 
under the selection rules for electronic states of lower symmetries, as the 
symmetry of the molecule is reduced at the extrema of the bending motion. This
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may explain the significant intensity of the v+ = (0,1,0) state. The following 
discussions consider each of these situations.
Performing branching ratio comparisons at different initial temperatures 
of the gas allows us to discriminate between the hot-band and vibronic coupling 
mechanisms. The branching ratio studies in the lower thermal limit of the target 
system exclude hot-band photoionization as a possibility, as these 
investigations are designed to remove all hot-band contributions. The zero-point 
vibrational motion is not expected to cause strong changes in the 
photoionization characteristics due to intensity borrowing, as the central point of 
this theory is that the change in symmetry of the target converts the degenerate 
bending mode of the linear molecule to a symmetric mode of a lower symmetry 
group.7 Traditional vibronic coupling explanations for the appearance of the 
forbidden transitions are typically based solely on the symmetry of the residual 
ion, and also fail to account for the population of these levels (Section 4.2.2). 
Specifically, the vibrational branching ratio energy dependence indicates that 
the participation of the continuum photoelectron is significant. Therefore, the 
continuum photoelectron must be considered explicitly in any analysis involving 
a vibronic coupling mechanism. This is the fundamental result of my 
investigations of the linear systems.
An additional study of the energy dependant population of the 
N20 + A 2I \  v + = (1,1,0) vibrational level investigates the mediation of a vibronic 
coupling mechanism by simultaneous excitation in the v̂  and o2 vibrational 
modes. Vibrational excitation in totally symmetric modes is predicted to affect 
the degree of coupling induced by excitation in non-symmetric vibrational
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levels.66*67 This is because the excitation in the symmetric mode changes the 
energy separation between the forbidden state and the channel responsible for 
inducing the forbidden vibronic transition. However, the inclusion of any amount 
of excitation in the totally symmetric mode does not change the overall 
symmetry of the forbidden final state. The result of this study indicates that the 
addition of a single excitation in the u1 vibrational mode does affect the degree 
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Figure 4.2 Outline of the various transitions in photoionization of the triatomic 
systems in this study.
I have also conducted investigations into the effects of vibrational 
excitation in photoionization involving the totally symmetric “breathing” motion of
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the tetrahedral CF4 system. A shape resonance is predicted to exist in the 4a .,*1 
photoionization channel of CF^ 68 but has not been previously observed 
experimentally. This is because the expected resonance exists ~1.5 eV above 
threshold, and the resulting low-energy photoelectrons are difficult to observe in 
PES experiments capable of performing energy dependent measurements. The 
current study investigates this photoionization channel by observing 
fluorescence from the D 2A1 -»• C 2T2 transition and determining the 
v+ = [q'q'o'qI vibrational branching ratio. This investigation clearly 
demonstrates deviations in this ratio near threshold due to the presence of a 
shape resonance in this photoionization pathway, and underscores a clear 
advantage of dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy over traditional 
photoelectron experiments.
The final discussions of this chapter lay the groundwork for future 
studies. I present what is believed to be the first observation of fluorescence 
from photoionization of clusters. If verified, this observation would represent a 
significant advance in the field of the photodynamics of molecular clusters by 
introducing a new experimental tool to the study of these complexes.
4.1.1. Hot-band Photoionization
A direct approach that circumvents the restrictions of dipole selection 
rules in the bending mode studies is to probe the photoionization dynamics for 
alternative target vibrational levels from which the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state is 
accessible. The typically small vibrational frequency of ^  in a linear triatomic 
molecule lends itself to excitation by thermal energies, providing a vibrationally 
excited target state, e.g., v0 = (0,1,0). This vibrational state of the target system
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allows population of the ^  = 1 upper level because the = 0 transition is 
allowed for allowed electronic transitions.7 At room temperature, there is a 
substantial population of excited low-frequency vibrational modes, even using a 
supersonic jet expansion, as vibrations do not cool effectively.62*63 At higher 
temperatures the population of the v2 mode in the neutral target, which follows 
a Boltzmann distribution (e ^ 7), increases with the temperature of the target 
gas. We may easily exploit this characteristic, and a significant advantage of 
such an approach is that it is readily coupled to dispersed fluorescence 
experiments, thereby enabling broad range survey studies of low frequency 
vibrational modes.6*21 *69
This hot-band photoionization pathway is intrinsically different from that 
of photoionization from the ground vibrational state due to the addition of off- 
axis angular momentum in the target, and a resulting change in photoelectron 
channels accessible from the vibrationally excited target. This may influence the 
photoionization characteristics of this forbidden transition, particularly if there 
are other considerations involved such as continuum electron effects. The 
results presented below display a marked difference in the magnitude of the 
relative changes in the branching ratio at various temperatures of the target 
molecule. This demonstrates that at different temperatures of the gas different 
photoionization pathways are dominant.
In order to study the regime in which photoionization from either the 
v0 = (0 ,0 ,0 ) or v0 = (0 ,1,0 ) target state is dominant, we must be able to control 
the population of the mode in the target. We accomplish this by manipulating 
the stagnation temperature of the sample in the gas jet before expansion into
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the experimental chamber (as detailed in Section 3.5.2). In order to study the 
high-temperature regime (hot-band photoionization), the target gas was heated 
to incrementally higher temperatures. Vibrational branching ratio spectra were 
acquired at each initial temperature in order to determine an upper limit where 
the data was reproducible at any higher temperature. For the low-temperature 
region (ground-vibrational state photoionization), a similar approach was 
implemented by cooling the target gas prior to expansion.
4.1.2. Vibronic Coupling
An alternative mechanism for producing the v+ = (0,1,0) level of the ion 
via photoionization of the ground electronic state is to incorporate a vibronic 
coupling mechanism. This type of photoionization is somewhat complex as it 
involves multiple transition channels, but we will show studies of such 
vibronically induced transitions can generate useful scientific insights. This type 
of analysis uses the Herzberg-Teller (HT) theory of vibronic coupling,70 which 
describes circumstances under which a forbidden transition can exhibit nonzero 
intensity by borrowing oscillator strength from an allowed transition.8 In this 
case, the final state vibronic symmetry (rx+ ® r̂ + = rvjbronic) is considered 
rather than the individual vibrational and electronic symmetries. (Notice that the 
symmetry of the continuum photoelectron is not involved in the traditional 
analysis, which will become an important point in the current studies.) The 
presence of an odd number of excitations in a non-totally symmetric vibrational 
mode changes the vibronic symmetry of the ion state, and therefore may allow 
coupling with another state of the same vibronic symmetry (4/c). This is 
characterized by a transfer of oscillator strength between the states involved.71
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Consequently, the energetic properties of the transition reflect an admixture of 
the characteristics of the coupled states.13 That is, the transition moment is no 
longer represented by <4/jonlix|4'neutral>, but by OPicJfcil^neutrai) + 
a(vFc|jLi|4/neutra|) where 0*'ion|4/c) is equal to the totally symmetric representation 
and a  is the contribution from the coupling mechanism. Several previous 
studies use this type of coupling to account for forbidden transitions.2972*75
By exploring the possibilities presented above, I will attempt to explain 
the appearance of the symmetry forbidden v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state for the linear 
systems presented in this work. I will show that none of these explanations in 
their current form are sufficient to account for the energetic properties observed 
in the vibrational branching ratios for these bending mode studies. I suggest a 
new method of analysis that expands on the Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling 
theory. That is, the continuum photoelectron exerts leverage on the coupling 
mechanism, and any complete vibronic coupling analysis must consider this 
explicitly.
4.1.3. Zero-point Photoionization
It may also be possible that photoionization to the singly excited bend 
from the ground state ion occurs as a result of the zero-point vibrational motion 
of the molecule only. Since the zero-point motion is an average over all 
vibrational motions, there will be some occurrence of the bent configuration of 
the molecule (Figure 4.3). Away from the equilibrium geometry, the C 0 2 
molecule assumes a ground state symmetry of C2v (Cs in the case of N20 ). In 
this case, the molecule is not restricted by the confines of a linear symmetry
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group (Cwv or D ^ ) ,  but is now a member of the bent triatomic symmetry 
groups.
Figure 4.3 Zero-point vibrational motion.
As the linear molecules go through the zero-point bending motion, this 
momentary reduction of symmetry resolves the molecules into a point group 
symmetry typical of bent ABA (C2v) and ABB (Cs) molecules.7 For the C2v 
group, the symmetric (t^) and bending (t^ ) vibrational modes correspond to A1 
symmetry, and the antisymmetric ( o3) mode correlates to B2 symmetry. For the 
Cs symmetry group, all three normal modes of vibration resolve into the A' 
symmetry type. For the electronic symmetries of interest, the B 2I U+ state of 
C 02+ converts to B2 character, and the A 2S+ state of N20 + resolves into A' 
symmetry (the target electronic states belong of course to the respective totally 
symmetric characters). We also observe that the electronic transitions remain 
allowed due to dipole components of B2 (py of C2v) and A' (p^ py of Cs) in each 
molecule. All that remains is to determine whether the vibrational transition 
components are non-zero. As pointed out above, the bending modes resolve 
into the totally symmetric components and therefore must yield a totally 
symmetric product for each allowed electronic transition moment. Through this 
simple analysis, we see that vibrational transitions that are forbidden in the 
highly symmetric groups are allowed in the bent configuration of the molecules. 
This partial relaxation of symmetry could of its own right account for the
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population of the upper ionic state from the ground vibrational state molecule. 
However, this motion can not account for vibronic interaction, since the 
corresponding vibrational wave functions are totally symmetric.7 Testing this 
hypothesis requires detailed theoretical analysis, because the magnitude of this 
effect may not account for the degree of bending excitation we observe, or its 
energy dependence.
4.2. CO2+ [ S V -  v+=(0,1,0)]
I begin the presentation of my results with an investigation of the 
dynamics associated with bending mode excitation in C 0 2 3ou’ 1 
photoionization. The outer valence configuration of C 0 2 is 
...(4og)2(3cru)2( l 7iu)4( l 7ig)4, and the ionization threshold for 3ctu' 1 
photoionization in C 0 2 is 18.074 eV .76 This system has been studied 
e x t e n s i v e l y  27-29'72-76-i os ancj the fluorescence spectrum resulting from 
C 0 276'106 photoionization is well known, so it is straightforward to identify the 
pertinent transitions. The excitation/fluorescence sequences used in the present 
study are given by Eq. 1 and are shown schematically in Figure 4.2.
C 0 2 [X iZ g+, v0=(0 ,^ ,0)] + hvexc -> C 0 2+ [S 2su+, v+= (0 ,V ,0 ) ]  + e*
I
C 0 2 [X 2n g, V0=(0 ,^ " ,0 )] + hvv+v (4.25)
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the low vibrational frequency of the 
bending mode lends itself to thermal excitation, as displayed in Figure 4.4. The 
frequency of the bending mode vibration in the C 0 2 X  1£g+ state is ~ 667 cm-1. 
Calculating the Boltzmann factor for this vibration at temperatures of 243K and 
453K correlates to approximately a 600% increase in the bending mode 
population of the molecular target (from -  4% to ~ 24% initial population). By
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exploiting this characteristic, we are able to study photoionization to the 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state when the population is dominated by ground state 
photoionization (low temperature) and hot-band photoionization (high 
temperature). This is observed in Figure 4.4, which presents the fluorescence 
spectra of the desired C 0 2 transitions at the same photon energy but different 
stagnation temperatures of the target gas.
co2* (s 2i u* -»x 2rra)
T = 453 K 
tlve*c = 50 eV
x5,
T = 335 K 
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Figure 4.4 Temperature dependent fluorescence spectra of C 0 2 indicating the 
hot-band characteristic of the v0 = (0 ,1,0) target state.
In Figure 4.4, the population of the bending mode is enhanced as the 
initial temperature is raised, verifying that the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) level is predominantly 
populated by hot-band photoionization as the temperature is increased.
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However, this determination by itself does not provide information as to whether 
other transitions are also populating the v+ = (0,1,0) level. To determine this, we 
must measure the wavelength dependence of these populations at the limiting 
thermal regions, which will determine if there are alternate means of populating 
this level aside from hot-band photoionization. The following discussions 
address this point further.
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Figure 4.5 Pressure dependent study of the v+ = (0,1,0)/(0,0,0) branching ratio 
in C 0 2 3ou~1 photoionization. The branching ratio appears to be constant below 
2x10^ Torr, and further studies were performed at this pressure.
I performed this study using the following experimental parameters. A 
THR-1000 1-m optical path monochromator dispersed the resulting C 0 2+
S 2ZU+ fluorescence. A 3600 g/mm grating was centered at 2890 A and an
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entrance slit width of 600 jam provided sufficient resolution to distinguish the 
v+ = (0,1,0) and v+ = (0,0,0) fluorescence transitions. A LN2 cooled CCD 
(Princeton Instruments 1340PB) binned horizontally by 6  acquired a 
fluorescence spectrum with a 60 sec exposure time. The supersonic cooling of 
the target gas used a 70 pm orifice.
The C 0 2+ B 2ZU+, v+ = (0,1,0)/(0,0,0) branching ratio study was 
performed at varying stagnation pressures of the target gas to check for 
pressure dependent artifacts. This study found pronounced effects at higher 
stagnation pressures of the gas, shown in Figure 4.5 .39-107 The results reported 
below were all obtained with a chamber pressure lower than 2x10-4 Torr 
(70 psig stagnation pressure with a 70 pm gas jet), which eliminated pressure 
dependent artifacts.
4.2.1. v0 = (0,0,0) vs. v0 = (0,1,0)
The relative intensities for the v+ = (0,1,0) and v+ = (0,0,0) transitions in 
for C 0 2+ 3au' 1 photoionization acquired over the photon energy range 
18 eV < hv < 100 eV is presented in Figure 4.7. This type of comparison 
displays the energy dependent relative rates of population (branching ratio) of 
the two vibrational levels of the final state ion. These measurements were 
performed at varying initial temperatures of the gas as well. By displaying the 
data in this format, we can observe the energy dependent rates of production 
for the two final states, and the temperature dependent changes in the 
extended branching ratios. Therefore, any change in the branching ratio that 
occurs as a function of excitation energy or stagnation temperature indicates a 
relative change in the photoionization dynamics of the transitions.
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C02* Temperature dependence
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Figure 4.6 Temperature dependent v+ = (0,1,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0) vibrational 
branching ratios in C 0 2 photoionization. Notice the change in the 
magnitude of the deviations in the branching ratios from low temperature to
high.
In the previous, section I presented temperature dependent fluorescence 
spectra to confirm that there are hot-band contributions to the creation of the 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) level at the higher temperatures, and that these effects can be 
reduced at lower temperatures. In order to determine whether hot-band 
photoionization is the sole method of populating the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state, I 
measured the energy dependence of the v+ = (o'o^o) vibrational branching ratio 
as a function of the initial temperature of the target gas (Figure 4.6).
A thermal dependence of the C 0 2 study indicates that there are other 
means of populating the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) level than just photoionization of the
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v0 = (0,1,0) target state. The total fluorescence (Itota|) of the v+ = (0,1,0) state 
might therefore be viewed as a sum of the fluorescence from the thermally 
dependent hot-band photoionization (I^p), and fluorescence from a thermally 
independent mechanism (Ijnd) such as vibronic coupling. This is described in 
Eq. 4.26, where T is the temperature of the target gas.
t̂otal “ T x l(Jep + *ind (4.26)
From this equation, we can see how there is a constant contribution to 
the population of the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state at any temperature, which may be 
obscured at temperatures where the Idep contribution is large. Figure 4.6 
displays the results of this determination for initial temperatures of 243 K,
283 K, 333 K, 393 K, and 453 K of the target gas. From Figure 4.6, it is 
apparent that the branching ratios are strongly dependent on the initial 
temperature of the gas.
The temperatures used in this study were adjusted until any further 
change in temperature did not affect the branching ratio. From this we can state 
that in the high thermal limit, photoionization of the v0 = (0 ,1,0 ) target is 
primarily responsible for populating the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) vibrational level, and in the 
low thermal limit, the forbidden transition (0 ,0 ,0 ) ->  (0 ,1,0 ) is the dominant 
mechanism. Notice that in Figure 4.6, an upper limit was reached, but it is not 
clear whether the lower limit has been achieved. I could not perform 
measurements below this temperature because my apparatus was unable to 
sustain stagnation temperatures of the C 0 2 sample lower than 243 K without 
freezing the sample gas. However, it is clear that the photoionization dynamics 
are markedly different at 243 K than at 453 K, and because the higher
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temperature measurements have reached a limiting behavior, and the 
population of the bending mode at 243 K is less than 4%, we believe that the 
major contributions are from photoionization of the ground vibrational state 
target at 243 K.
The branching ratios shown in Figure 4.6 display marked differences 
between the lower and upper thermal limits. For the allowed (0,1,0) -> (0,1,0) 
transition, the analysis of the branching ratio depends only on locating and 
suggesting assignments of the deviations based on features know to exist in 
this electronic channel. However, an analysis of the forbidden (0,0,0) -> (0,1,0) 
transition is not as straightforward because we have not clarified why this 
transition occurs. As the branching ratio acquired at the lowest initial 
temperature of the gas is not expected to contain hot-band contributions to the 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) level, then whatever is causing these deviations is characteristic of 
the forbidden (0,0,0) ->  (0,1,0) transition only. This analysis warrants a separate 
discussion, presented below.
4.2.2. Lower Thermal Limit
For the studies in the lower thermal limit, we must address the question 
of how the v+ = (0,1,0) level is being excited in the first place. As mentioned 
above, producing the singly excited bending level from the ground vibrational 
state of C 0 2 is forbidden. The relative intensities for the v+ = (0,1,0) and 
v+ = (0 ,0 ,0 ) transitions in for C 02+ 3ou_1 photoionization acquired over the 
photon energy range 18 eV < hv < 190 eV is presented in Figure 4.7. Here we 
clearly observe that this vibrational branching ratio is strongly dependent on the 
incident photon energy. As we have not yet determined the causes of the
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deviations shown in Figure 4.7 to this point, we can not state whether these 
changes correspond to peaks or dips in the branching ratio. This is because the 
ratio is essentially non-constant over the entire energy range studied. Previous 
vibrationally unresolved photoelectron studies of this photoionization channel28 
have identified deviations in the 3au*1 partial cross section. Some of the 
deviations shown in Figure 4.7 coincide with these features, so we employ an 
arbitrary line as a reference to guide the eye.
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Figure 4.7 Extended v+ = (0,1,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0) vibrational branching ratio for 
C 0 2 3au*1 photoionization. Notice the strong deviation at higher energies that 
does not begin until ~100 eV photon energy, emphasizing the importance of 
broad range photoionization studies.
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There are three distinct regions where the branching ratio deviates from 
our horizontal line. The current branching ratio shows a pronounced dip at hvexc 
% 21 eV, where previous studies of C 0 2 3ou~1 photoionization have identified a 
shape resonance in the 3ou —> kag photoionization channel. Additionally, 
previous photoelectron cross section and asymmetry parameter data show 
small but reproducible excursions at hvexc *  36 eV corresponding to a cru 
continuum coupling between 8  2I U+ and C 2I g+ channels,28 and a maximum 
appears in the current data near this photon energy. A shape resonance in 
the 17tu —► kng photoionization channel also exists near this energy,29 which 
may be pertinent due to the addition of off-axis angular momentum introduced 
by an excited bending mode. Finally, one of the most intriguing results is the 
very broad rise in the branching ratio extending from 80 eV < hvexc ^ 200 eV. 
Correspondingly extensive features have been observed in the vibrational 
branching ratio for 2ctu-1 photoionization of N2.21 In the case of nitrogen, the 
high-energy vibrational branching ratio behavior has been attributed to 
geometry dependent Cooper minima. It is possible that Cooper minima are 
responsible for the observations here, although theoretical attention is required 
to advance this speculation further. Still, this work can not conclusively identify 
any of the observed features in the branching ratio, as there have been no 
previous studies of this geometry dependent photoionization.
The most straightforward explanation for the appearance of this 
unallowed transition is to invoke vibronic coupling. Vibronic coupling analyses 
typically focus on the residual ion,29 and do not include contributions from the 
continuum electron. Our analysis will show that this approach does not explain
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the results shown in Figure 4.7, and that we must consider the continuum 
electron explicitly to understand the energy dependence of the branching ratio. 
In order to check the validity of a Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling scheme as 
an explanation for the appearance of the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state in the low 
temperature limit, we compare the present data with previously published 
vibrationally unresolved data.28 In C 0 2 3ou-1 photoionization, the v+= (0 ,1,0) 
state has a vibronic symmetry of Eg ® n u = n g. For HT coupling to occur, there 
must be some closely lying n g vibronic state which is accessible using dipole 
selection rules that can lend intensity to the forbidden transition. The vibronic 
symmetries of final states resulting from photoionization of the four outermost 
molecular orbitals of C 0 2+, with any number of excitation in the totally 
symmetric vibrational mode or an odd number of vibrational excitation in only 
one non-totally symmetric vibrational mode, are shown in Table 4.1. These 
vibronic states represent excitation involving a single non-symmetric or 
degenerate vibrational mode that changes the vibronic symmetry of the state. In 
addition, if a nearby electronic state contains the required symmetry for vibronic 
coupling without any vibrational excitation, progressions in a symmetric 
vibrational mode may modulate vibronic interaction by effectively changing the 
energy difference between two electronic states.66 The nearby states that 
possess the required symmetry for HT coupling are the X 2n g, v+ = (n,0,0) and 
A 2n u, v+ = (0 ,0 ,n = odd) vibronic states where n = the number of quanta of 
excitation in the vibrational mode. Vibronic coupling between two states which 
each possess an odd number of quanta in a non-totally symmetric vibrational 
mode has been discussed previously,66 but is not expected to account for the
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strong influences presented in the current study.7*29 Therefore we will restrict 
the remainder of this discussion to a coupling to states which possess the 
required vibronic symmetry with no vibrational excitation or excitation in 
symmetric vibrational modes only.
Table 4.1 Vibronic symmetries of the first four ionic states of C 0 2+ involving 
excitation of a single vibrational mode. The excitation of any number of quanta 
in the u1 or an even number of quanta in the o2 and u3 modes has no effect on 
the vibronic symmetry. The presence of an odd number of quanta in a non- 
symmetric mode (u2 or u3) changes the vibronic symmetry of the cationic core. 
For the presented case of the C 0 2+ B 2I U+, v+ = (0,1,0) vibronic state, the 
vibronic states with the appropriate symmetries for vibronic coupling are 
highlighted. The vibrational frequencies for the target molecule are 1336, 667, 
and 2362 cm*1 for the u1t u2, and u3 modes, respectively.76
c o 2
(l̂ z ~ ^u’ Fx.y ”  n u)
" i  (z g) = n 
v = (n,0 ,0 )
6*2 ( n u) = odd 
v = (0,odd,0)
^3  (£u) = odd 
v = (0,0,odd)
X 2n g (1 3 .7 7 6  eV)26 n 9 2 U, Au n u
A 2n u (1 7 .3 1 2  eV )28 n u s g’ Ag n g
B 2I U+ (18.074 eV )26 n g £ g
C 2I g+ (19.395 eV )26 s g n u
As stated previously, the characteristics of a vibronically coupled
transition should reflect the parentage of each state involved. In the current 
discussion, this leads to a coupled state possessing characteristics of the 
B2ZU+, v+ = (0,1,0) (rvibronjc = Su ® nu = ng) and the X2ng vibronic states. 
However, the forbidden B 2ZU+, v+ = (0,1,0) component of this admixture of 
states should possess zero contribution, as it is a forbidden transition. 
Therefore, it is reasonable that the resulting branching ratio (asymmetry 
parameter, polarization, etc.) should be representative of the coupling state 
only, which in this case is the X2ng state.65 This can be verified by considering 
the following methodology, presented for the case of C 0 2+ B 2ZU+
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photoionization. In this case, the relative cross section for production of the 
ground vibrational state and singly excited bend of the photoion can be 
represented by Eq. 4.27,
where the right hand side of Eq. 4.27 represent the vibrationally integrated 
cross sections (a) which are available in the literature.28-86
We can make this comparison because as stated above, if HT vibronic 
coupling is responsible for populating the 8  2SU+, v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) state, the energy 
dependence of this transition should mimic the partial cross section of the X 2n g 
state. Also, the 8  2SU+, v+ = (0,0,0) state should be representative of the 
vibrationally integrated 8 2SU+ electronic state because this transition is so 
vertical.76 Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of the current vibrational branching 
ratio 8 2ZU+, v+ = |^ q q| to electronic (vibrationally unresolved) branching ratios 
generated from the data of Siggel at. al.28 Alternative electronic branching ratios 
are presented to demonstrate that not only do the two ratios outlined in 
Equation 4.27 differ from each other, but the 8  2SU+, v+ = |q q'o) branching 
ratio does not resemble any of the generated branching ratios. We would 
expect at least one of the generated ratios to appear similar to the current 
vibrational branching ratio if a traditional vibronic mechanism were involved. 
From this, we infer that the population of the excited bending mode in C 0 2 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the current v+ = (0,1,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0) vibrational 
branching ratio (lower frame) with the vibrationally integrated electronic 
branching ratios of Siggel et. al.[Ref 28] (upper three frames). Our data does 
not look similar to any of the electronic ratios, indicating that the character of the 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state does not originate purely from coupling to a nearby 
electronic state.
From the comparison made in Figure 4.8 we conclude that a transfer of 
oscillator strength from nearby vibronic channels of the appropriate symmetry 
cannot solely account for the forbidden transition. Therefore, some additional 
factor must participate in this transition, and affect the energy dependence of 
this channel. We may extract additional information from the data presented in 
Figure 4.7. A central point to take from this data is that the way in which the 
branching ratio varies is a strong indicator that the continuum electron is 
(largely) responsible for the observed non-constant ratio. While there have been
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many measurements demonstrating that the bending vibration is excited during 
photoelectron ejection,29-76-104 the continuum electron is usually not considered 
as anything other than a spectator in the process. The data shown in Figure 4.7 
indicates that any analysis that does not include the photoelectron is not 
capable of adequately explaining the results.
To explain the participation of the photoelectron as a mediator in the 
forbidden transition, I suggest an extension of the previous vibronic coupling 
treatment. Specifically, that vibronic coupling may be responsible for production 
of the v+- (0 ,1,0 ) level, but the coupling includes the participation of the 
continuum photoelectron that was neglected in the discussion that led to Figure 
4.8. It is a common occurrence that the continuum electron can profoundly 
influence the vibrational motion of the photoion for allowed transitions 28-36-38-39 
Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the photoelectron can also 
influence the vibrational motion for a forbidden transition as well. If this is the 
case, then the photoelectron can mediate the degree of coupling depending on 
its kinetic energy.
4.2.3. Continuum Photoelectron in Vibronic Coupling
In order to include the continuum electron in the vibronic coupling 
scheme, consider the process in a stepwise fashion. We are starting from a 
I g target state, so the final state is constrained by dipole selection rules to be of 
either l u or n u symmetry. As stated previously, the symmetry of the B 2I U+, 
v+=(0,1,0) vibronic hole state is n g (i.e., £u 0  n u = n g). In order to form an 
electron-ion complex of I u or n u symmetry, the photoelectron must be of either 
<tu, ttu, or 5U symmetry. To see this, consider that a frau continuum electron can
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couple with the n g vibronic hole state to form an electron-ion complex of n u 
symmetry (i.e., Z u <8> n g = n u). Similarly, a knu continuum electron can couple 
with the rig vibronic hole state to form an electron-ion complex of £u symmetry 
(i.e., n u 0  n g = Zu). Finally, a k8u continuum electron can couple with the n g 
vibronic hole state to form an electron-ion complex of n u symmetry (i.e.,
Au ® n g = n u). With the photoelectron taken into account explicitly, the channel 
-  or channels -  to which it couples must also include the photoelectron. Indeed, 
there many ways that one could construct coupling to a Z u or n u electron/ion 
complex, i.e., it could arise from virtually any of the valence-hole states with 
their associated continua. For example, the C 2Zg+ ionic hole state with a kau 
continuum electron could produce the I u electron/ion complex that provides the 
oscillator strength for observed transition. Because there are so many 
possibilities for creating the electron/ion combinations with the appropriate 
symmetry, it is not possible to identify the source of the coupling. We can only 
conclude that the continuum electron appears to be mediating the process if 
vibronic coupling is responsible. A discussion of zero kinetic energy -  pulsed 
field ionization (ZEKE-PFI) results on rotational distributions for the vibrationally 
excited bending state in the photoionization of HCN includes the continuum 
electron for vibronic coupling in photoionization transitions.108 (It is interesting to 
observe that the inversion symmetry of the electron channel is the reverse of 
the case of the vibrationally unexcited photoion, as discussed previously.108) 
Additionally, as the o2 vibrational mode is dipole active, it may be excited 
through the interaction of its dipole moment with the electric field of the 
continuum electron.65 A more tangible understanding of such nonadiabatic
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effects requires calculations capable of treating the continuum electron explicitly 
and realistically.109
At first glance, it might seem that there is a discrepancy between the 
results described here and previous photoionization studies,29-72 where the 
analysis of the results did not include the continuum photoelectron. However, 
there is no contradiction between these interpretations. For example, In a study 
by Roy and coworkers 29 to explain the appearance of the forbidden C 2I g+, 
v+ = (1 ,0 ,1) final state, the spectral range was comparatively limited, so the 
photoelectron wavefunction would not evolve significantly over the energy 
range studied. This implies that the broad range study provided via dispersed 
fluorescence provides a useful context to understand the underlying scattering 
dynamics more fully. This is analogous to observations from previous 
rctationally resolved investigations40-42 where the global energy dependence 
provided a context for other investigations. In a sense, this type of broad range 
study is disentangling the background observed in other studies. Similarly, a 
seminal study by Baer and Guyon72 observed many vibrationally unallowed 
transitions by employing threshold photoelectron spectroscopy. Such 
spectroscopies tend to emphasize autoionization transitions, so the observed 
behavior can be far different from what is observed using a broad range survey 
study, as embodied by the results in Figure 4.7.
Returning to Figure 4.6, we now further address the dramatic thermal 
dependence in the C 0 2+ [B2ZU+, v+ = |q*5 'q) ] branching ratio. The results 
indicate that the different photoionization pathways, i.e., direct (0 ,0 ,0 ) ->  (0 ,1,0 ) 
photoionization and hot-band (0 ,1 ,0 ) -> (0 ,1,0 ) photoionization, possess quite
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different dynamical characteristics. A possible explanation for this observation is 
that the population of in the target changes the vibronic symmetry of the 
molecular target, and therefore may change the allowed final state symmetries 
and photoelectron channels. For example, one quantum of bending excitation in 
a C 0 2 neutral target changes the overall symmetry of the initial state from the 
ground state Sg symmetry to an excited state nu symmetry. This may be 
significant if the outgoing photoelectron mediates the forbidden transition, as 
the inversion parity and polarization of possible continuum electron states 
changes, and may then be subject to influences by a different set of channel 
interactions. Therefore, additional insight as to the role of the photoelectron in 
C 0 2 3au*1 photoionization may be found by determining the continuum 
photoelectron channels available for the transition to the vibrationally excited 
final state in the high and low temperature limits.
Table 4.2 Symmetries of the various target states, possible dipole components, 
resulting vibronic hole states, and possible photoelectron continua based on the 
dipole component for the transitions studied in C 0 2 3cru"1 photoionization.








<i>+ ® x + <t>- <Jr ® 4>+ ® x +
(0 ,0 ,0 ) -► (0 ,0 ,0 )
Y Y CTgg
n u ng n u
(0 ,0 ,0 ) —» (0 ,1 ,0 ) Y
Y—u ng
n u
g ou, 5U n u




Table 4.2 outlines the symmetries of each element involved in the 
ground state transition, as well as the high and low temperature pathways for 
C 0 2 3au*1 photoionization. Recall that in each case the v+ = (0,1,0) final state
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contains n g vibronic symmetry. In hot-band photoionization, the population of 
l>2 in the neutral molecule leads to a n u vibronic symmetry of the target. Dipole 
selection rules dictate that for a transition to a n g final vibronic state from a n u 
initial state, the continuum electron must be of <yg, Jtg, or 8g symmetry. However, 
in the low temperature regime, the target molecule is of £g symmetry, and the 
allowed photoelectron continuum channels are in this case ou or tcu symmetry. 
Therefore, at the high and low temperature limits, there are different electron 
channels available, which would suggest that the photoionization dynamics of 
the two transitions should behave differently.
For C 0 2, the inversion symmetry of the photoelectron channels reverse 
(gerade becomes ungerade, etc.), and the polarization reverses for the different 
initial vibronic state symmetries, as displayed in Table 4.2. As an example, 
consider the parallel transition (i^  = Zu) for each initial vibronic state (<t>0Xo = 2g 
or n u) for the transition (x'*"!Mzl<f»o>15Co> where <f>+x+ = n g, and <jr = the 
photoelectron continuum wavefunction. For the ground state transition (i.e.,
4>0Xo = sg )the resulting continuum wavefunction must be of jcu symmetry. 
However, for hot-band photoionization (i.e., 4»0Xo = n u) the continuum 
wavefunction must be of crg (or 8g) symmetry. The same analysis for the 
perpendicular transition (Pxfy) yields a ou (or Su) continuum electron 
wavefunction for a Zg target, and a ng continuum wavefunction for the n u target 
state. In this light we may gain more qualitative insight regarding the different 
photoionization pathways for the vibrationally excited final state viewing the 
current data in constant ionic state (CIS) form Figure 4.9. This observation also 
suggests that vibrationally resolved polarization studies of these transitions
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(i.e., the direction of photoejection relative to the incident photoionization 
source) would test the change in the outgoing photoelectron wavefunctions, 
yielding insight to this hypothesis.
COz+ 8  2ZU+ CIS data




Tn = 473 K
—«•—  v* = (0.0.0) 
— v* = (0.1,0)
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Photon Energy (eV)
Figure 4.9 Constant ionic state (CIS) data of the v+ = (0,1,0) and v+ = (0,0,0) 
final states following C 0 2 3ou~1 photoionization at the lowest and highest 
temperature studied. The changes in the CIS data point out the differences in 
photoionization pathways for the direct (low temperature) and hot-band (high 
temperature) photoionization. The solid lines are smoothed Lowess curve fits of 
the data.
To further illuminate the changes in the photoionization dynamics of the 
forbidden and hot-band transitions, Figure 4.9 displays the low and high 
temperature data in intensity versus energy (CIS) format rather than relative
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intensity versus energy (branching ratio). This method has been used 
previously to determine the vibrational effects in shape resonant photoionization 
of the stretching modes of N2O .34 The data is normalized for incident photon 
flux, which was monitored by a calibrated aluminum photodiode (Section 3.4). 
This data has been corrected for the quantum efficiency of the photodiode,60 
but not for higher order contributions from the excitation monochromator. 
Therefore, it may not be suitable for quantitative analysis, as such contributions 
tend to dampen the magnitude of the deviations. While the CIS data may yield 
qualitative insight as to the features in the vibrationally resolved cross sections 
that cause deviations in the branching ratio, the branching ratio itself is less 
subject to artifacts.
Both frames of the CIS data Figure 4.9 display the (0,0,0) ->  (0,0,0) 
transition to show that this transition does not display a thermal dependence. 
However, the v+ = (0,1,0) data display strong variations between the high and 
low temperature limits, which confirms this changes in the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) 
populations as the source of the observed thermal dependence. The most 
striking change between the two thermal limits is in the feature at -3 6  eV 
photon energy. Previous studies have attributed this feature to continuum 
coupling with a ctu shape resonance in the C 2Zg+ ionization channel.28 
Additionally, theory predicts an increase in the cross section in this region due 
to increased strength in the 7ig ionization channel.27 The lower energy feature at 
-21 eV photon energy, where a well known crg resonance exists, shows a 
somewhat smaller difference in the two thermal regions. It is not possible to say 
whether the gerade photoelectrons from the forbidden transition are effected
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less by the <jg resonance at -21 eV and more by interchannel coupling with the 
cru resonance at -  36 eV. Still, the data in Figure 4.9 display strong indications 
that the low energy og resonance is less effective in the forbidden transition 
than in the allowed channels. It is still unclear whether the feature at -3 6  eV is 
due to an increased sensitivity to off-axis electron density (i.e., a n resonance) 
or an enhanced coupling to the a u resonance at this energy in other channels. 
Angle resolved or polarization studies are needed to determine the parentage of 
these features conclusively.
For the C 0 2+ B 2ZU+ v+ = (0,1,0) study, we may conclude that the 
mechanisms for direct and hot-band photoionization access different channels. 
This is determined by the thermal dependence of the v+ = |o o oj v'*:)^ationa, 
branching ratio. Additionally, a traditional Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling 
analysis fails to predict the energetic behavior of the forbidden (0 ,0 ,0 ) -> (0 ,1,0 ) 
transition, leading to the previously unobserved result that the continuum 
photoelectron exerts leverage on this photoionization channel. This study again 
demonstrates the utility of performing vibrationally resolved studies, and in this 
case, studies that probe the effects of changes in molecular geometry on 
chemical dynamics.
4.3. N20 + [A 2z+, v+=(0,1,0)]
I now present a study involving changes in molecular geometry that 
probes the dynamics associated with bending mode excitation in N20  7cr1 
photoionization. The outer valence configuration of N20  is 
...(6a)2(l7r)4(7cT)2(27t)2, and the ionization threshold for 7cr1 photoionization of 
N20  is 16.39 eV .110-111 The photoionization dynamics of N20  have been
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studied extensively,31-32 34 7178-81-86-100-111' 131 as well as the fluorescence 
spectra resulting from N20  photoionization.31-32-34-110 The 
excitation/fluorescence sequences used in the present study are given by 
Eq. 4.28 and are shown schematically in Figure 4.2.
N20  [X 1! * ,  v0=(0,6*2,0 )] + hvexc N20 + [A 2S+, v+=(0,6^+,0)] + e-
4
NzO+ [X 2n, v0=(0,t*",0)] + hvv+v" (4.28)
Fluorescence spectra for this study were dispersed using the THR-1000 
monochromator. A 2400 g/mm grating was centered at 3540 A, and an 
entrance slit width was set to 600 pm. A LN2 cooled CCD (Princeton 
Instruments 1340PB) binned horizontally by 8  acquired a fluorescence 
spectrum with a 60 sec exposure time. Pressure dependent studies concluded 
the results reported here were free from collisional artifacts at all useful 
pressures. A 70 pm nozzle was used to rotationally cool the gas sample, and a 
chamber pressure of 7x1 O'4 Torr was used to ensure a large sample density of 
gas.
A portion of a N20+ (A 2S+-» X 2n ) fluorescence spectrum is shown in 
Figure 4.10, acquired at different initial temperatures of the target gas. The 
frequency of the bending mode in the ground electronic state of this system is 
~ 589 cm*1, which indicates that this vibrational level can be thermally excited, 
as was the case for C 0 2 (Section 4.2). The intensity of the transition originating 
from the v+= (0,1,0) level34-110 ranges from about 3% the intensity of the 
transitions originating from the v+= (0,0,0) level at T0 = 243 K to 16% at 
T0 -  453 K. As discussed in Section 4.2, the data shown in Figure 4.11 only 
confirms the hot-band nature of the (0 ,1,0 ) -► (0 ,1,0 ) transition, but presents no
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information regarding the dynamics of this transition or of any other transition 
that may contribute to the population of this upper state (see Eq. 4.26). To 
explore these possibilities, I have performed the temperature dependent 
branching ratio analysis for transitions to the N20 + A 2z+, v+ = (0,1,0) using the 
method outlined in Section 4.2.1 for the C 0 2*  v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) study.
NzO+ {A V  -> X 2n )
T = 483 K 
hvW  *  50 eV
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Figure 4.10 Temperature dependent fluorescence spectra of N20  indicating the 
hot-band characteristic of the v0 = (0 ,1,0 ) target state.
The measured v+ = | q ' q ' q |  thermal study shown in Figure 4.1 1 displays a 
clear thermal dependence, and strong deviations at low temperatures which 
gradually diminish as the initial temperature of the target is increased. For this 
set of investigations, a lower limit was definitely found (i.e. the spectra at 243K
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and 283K are identical), but I was unable to isolate an upper thermal limit. This 
was because any further increase in the initial temperature of the gas resulted 
in the production of large amounts of blackbody radiation from the heating tape. 
This emission presented itself as scattered light in the fluorescence spectra, 
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Figure 4.11 Temperature dependent v+ = (0,1,0) / (0,0,0) vibrational branching 
ratios in N20  7cr1 photoionization. Notice the change in the magnitude of the 
deviations in the branching ratios from low temperature to high.
It is believed that the highest temperature study represents 
predominately hot-band photoionization of the molecular target, and the low 
temperature studies represent photoionization of the ground vibrational target. 
The low temperature studies were conducted at room temperature for
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convenience, as the room temperature branching ratio is in the lower thermal 
limit. As in the case of C 0 2 3ou*1 photoionization, we must attempt to determine 
the origin of this forbidden transition, and the dynamical character it possesses.
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Figure 4.12 Extended v+ = (0,1,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0) branching ratio study for NzO 
7cr1 photoionization. Notice that the branching ratio reaches a constant limit 
above -7 0  eV photon energy.
The N20 + vibrational branching ratio A 2Z+, v+ = [o’g’oj is displayed in 
Figure 4.12. There are three apparent features, minima at hvexc » 20 and 45 
eV, and a maximum at hvexc » 35 eV. The N20  system is unusual in that it 
possesses two shape resonances in the 7o -» ka photoionization 
channel.122-124 A strong a  resonance centered about hvexc » 20 eV is prominent 
in many dynamical studies of N20  7<r1 photoionization,34 ‘121'122-124'128 and is
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apparent at this energy in the current branching ratio data. A second a  
resonance is predicted at hvexc » 34 eV, but is expected to be unobserved due 
to a dominant non-resonant 7a -> kn photoionization channel in this energy 
region.
The current data clearly displays a local maximum in the 34 eV region,122 
but assignment of this feature is unclear. However, the rise in oscillator strength 
of the 7a  -> kn channel near this energy places the electron density off the axis 
of the molecule, and it is reasonable that this may have an effect on the 
population of vibronic states of n symmetry. An additional dip in the vibrational 
branching ratio centered about hvexc = 45 eV is not assigned. Vibrational 
branching ratios are very sensitive to the spectral width of features, and 
differences in the relative cross sections due to shape resonances have been 
shown to extend over tens of eV in some cases. Therefore, while we can 
identify three main features in the branching ratio shown in Figure 4.12, this 
may only be the net result of two overlapping features, especially if one feature 
is drastically different in one vibrational mode versus the other.
As discussed for the case of C 0 2 3au*1 photoionization, the = 1 
photoionization mechanism is forbidden by selection rules. However, 
comparison with partial cross-section data in a Herzberg-Teller analysis, as was 
performed for C 0 2, is not possible for N20 . This is because electronic 
branching ratio data of sufficient quality to perform such an analysis does not 
exist. Additionally, the lack of inversion symmetry in N20  relaxes the symmetry 
selection rules and provides numerous vibronic states which may lend oscillator 
strength to the forbidden (0,0,0) -> (0,1,0) transition as displayed in Table 4.3.
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Additionally, the change in inversion parity seen for the forbidden and hot-band 
photoionization of C 0 2 does not apply to the N20  photoionization channels, as 
there is no center of inversion in this system. Still, the v+ = [o'o'oj branching 
ratio displays a strong thermal dependence, and the change in symmetry of the 
target state between the thermal regions holds.
Table 4.3 Vibronic symmetries of the first four ionic states of N20 + involving 
excitation of a single vibrational mode. The relaxation of the g <-► u selection 
rule in N20  allows many nearby states from which the forbidden transition may 
gain oscillator strength, two of which are progressions in the totally symmetric 
vibration.
n 2o
(Fz = S. Hx.y -  n )
1̂ (2 ) = n 
v = (n.0 ,0 )
l>2 ( n )  =  odd 
v = (0,odd,0)
u3 (E) = odd 
v = (0,0,odd)
y  2n (12.9 eV )127 n 2 , A n
A 2Z+ (16.4 eV )127 e n I
S  2n  (18.3 eV )127 n I ,  A n
C  2s+ (2 0 .1eV )127 e n E
For N20 , the only real effect of a change in the vibronic symmetry of the 
initial state is that the two photoelectron continuum channels access different 
components of the dipole moment operator in the low and high temperature 
limits (as opposed to the additional change in inversion symmetry found in the 
C 0 2 study). For example, photoionization from an initial state of E symmetry 
(low temperature photoionization) to a final state of n  symmetry accesses the a 
continuum via the perpendicular component of the dipole moment operator 
( n ® ^  y® E  -  E). A transition to the same final state with an initial state of n  
vibronic symmetry (hot-band photoionization) accesses the a  continuum via the 
parallel component of the dipole moment operator ( n ® ^ ® ! !  = E). These overall 
transition symmetries are outlined for the N20  7cr1 photoionization transitions in 
Table 4.4.
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Here it is again useful to clarify the initial state of the target for 
photoionization of the 7a orbital of N20  at the different thermal regions as in the 
discussion of C 0 2 3ou~1 photoionization above. Figure 4.13 displays the current 
data in CIS format for the low and high temperature analysis. This 
representation of the data emphasizes the drastic changes in the cross section 
for production of the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) final state between the two thermal limits.
Table 4.4 Symmetries of the various target states, possible dipole components, 
resulting vibronic hole state, and possible photoelectron continua based on the 
dipole component for the transitions studied in N20  7a*1 photoionization.
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The data in Figure 4.13 displays much stronger changes from low to high 
temperature than does the C 0 2 3au' 1 data. The most significant change is in
the region near threshold where a strong a  resonance exists. In Figure 4.13 we 
see that there is essentially no near threshold resonant enhancement in the 
forbidden transition compared to hot-band transition. A second a resonance is 
predicted, but is not expected to be observed at higher energies, as the 
dominant photoionization channel is expected to be to the non-resonant n 
continuum. It may appear that this channel is somewhat enhanced in the low 
temperature 7o~1 photoionization channel. However, this may also be the result 
of a reduction of the effects of the low energy a resonance, especially if the low
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energy resonance is spectrally wide. For example, in the case of SiF^ 35 the 
effects of a shape resonance in the branching ratio did not stabilize until almost 
50 eV above threshold. Therefore, the only information gained from this 
observation is that the low energy a resonance is more effective in the high 
temperature regime.
N20 + A 2I + CIS data
T0 = 273 K
v* = (0.0,0) 
v* = (0.1,0)c
0
Tn = 473 K
\
v* = (0,0.0) 
v* = (0,1,0)
20 30 40 50 60 70
Photon Energy (eV)
Figure 4.13 Constant ionic state (CIS) data of the v+ = (0,1,0) and v+ = (0,0,0) 
final states following N20  7<r1 photoionization in the low and high thermal 
regimes. The changes in the CIS data point out the differences in 
photoionization pathways for the direct (low temperature) and hot-band (high 
temperature) photoionization. The solid lines are smoothed Lowess curve fits of 
the data.
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4.4. N20 + [A 2I +, v*=(1.1,0)l
As a corollary study to the bending mode investigation for N20 + A 2S+, 
v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) I present the investigation of a final state possessing vibrational 
excitation in two different vibrational modes, N20 + A 2I + v+ = (1,1,0). The 
original focus of this investigation was to observe the effects of simultaneous 
excitation in different vibrational modes, and therefore new geometrical 
configurations of the final cationic state. However, this investigation may have 
more significant implications, as discussed previously (Section 4.1). The N20 +
A 2S+, v+= |q Q and v+= vibrational branching ratios are presented in
Figure 4.14.
As the wavelength of fluorescence originating from the v+ = (1,1,0) is too 
far removed from the v+ = (0 ,0 ,0 ) transition to obtain a spectrum at the required 
resolution, the v+= Iq'q'q) branching ratio in Figure 4.14 was obtained by first 
measuring the branching ratio v+= . This can be seen by observing the
required resolution to differentiate the v+ = (0 ,1,0 ) and v+ = (0 ,0 ,0 ) at 2880 A 
(Figure 4.10), and the spacing between the v+ = (1,0,0) and v+ = (0,0,0) 
transitions displayed in Figure 3.5. As the v+ = (1,0,0) transition is strong and 
well separated from other dominant spectral features, the v+= |q'q’q| branching 
ratio was measured, and a v+= branching ratio was generated by
determining the product of the two different branching ratios (i.e., [J'J'oj
x (1,0.0) -  (IJ-jO) v 
x (0,0,0) ■ (0,0,0) >•
The experimental parameters for the N20 + A 2Z+, v+= j]  q'qJ experiment 
were the same as for the N20 + A 2I + v+ = (0,1,0) study presented above, with 
the exception that the monochromator was centered at 3380 A. The N20 + A
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2I'*\ v+= { ^ g j  branching ratios were acquired using 0.5 m optical path 
monochromator (SPEX 500M) with a 1200 g/mm grating centered at 3470 A 
and a 1 mm entrance slit width. The CCD was binned by 4 pixels horizontally, 
and the spectra were acquired using 20 sec exposure times.
N20 + (A 2S+ -> X 2n )
i
f  *% ■
o>
n 2o + a  2n  (1,1,0 ) /  (0 ,0 ,0 ) 
N20 + 4 2n  (0 ,1,0 ) / ( 0 ,0 ,0 )
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Photon energy (eV)
Figure 4.14 Comparison of the v+ = (0,1,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0) and v+ = (1,1,0) vs. 
v+ = (0,0,0) vibrational branching ratios following N20  7cr1 photoionization. The 
inclusion of a single excitation in the û  totally symmetric vibrational mode 
affects the degree of coupling between vibronic states.
As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, vibronic coupling involving two non- 
totally symmetric vibrational modes is not expected to be significant. However, 
simultaneous excitation in a symmetric mode may mediate the vibronic
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interaction of a non-symmetric mode.66*67 It appears that the extent of coupling 
involved is changed by the inclusion of the singly excited mode in N20  7cr1 
photoionization. This inclusion does not affect the vibronic symmetry of the final 
state cation. However, it does change the position on the potential surface of 
the N20 + system, and therefore the energy separation between the coupling 
states of the system. The results presented in Figure 4.14 verify this result.
4.5. CF4+ [D 2A1, v+ = (1,0,0,0)]
For the next set of results, we move from the study of bending vibrations 
in linear molecules to the stretching modes of the tetrahedral CF4 system. This 
study does not involve photoionization to symmetry forbidden final states, but 
does represent a study of geometry changes in molecular photoionization. In 
this study I present vibrationally resolved fluorescence measurements resulting 
from CF4+ (5  2 photoionization to determine the effect of a predicted shape 
resonance on the totally symmetric vibrational mode over the excitation energy 
range 25 < hv < 50 eV. A low energy shape resonance of t2 symmetry is 
predicted to exist in this ionization channel, but has not been observed 
previously. The vibrational branching ratio shows a pronounced deviation from 
Franck-Condon behavior centered around 27 eV and extending approximately 
15 eV above threshold. These results provide the first experimental evidence of 
the low energy shape resonance in 4a1*1 ionization of CF4.
The valence electron configuration of CF4 can be shown as 
...(4a1)2(3t2)6(1e)4(4t2)6(1t1)6, where the removal of a 4a1 electron results in 
the D 2A1 electronic state132. This photoionization channel has been the focus 
of previous experimental and theoretical investigations68-132*135. A shape
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resonance of t2 symmetry is expected to lie approximately 1.5 eV above the 
D 2A1 ionization threshold (I.P. = 25.1 eV132) and is predicted to depend 
sensitively on the C-F bond length136. Several studies present partial cross- 
section data for the 4a1*1 photoionization channel,133-134 yet none of these 
studies observe this resonance experimentally. This is due to the very low 
kinetic energy of the electron in the near threshold region where the shape 
resonance exists. Previous photoelectron experiments were unable to monitor 
such low energy electrons, and therefore the data acquired begins at 
photoionization energies above the energy of the shape resonance.68 Such 
limitations are not a restriction on investigations using dispersed fluorescence 
measurements. The current vibrationally resolved study compares the near 
threshold region of the ground vibrational versus the symmetric stretching 
modes and confirms the presence of the low energy resonance. Information 
about the range of energy over which this resonance is effective in 
photoionization is also present in the current study.
In this work I again use dispersed fluorescence, now to measure 
photoionization of the ground state CF4 molecule to alternative vibrational levels 
of the CF4+ (D 2A i ) level which decay via fluorescence to the C 2T2 state of the 
ion. This pathway is described by Eq. 4.29 as
CF4 + hv -> CF4+ [ 5 2A1t v+ = (^,0,0,0)] + e*
1
CF4*  [C 2T2, v " = (0,0,0,0)] + hvv+v„ (4.29)
Here v+ and v " represent the vibrational levels of the upper and lower 
electronic states of CF4+, respectively. The tetrahedral geometry of the 
molecule results in four normal vibrational modes. In this study I compare
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fluorescence from the ground vibrational level of the ion v+ = (0,0,0,0) to the 
singly excited totally symmetric mode of the ion v+ = (1,0,0,0) to obtain the 
CF4+ D 2A1, v+ -(o 'o ^ 'o j vibrational branching ratio. As these transitions are 
extremely weak, and observed above a dissociative background,137 this 
experiment was made feasible by advances in CCD technology (i.e., sufficient 
sensitivity to detect the weak fluorescent transitions).
For this study, fluorescence spectra were dispersed using the SPEX 
500 M monochromator. A 2400 g/mm grating was centered at 3550 A  and the 
entrance slit width was set to 500 pm. The LN2 cooled 1340PB CCD used a 
binning of 12 pixels horizontally, and acquired fluorescence spectra with a 
180 sec exposure time. A 70 pm aperture was used in the supersonic 
expansion of the gas. The results reported here were all obtained using a 
chamber pressure of 9X10*4 Torr.
A fluorescence spectrum resulting from CF4+ 5 2A 1 -► C 2T2 transitions 
is shown in Figure 4.15. The feature at 3511 A  is assigned as the D 2A.,, 
v+ = (1,0,0,0) state, in good accordance with previously determined spectra.135 
The high background signal is the result of fluorescence from dissociating 
electronic states, which are characterized by broad continua.137 The 
occurrences of such characteristics complicate the analysis of the desired 
transitions and preclude traditional baseline calculation. For the current 
analysis, the baselines of the regions of interest are determined by interpolation 
of the dissociative background signal. The fluorescence signal is then 
calculated as the area of the peak that appears above the interpolated 
background. Several different approaches to the data analysis were conducted
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and the qualitative results were consistently in agreement with the presented 
analysis.
CF4+ D 2A1 C 2T2 fluorescence spectrum
c




Figure 4.15 CF4+ 5  2A1 C 2T2 fluorescence spectrum. Notice the large
dissociative background which complicates this experiment.
The vibrational branching ratio v+ = (q'q'q'o) f° r CF4+ D 2A-j is shown in 
Figure 4.16 as a function of excitation energy in the range of 25 < hv < 50 eV. 
The pronounced dip in the branching ratio of Figure 4.16 just above the 
ionization threshold of 25.1 eV shows a non-constant relative population of the 
CF4+ D 2A1, v+ = [qrQ o'oj levels. This indicates that a breakdown of the 
Franck-Condon approximation does occur in this system. This can be attributed 
to the presence of a shape resonance in the vicinity of the deviation, and is
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attributed to the t2 shape resonance in this channel. This resonance has been 
predicted, but not previously observed by experiment.132















50 55 604525 30 35 40
Energy (eV)
Figure 4.16 CF4+ D 2A^, v+ = (1,0,0,0) vs. v+ = (0,0,0,0) vibrational branching 
ratio. A shape resonance is predicted to exist near threshold of this 
photoionization channel, and is observed as a deviation in the branching ratio 
this region.
In order to understand the implications of the present results, constant 
ionic state (CIS) data is shown in Figure 4.17. These spectra present the 
vibrationally resolved photoionization cross section for the 
CF4+ 5  2A1t v+ = (1,0,0,0) and (0,0,0,0) transitions, theoretical results of
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Stephens et. al.88, and CF4+ 5 2A1 partial photoionization cross sections of 
Carlson e t  a/.133 In this representation, the variation of the t2 shape resonant 
effects in different vibrational modes and their relative positions to the 
theoretical position of the resonance can be clearly seen. Previous results from 
CF4+ 5 2A1 partial cross-section measurements by Carlson et. a/.133 are also 
shown in order to emphasize the energy region where the t2 resonance occurs. 
Although this data begins less than 3 eV above threshold, the shape resonance 
has receded by this point and is not seen in the PES study. The relative 
agreement of the current data with the angle-resolved data at higher energy 
supports the validity of the current results.
The CIS data in Figure 4.17 shows an enhancement of the 
photoionization cross section in the v+ = (1,0,0,0) vibrational mode. The 
resonant feature (i.e., the partial photoionization cross section near threshold) is 
clearly displayed in both CIS spectra, and the long range effects of the 
differences in presentation are seen in the branching ratio. Earlier MS-Xa 
calculations on the elastic electron scattering and photoionization cross 
sections predict a dramatic sensitivity of the intensity and position of the t2 
resonance to the C-F bond length.68-136 It has also been noted by Stephens et. 
al.68 that these calculations may tend to concentrate the shape resonance in 
too intense and narrow a band near the ionization threshold. This stems from 
the neglect of averaging over the ground vibrational motion, which frequently 
tends to reduce and broaden the effect of the shape resonance. This 
characteristic is verified by comparing the experimental ground and vibrationally 
excited data to the theoretical prediction. The appearance of the shape
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resonance in the v+ = (0,0,0,0) CIS spectrum is substantially weaker than in the 
v+ = (1,0,0,0). In addition, each appearance is substantially weaker than 
predicted. This study underscores the necessity of including vibrational motion 
in the calculation of molecular photoionization cross sections.
C F /  D 2A, -> C 2T
♦ I ♦ v * ♦  /
♦  (1,0,0,0) CIS (current data)
- -  (0.0,0,0) CIS (current data)
x  Partial XS (ARPES)
  Partial XS (Theory)
353025
Energy (eV)
Figure 4.17 Comparison of current CF4+ CIS data with theoretical [Ref 68] and 
experimental [Ref 133] cross section measurements. Notice that the 
fluorescence data clearly displays a shape resonance near threshold, which is 
not seen in the PES data of Carlson et.al.
Another point to be drawn from the current data is the lack of a drastic 
shift in the position of the shape resonance in the stretching mode. The CIS 
data may indicate a small shift of approximately 0.5 eV, but there is no evidence
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to support a 1.5 eV shift indicated in the elastic scattering calculations. Previous 
reports comment that the small CF4 4a.,*1 photoionization cross section may 
amplify the effects of other weak interactions that are not typically taken into 
consideration.68 The current data confirms that the previously undetected 
resonance feature in the 5  2A1 photoionization of CF4 is due to experimental 
limitations rather than the absence of the resonance. This observation 
emphasizes an important advantage of dispersed fluorescence over 
photoelectron spectroscopy in that detection of near-threshold features is not 
limited to the energy resolution of the detection equipment.
4.6.CF4+ Cluster Fluorescence
A final investigation is presented here that, if validated, represents an 
important observation and addition to the field of dispersed fluorescence. A 
fluorescence spectrum of the CF4+ D 2A1 -► C 2T2 transition is displayed in 
Figure 4.18. However, some additional features are present in this data that are 
not observed in the shape resonance study of this final state. It is believed that 
this study may represent the first experimental observation of fluorescence from 
the photoionization of clusters formed during a supersonic expansion of a gas.
The study of clusters and cluster ions is a prospering field of 
investigation today, as clusters represent the bridge between isolated 
(molecular) and bulk (condensed) phase systems. The ability to form clusters is 
well understood, and is actually expected to exist in the current experimental 
arrangement. However, fluorescence from these clusters is not necessarily 
expected. The peaks labeled as clusters in Figure 4.18 were observed to grow 
as the CF4, which is industrially used as a freon, was allowed to expand
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continuously through a 70 urn aperture into the experimental chamber for 
several hours. This may result in gradual refrigeration of the gas jet due to the 
rapid expansion of the freon, as discussed in Section 3.5.1.
Figure 4.18 Possible identification of fluorescence from ionic clusters in CF4. 
These peaks were seen to disappear as the temperature of the gas jet was 
raised, and reappeared as the jet was allowed to cool.
In order to examine this thermally dependent phenomenon more closely, 
the gas jet was warmed with a heating tape to observe whether the increase in 
temperature prevented the appearance of these peaks. The features 
highlighted in Figure 4.18 did begin to disappear as the initial temperature of the 
gas jet was increased. This thermal dependence is characteristic of cluster 
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investigation in only a preliminary one, and much investigation is still needed to 
provide any conclusive evidence.
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5. Conclusions
I have presented vibrationally resolved studies performed via dispersed 
fluorescence spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation that show strong and 
complex couplings between the electronic and nuclear wavefunctions in C 0 2 
3ou*1 and N20  7cr1 photoionization. These studies compare the energy 
dependent rate of production of the v+ = (0,0,0) upper vibronic states with that 
the symmetry forbidden v+ = (0,1,0) state. The Herzberg-Teller theory of 
vibronic coupling has previously been used to explain the appearance of 
forbidden final states, but fails to account for the strong changes in the 
vibrational branching ratio v+ = (orQrQ) f°r C 0 2 3ou'1. This implies that some 
other factor must be influencing the production of the v+ = (0,1,0) upper state, 
such as the continuum photoelectron. This is a result that has not been 
considered previously.
Constant ionic state spectra and vibrational branching ratio data for both 
C 02 3ctu*1 and N20  7cr1 photoionization also support this hypothesis of the 
participation of the continuum photoelectron. The implication of these studies is 
that in order to successfully predict the response of photoionization to non­
linear changes (e.g., bending excitation) in molecular geometry, the continuum 
photoelectron must be included in any vibronic coupling analysis. To emphasize 
that vibronic couplings do indeed occur in these transitions (as opposed to 
alternative production mechanisms of the forbidden state), an additional study 
involving the simultaneous excitation of the v̂  and ^  vibrational modes in N20  
7a'1 photoionization was performed. This investigation shows that the degree of 
vibronic coupling is indeed affected by changing the energy seperation of two
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potential energy surfaces, and provides supporting information that relates how 
vibronic coupling is modulated by simultaneous excitation in totally symmetric 
and non-totally symmetric vibrational modes.
Experimental advances that improve the existing dispersed fluorescence 
apparatus have allowed the current experiments to be conducted. The 
incorporation of a thermal manipulation apparatus for controlling the stagnation 
temperature of the target molecule have allowed the separation of hot-band 
effects from the vibronically induced transitions in these studies. In addition, 
vibrationally resolved photoionization data obtained for CF4+ 4a1*1 
photoionization that confirms the existence of a previously unobserved shape 
resonance was assisted by advances in CCD technology. These studies also 
draw attention to the power of dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy as a probe 
of chemical dynamics.
In summary, the current results advance the systematic investigation of 
the effects of changes in molecular geometry on shape resonant phenomena. 
This work suggests the necessity of the including continuum electron effects as 
well as explicit vibrational contributions (as opposed to vibrational averaging) in 
the calculation of molecular photoionization cross sections. These studies also 
call for further investigations needed to probe the geometry dependence of 
molecular photoionization in other systems. Additionally, experiments that probe 
the state-resolved polarization of these systems may elucidate the origin of 
forbidden photoionization channels arising from non-symmetric changes in 
geometry. The data presented in this study provide useful information to assist 
in evaluating the influence of geometric changes on chemical dynamics. The
162
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collective contribution of this and previous work involving polyatomic 
photoionization should be of general use in determining the spatial extent of 
shape resonances, and the complex interactions between the electron and 
nuclear contributions to molecular photoionization dynamics.
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Appendix I: PGM pre-mirror ranges and calibration
Energy range (eV) Pre-mirror (°) Calibration (Real = )*
< 3 0 77.2 0.07929 + 1.009xE - 0.0006732xE2
2 5 - 5 0 77.5 -0.0144 + 1.013xE - 0.0004663xE2
4 0 - 7 0 78 -0.08076 + 1.018xE - 0.0002022xE2
6 0 - 1 0 0 80 -0.1334 + 1.018xE + 0.0006177xE2
8 0 - 1 1 0 81 -1.252 + 1.062xE + 0.0002989xE2
1 0 0 - 1 3 0 82 -1.024 + 1.048xE + 0.0003872xE2
1 2 0 - 1 5 0 83 -0.8487 + 1.04xE + 0.0003097xE2
1 4 0 - 1 7 0 84 -0.7515 ♦  1 038xE + 0.0001197xE2
1 6 0 - 1 9 0 85 —
1 8 0 - 2 1 0 85.1 —
* E = energy reported by the PGM
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Appendix II: Visual Basic Data Acquisition Code
>-fT-1: ^ *%*.. *£•
R F  FT!
frmPGM
Option Explicit
Const h = 6.62618E-34 'Planck's constant in J*sec 
Const c -  2.997925E+18 'Speed of light in angstroms/sec 
Const j_eV = 1.6020506E-19 'J/eV 
Const NoOfCtrsCounter = 2
'These are the variables input by clicking the Setup command button
Dim PGMInitialAngle As Single
Dim PGMInitialEnergy As Single
Dim PGMFinalEnergy As Single
Dim PGMStepSize As Single
Dim PGMDataPoints As Integer
Dim PGMNormalizationFile As String
Dim NormFile As String
Dim VBRGraphlndex As Integer
Dim CurrentRunName As String
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These are the variables used in conversions
Dim Energy As Single
Dim ValEnergy As Single
Dim ValWavelength As Single
Dim TruncEnergy As Single
Dim EnergyOut As Single
Dim WaveOut As Single
These are variables used in deciphering input from the PGM
'and coordinating output to the PGM
Dim WaitingToSend As Boolean
Dim WaitingToRecieve As Boolean
Dim Comm2Message As String
Dim InCh As String
Dim LastPoint As Boolean
Dim PGMCommandStatus As Boolean
Dim SetUpStatus As Boolean
Dim Temp
These are parameters used with the NI_Daq functions, and their
'applications to this program
Dim CCD As Boolean
Dim Vln1 As Double
Dim VOutl As Double
'This section was used for WS95 Acquisition 
Dim WSApp As New WINX32Lib.Winx32App 
Dim WSDoc As New WINX32Lib.DocFile 
Dim WSSet As New WINX32Lib.ExpSetup 
Dim WSExp As WINX32Lib.EXP_CMD
These are dummy return variables for WinSpec function calls
Dim WSInt As Integer
Dim WSStr As String
Dim WSBool As Boolean
Dim WSLong As Long
Dim WSSing As Single
Dim WSDoub As Double
Dim WSVar As Variant
Dim bRes As Integer 
Dim tmp As Integer
Dim Dummy As String
Dim rTemp As String
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Dim rlnt As Integer 
Dim i, j, n, X As Integer
Dim NewPath As String
Dim CurrentFileRoot As String
Dim Autolnc As String
Dim valAutolnc As Integer
Dim ExportFile As String
Dim CurrentXArray(1400), CurrentYArray(1400)
Dim CurrentPath As String
Dim CurrentFile As String
Dim Currentlnc As Integer
Dim Graphlndex As Integer
Dim ScaleMin, ScaleMax, ScaleRange As Single
Dim GraphX(1400), GraphY(1400)
These variables are used in graphing the normalization file 
Dim NormCount(200) As Long 
Dim CurrentNorm As Long
These variables are used with the Analysis function 
Dim Startl, Stopl, ROM Length As Integer 
Dim Start2, Stop2, ROI2Length As Integer 
Dim StartBG, StopBG, BGLength As Integer 
Dim Currentlndex(1400) As Integer 
Dim CurrentData(1400) As Single
Dim RatioArray(200), ROI1Array(200), ROI2Array(200) As Single
Dim Ratio, RatioMax, RatioMin, RatioScale As Single
Dim AvgBG, ROM, ROI2 As Single
Dim AnalysisEvent As Boolean
Dim ParameterFile As String
Sub Analysis()
Open ExportFile For Input As #10
Debug.Print "ExportFile" & ExportFile & " open for analysis" 
n = 0
Do While Not EOF(10) 
n = n + 1
Input #10, Currentlndex(n), CurrentData(n)
Loop
Close #10
Debug.Print "File found OK!"
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'Analyze the BG region 
Dim SumBG As Single 
SumBG = 0
For n = StartBG To StopBG 
SumBG = SumBG + CurrentData(n) 
Next n
BG Length = StopBG - StartBG + 1 
AvgBG = SumBG / BGLength
'Analyze ROM 
ROM = 0
For n = Startl To Stopl





For n = Start2 To Stop2
ROI2 = ROI2 + CurrentData(n) - AvgBG
Next n
ROI2Array(VBRGraphlndex) = ROI2
Ratio = ROM / ROI2 
If RatioMax < Ratio Then 
RatioMax = Ratio 
End If
If RatioMin > Ratio Then 
RatioMin = Ratio 
End If
RatioArray(VBRGraphlndex) = Ratio
If RatioMax < Ratio Then 
RatioMax = Ratio 
End If
If RatioMin > Ratio Then 
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Debug.Print "Dummy Acquiring" 
End Sub
Sub Acquire()
Dim WSDoc As WINX32Lib.DocFile
Dim WSSetExp As New WINX32Lib.ExpSetup
Debug.Print "Current loop value = " & Currentlnc + 1 
CurrentFileRoot = WSSetExp.GetParam(EXP_DATFILENAME, WSInt) 
Currentlnc = WSSetExp.GetParam(EXP_FILEINCCOUNT, WSInt) 
CurrentFile = CurrentFileRoot + CStr(Currentlnc) + ".spe"





Loop Until WSInt = 1
optCCDOpen .Value = True 
optCCDCIosed = False




optCCDOpen .Value = False 
optCCDCIosed = True





Dim Wavelength As Single
Wavelength = (h * c) / (EnergyOut * j_eV)
Debug.Print Wavelength 
WaveOut = Left(Wavelength, 7)
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End Sub
Sub ConvertW2E()
Energy = (h * c) /  (ValWavelength * j_eV)
Debug.Print "Current energy = "  & Energy
If Energy >100  Then 
TruncEnergy = Left(Energy, 6)
Else
TruncEnergy = Left(Energy, 5)
End If
IblValCurrentEnergy.Caption = TruncEnergy 
End Sub 
Sub Counter()
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, C t r l , RisingEdge, HLGating, TCPulse, PPolarity) 
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, ctr2, RisingEdge, NoGating, TCtoggled, PPolarity) 
tmp = CTR_EvCount(PC_TIO, C t r l , TBaseSourcel, Continuously) 







Dim GraphX, GraphY As Single
RatioScale = RatioMax - RatioMin 
If RatioScale = 0 Then RatioScale = 1
IblMax.Caption = Format(RatioMax, "0.00")
IblMin.Caption = Format(RatioMin, "0.00")
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For i = 1 To VBRGraphlndex
GraphX = ((i -1 )  /  (PGMDataPoints -1 ))  * picVBR.ScaleWidth 









Dim dBuf, rBuf As Integer 
Dim L1, L2, U1, U2 As Integer 
Dim tmpName As String 
Dim Templnt As Long
WSBool = WSDoc.Open(CurrentFile)
WSDoc.GetFrame 1, dBuf
L1 = LBound(dBuf, 1): L2 = LBound(dBuf, 2)
U1 = UBound(dBuf, 1): U2 = UBound(dBuf, 2)
Debug.Print L1, U1, L2, U2
Graphlndex = U1 + 1 
ScaleMax = 0 
ScaleMin = 65535
Temp = WSDoc.GetParam(DM_FILENAME, WSInt)
Debug.Print "DocFile = " & Temp
CurrentPath = Left(Temp, Len(Temp) - Len(CurrentFile))
ExportFile = CurrentPath & CurrentFileRoot & CStr(Currentlnc) & ".pm" 
Debug.Print "Exporting " & ExportFile 
Open ExportFile For Output As #1
Graphlndex = U1 + 1 
ScaleMax = 0 
ScaleMin = 65535 
For i = L1 To U1 
For j = L2 To U2 
Templnt = (dBuf(i, j))
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If Templnt < 0 Then 
Templnt = 32768 + (32768 - Abs(Templnt))
End If 
Print #1, i + 1, Templnt 
CurrentXArray(i + 1) = i + 1 
CurrentYArray(i + 1) = Templnt 
If Templnt > ScaleMax Then 
ScaleMax = Templnt 
Elself Templnt < ScaleMin Then 
ScaleMin = Templnt 
End If
Next j: Next i
Close #1




picVBR.DrawWidth = 1 
ScaleRange = ScaleMax - ScaleMin
For i = 1 To Graphlndex 
GraphX(i) = (CurrentXArray(i) / Graphlndex * picVBR.ScaleWidth) 
GraphY(i) = picVBR.ScaleHeight - (((CurrentYArray(i) - ScaleMin) / 
ScaleRange)4 picVBR.ScaleHeight)
If i > 1 Then picVBR.Line (GraphX(i), GraphY(i))-(GraphX(i - 1), GraphY(i -
1))
Next i
IblMax.Caption = ScaleMax 
IblMin.Caption = ScaleMin
IbiMid.Caption = ScaleMin + ((ScaleMax - ScaleMin) / 2)
Debug.Print CurrentXArray(l), CurrentYArray(l)
Debug.Print GraphX(1), GraphY(1)




Dim MessageVal As String 
Dim SmallVal As String
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Dim Length As Integer
Length = Len(Comm2Message)
MessageVal -  Left(Comm2Message, 2)
Select Case MessageVal
Case "$W"
Temp = Mid(Comm2Message, 3, 1)
If Temp <> 0 Then 
Energy = Mid(Comm2Message, 3, 6)
Else
Energy = Mid(Comm2Message, 4, 5)
End If
IblValCurrentEnergy.Caption = Energy
Debug.Print "The PGM returned an Energy:" & Energy 
Comm2Message =""
Case "$A"
If Length > 1 0  Then
IblValAngleoflncidence.Caption = Mid(Comm2Message, 3, 6) 
Temp = Mid(Comm2Message, 12, 1)
If Temp <> 0 Then
Energy = Mid(Comm2Message, 12, 6)
Else
Energy = Mid(Comm2Message, 13, 5)
End If
IblValCurrentEnergy.Caption = Energy
Debug.Print "The PGM returned both an energy and an angle." 
Debug.Print "Target Angle:" & IblValAngleoflncidence.Caption 
Debug.Print "Energy:" & Energy 
Comm2Message =""
Else
Debug.Print "The PGM returned an Angle of Incidence" 
IblValAngleoflncidence.Caption = Mid(Comm2Message, 3, 6) 
Comm2Message =""
If WaitingToSend = True Then 
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Case "SBC"
Debug.Print "Bad command sent to the PGM"
Comm2Message =""
Case Else
Debug.Print "Unknown response from the P G M :" & Comm2Message 
Comm2Message =""
End Select




tmp = AO_VWrite(AT_MIO, AOChanl, VOutl)
Debug.Print "Sleeping at NextDataPoint"
Sleep (1000)
VOutl = 0
tmp = AO_VWrite(AT_MIO, AOChanl, VOutl)
End Sub
Sub NormGraph()
Dim NormGraphX, NormGraphY As Single 
Dim NormMax, NormMin As Long 
Dim NormScale As Single
NormMax = 0 
NormMin = 2000000000
For i = 1 To VBRGraphlndex
If NormCount(i) > NormMax Then 
NormMax = NormCount(i)
End If
If NormCount(i) < NormMin Then 
NormMin = NormCount(i)
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End If 
Next i
IblNorrnMax.Caption = NormMax 
IblNormMin.Caption = NormMin
NormScale = NormMax - NormMin 
If NormScale = 0 Then NormScale = 1
'IblMax.Caption = Format(RatioMax, "0.00")
'IblMin.Caption = Format(RatioMin, "0.00")
'IblMid.Caption = Format(RatioMin + ((RatioMax - RatioMin) / 2), "0.00")
picNorm. Refresh 
picNorm.DrawWidth = 2
For i = 1 To VBRGraphlndex
NormGraphX = ((i -1 )  / (PGMDataPoints -1 ))  * picNorm.ScaleWidth 







Dim Status As String
Do
Dummy = DoEvents()
Loop Until WaitingToRecieve = False
Sleep (250)
Comm2.0utput = "[tw" & EnergyOut & "]H & vbCr 
Debug.Print "Energy sent"
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tmp = AI_VRead(AT_MIO, AlChanl, Gain, Vln1)
If Vln1 < 2.5 Then 
CCD = False 
Else 




Dim PGMAngleMessage As String
Dim PGMAngleTitle As String
Dim PGM Energy Message As String
Dim PGMEnergyTitle As String
Dim PGMStepMessage As String
Dim PGMStepTitle As String
Dim PGMPointsMessage As String
Dim PGMPointsTitle As String
'Dim PGMNormalizationFileMessage As String
'Dim PGMNormalizationFileTitle As String
Dim CurrentRunNameMessage As String
Dim CurrentRunNameTitle As String
PGMAngleMessage = "Enter the desired Angle of Incidence" 
PGMAngleTitle = "PGM Angle of Incidence"
PGMInitialAngle = lnputBox(PGMAngleMessage, PGMAngleTitle) 
IblValAngleoflncidence.Caption = PGMInitialAngle
PGMEnergyMessage = "Enter the Initial Energy (in eV)" 
PGMEnergyTitle = "PGM Initial Energy"
PGMInitialEnergy = lnputBox(PGMEnergyMessage, PGMEnergyTitle) 
EnergyOut = PGMInitialEnergy 
IblVallnitialEnergy.Caption = PGMInitialEnergy
PGMStepMessage = "Enter the desired energy jump (in eV)" 
PGMStepTitle = "PGM Step Size"
PGMStepSize = lnputBox(PGMStepMessage, PGMStepTitle) 
IblValStepSize.Caption = PGMStepSize
PGMPointsMessage = "Enter the number of Data Points to be acquired" 
PGMPointsTitle *  "PGM Data Points"
PGMDataPoints = lnputBox(PGMPointsMessage, PGMPointsTitle) 
IblValDataPoints.Caption = PGMDataPoints
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CurrentRunNameMessage = "Enter the name of this run"
CurrentRunNameTitle = "Run Name"
CurrentRunName = lnputBox(CurrentRunNameMessage, 
CurrentRunNameTitle)
NormFile = CurrentRunName & "norm.txt"
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_DATFILENAME, CurrentRunName) This sets 
the Base name for the run
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_FILEINCENABLE, 1) This ensures the file 
incrementing is enabled
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_FILEINCCOUNT, 1) This sets the file 
increment to 1
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_SYNC_ASYNC, 1 )' This sets acquisition for 
safe mode (because this CPU is not a dediacted DAQ machine)
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_DELAY_TIME, 0 ) ' Necessary for safe mode... 
a delay between exposures
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_AUTOSAVE, 2 ) ' Sets the files to autosave 
after a run
Temp = WSSet.SetParam(EXP_NEWWINDOW, 0 ) ' Turns off the new window 
for each exposure
Dummy = WSSet.GetParam(EXP_DATFILENAME, WSInt) 'Gets the root name 
for incremental acquisition
Debug.Print "Normalization data will be stored in " & NormFile 
WaitingToSend = True





Debug.Print "Setup disabled: SETUP"
Debug.Print "Moving to Target Angle."
"This section is only to provide a dummy setting 
'optCCDOpen. Enabled = True 
'optCCDCIosed. Enabled = True
"NOTE: The current hardwired values are 16 ev step 0.5 for 29 points 
'IblValCurrentEnergy = "30"
'Open "D:\CAMD Spring 99\051899\051801\051801norm.txt" For Input As #1
'Open "D:\CAMD Spring 99\051899\051801\051801.vbr" For Input As #2
'Line Input #1, Temp
'Debug.Print Temp
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'RatioMin = 1 
'VBRGraphlndex = 29
'For i = 1 To 29
' Input #1, Temp, NormCount(i)
' Input #2, Temp, Temp, Temp, Temp, RatioArray(i), Temp, Temp 
If RatioArray(i) > RatioMax Then 
RatioMax = RatioArray(i)
End If









If Startl <> "" And Stopl <> "" And Start2 <> And Stop2 <> "H And StartBG 
<> "" And StopBG <> Then 
AnalysisEvent = True 
End If
RatioMax = 0 
RatioMin = 1
VBRGraphlndex = 0
optCCDOpen.Enabled = True 
optCCDCIosed. Enabled = True
Dim Countsl As Integer 
Dim Counts2 As Integer 
Dim Overflowl As Integer 
Dim Overflow2 As Integer 
Dim LCountsI As Long 
Dim LCounts2 As Long 
Dim TotalCounts As Long 
Dim X As Single 
Dim Dummy
CCDTimer. Interval = 3000
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cmdSetup.Enabled = False 
cmdStart. Enabled = False 
Debug.Print "Start disabled: START  
Debug.Print "Setup disabled: START
PGMFinalEnergy = PGMInitialEnergy + (PGMStepSize * (PGMDataPoints - 
Debug.Print "The final energy is " & PGMFinalEnergy
X = PGMInitialEnergy
If AnalysisEvent = True Then 
IbllnitEnergy.Caption = PGMInitialEnergy 
IblFinalEnergy.Caption = PGMFinalEnergy 
IblMidEnergy.Caption = PGMInitialEnergy + ((PGMFinalEnergy - 
PGMInitialEnergy) / 2)
End If
For X = PGMInitialEnergy To PGMFinalEnergy Step PGMStepSize
If X = PGMFinalEnergy Then 
LastPoint = True 
End If
VBRGraphlndex = VBRGraphlndex + 1
Counter
EnergyOut = X
Debug.Print "Current energy is " & X
If X <> PGMInitialEnergy Then
Debug.Print "Moving to new energy:" & X 





Loop Until WaitingToRecieve = False
This section was used with the TTL setup required in the 16 bit version of 
WinSpec
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NextDataPoint
Debug.Print "TTL trigger sent"
Comm2.lnBufferCount = 0
Do
Dummy = DoEvents 
Loop Until CCD = True
optCCDOpen. Value = True 
optCCDCIosed -  False
Debug.Print "CCD shutter open, acquisition in progress."
Do
Dummy = DoEvents 
Loop Until CCD = False
Debug.Print "CCD shutter closed, preparing for mext acquisition.” 





If X = PGMInitialEnergy Then
NormFile = CurrentPath & CurrentFileRoot & "norm.txt" 
Open NormFile For Output As #1 
Print #1, "Energy", "PD Counts"
Close #1 
End If




tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, Ctrl, Overflowl, Counts 1) 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, ctr2, Overflow2, Counts2)
Debug.Print "Countsl = " & Counts 1 
Debug.Print "Counts2 = " & Counts2
If Countsl >= 0 Then
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LCountsI = CLng(Counts1)
Else
LCountsI = CLng(Countsl) + 65536 
End If
If Counts2 >= 0 Then 
LCounts2 = CLng(Counts2)
Else
LCounts2 = CLng(Counts2) + 65536 
End If
TotalCounts = LCountsI + LCounts2 * 65535
Debug.Print "PD Counts = "  & TotalCounts;" fo r" & X & " eV."
NormCount(VBRGraphlndex) = TotalCounts
Open NormFile For Append As #1
Print #1, Energy, TotalCounts
Close #1
NormGraph
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, C trl, LowLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, ctr2, LowLogic)
Next X
Debug.Print "Finished." 
cmdStart. Enabled = True 
cmdSetup.Enabled = True 
Debug.Print "Start enabled: Start"
Debug.Print "Setup enabled: Start"
MsgBox ("PGM Scan has finished this run. Normalization data is stored in " 
NormFile)
optCCDOpen.Enabled = False 
optCCDCIosed.Enabled = False
For i = 1 To PGMDataPoints




If Comm2.lnBufferCount Then 
InCh = Comm2.Input
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This sets a <sp> to a visible character, <%>
If InCh = Chr$(32) Then 
InCh = Chr$(37)
End If
Comm2Message = Comm2Message & InCh
If InCh = vbCr Then
Debug.Print "vbCr recieved"
If PGMCommandStatus = True Then 
Screen. MousePointer = 0 
cmdStart. Enabled = True 
cmdSetup.Enabled = True
Debug.Print "Start enabled: PGMCommandStatus - OnComm" 
Debug.Print "Setup enabled: PGMCommandStatus - OnComm" 
PGMCommandStatus -  False 
Elself SetUpStatus = True And WaitingToRecieve = False Then 
Screen. MousePointer = 0 
cmdStart. Enabled = True 
cmdSetup.Enabled -  True
Debug.Print "Start enabled: SetUpStatus - OnComm" 
Debug.Print "Setup enabled: SetUpStatus - OnComm" 
SetUpStatus = False 
cmdStart.SetFocus 
End If
WaitingToRecieve = False 
Debug.Print Comm2Message 






'NOTE: PGM communications are handled through Comm2.
'Set the comm port for Comm2 
'Comm2.CommPort = 2
'Configure the port for 9600 baud, 8 data bits,
'No parity, and 1 stop bit.
'Comm2.Settings = "9600, N ,8,1"
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'Tell the comm to read the buffer one character at a time when called. 
'Comm2.lnputLen = 1
’Ste the On_Comm threshold for 1 character in the 
'recieve buffer.
'Comm2.RThreshold = 1
'Set the handshaking for the comm port 
'In this case, you should not use handshaking 
'Comm2.Handshaking = comNone
'Now, open the comm port 
Comm2.PortOpen = True
'Flush the input buffer 
Comm2.lnBufferCount = 0
'Sends a position query to the PGM 
Comm2.0utput = "[p]" & vbCr 
Debug.Print "Query sent."
LastPoint = False
cmdStart. Enabled = False 






'set the flags and attributes of the
'common dialog control
.Filter = "Parameter Files (*.par)|*.par"
.ShowOpen
If Len(.filename) = 0 Then 
Exit Sub 
End If
ParameterFile = .filename 
End With
Open ParameterFile For Input As #6
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Line Input #6, Startl 
txtStartl .Text = Startl 
Line Input #6, Stopl 
txtStopI .Text = Stopl 
Line Input #6, Start2 
txtStart2.Text = Start2 
Line Input #6, Stop2 
txtStop2.Text = Stop2 
Line Input #6, StartBG 
txtStartBG.Text = StartBG 
Line Input #6, StopBG 
txtStopBG.Text = StopBG 
Close #6
AnalysisEvent = True 
End Sub
Private Sub mnuPGMAngleoflncidence_Click()
Dim PGMCommandAngleMessage As String 
Dim PGMCommandAngleTitle As String 
Dim PGMCommandAngle
PGMCommandAngleMessage -  "Enter the desired Angle of Incidence" 
PGMCommandAngleTitle = "Set PGM Angle of Incidence" 
PGMCommandAngle -  lnputBox(PGMCommandAngleMessage, 
PGMCommandAngleTitle)
Comm2,Output = "[ta" & PGMCommandAngle & "]" & vbCr
WaitingToRecieve = True
Debug.Print "TA sent. W2R = True: Setup"
PGMCommandStatus = True 
Screen. MousePointer =11  




Dim PGMCommandMessage As String 
Dim PGMCommandTitle As String 
Dim PGMCommandSent As String
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Comm2Message =""
PGMCommandMessage = "Enter the command to send to the PGM" 
PGMCommandTitle = "PGM Command Line"
PGMCommandSent = lnputBox(PGMCommandMessage, PGMCommandTitle) 




Comm2.0utput ="[" & PGMCommandSent &"]" & vbCr 
Debug.Print "Sent [" & PGMCommandSent & "]"
PGMCommandStatus = True
Screen. MousePointer =11
cmdStart. Enabled = False
cmdSetup.Enabled = False
Debug.Print "Start disabled: PGMCommand"
Debug.Print "Setup disabled: PGMCommand”
End Sub
Private Sub mnuPGMEnergy_Click()
Dim PGMCommandEnergyMessage As String 
Dim PGMCommandEnergyTitle As String 
Dim PGMCommandEnergySent As String
Comm2Message =""
PGMCommandEnergyMessage = "Enter the Energy to set the PGM (in eV)" 
PGMCommandEnergyTitle = "Set PGM Energy"
EnergyOut = lnputBox(PGMCommandEnergyMessage, 
PGMCommandEnergyTitle)
Comm2.0utput = ”[tw" & EnergyOut & "]" & vbCr 
Debug.Print "Sent [tw" & EnergyOut & "j"
PGMCommandStatus = True 
Screen. MousePointer =11  











'set the flags and attributes of the 
'common dialog control 
.DefaultExt = ".par"
.Filter = "Parameter Files (\par)r.par" 
.ShowSave
If Len(.filename) = 0 Then 
Exit Sub 
End If
ParameterFile = .filename 
Debug.Print dlgCommonDialog.filename 
End With
























Private Sub txtStart1_Change() 
Startl = txtStartl.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStart2_Change() 
Start2 = txtStart2.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStartBG_Change() 
StartBG = txtStartBG.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStop1_Change() 
Stopl = txtStopl.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStop2_Change() 
Stop2 = txtStop2.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStopBG_Change() 
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'Flush the input buffer 
Comml .InBufferCount = 0
'Send the Autobaud character <sp>




'Flush the input buffer 
Comml .InBufferCount = 0
'Send Util Startup intelligent Mode <247>






'Flush the input buffer 
Comml .InBufferCount = 0
Debug.Print "Initializing Controller"
'Send the "WHERE AM I" command <sp>
Comml.Output = " "
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End Sub
Sub MainProgO
'Flush the input buffer 
Comml .InBufferCount = 0
Transfer control fromm the BOOT to MAIN program 
Comml .Output = "02000" & vbNullChar
Debug.Print "BOOT to MAIN sent"
End Sub
Sub Reboot()
'Flush the input buffer 
Comml .InBufferCount = 0
'Send the Set Intelligent Pseudo Command <248>
Comml .Output = Chr$(248)
'Send software reboot if hung <222>




'Flush the input buffer 
Comml.InBufferCount = 0
'Send the software reboot command <222>





ModifyMessage = "Enter the actual wavelength (in Angstroms)"
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Modify Title = "Modify the Current Wavelength" 
CurrentWave$ = lnputBox(ModifyMessage, ModifyTitle) 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWaveS
Open "Settings.txt" For Output As #1 






Debug.Print Grating$ &" selected”
Select Case Grating$
Case 1200
RelWaveS = NewWaveS - CurrentWaveS
Debug.Print RelWaveS
NewWaveOut = RelWaveS * 400
CurrentWaveS = NewWaveS
Debug.Print CurrentWaveS
Comml .Output = "F0," & NewWaveOutS & vbCr
Debug.Print "F0," & NewWaveOutS
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWaveS
txtValDesiredWavelength.Text =""
'Write the current position to a file 
Open "Settings.txt" For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWaveS, GratingS 
Close #1
Case 2400
RelWaveS = NewWaveS - CurrentWaveS
Debug.Print RelWaveS
NewWaveOut = RelWaveS * 800
CurrentWaveS = NewWaveS
Debug.Print CurrentWaveS
Comml .Output = "F0," & NewWaveOutS & vbCr
Debug.Print "F0," & NewWaveOutS
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWaveS
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txtValDesiredWavelength.Text =""
•Write the current position to a file 
Open "Settings.txt" For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWaveS, GratingS 
Close #1
Case 3600
RelWaveS = NewWaveS - CurrentWaveS
Debug.Print RelWaveS
NewWaveOut = RelWaveS * 1200
CurrentWaveS = NewWaveS
Debug.Print CurrentWaveS
Comml.Output = "F0," & NewWaveOutS & vbCr
Debug.Print "F0," & NewWaveOutS
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWaveS
txtValDesiredWavelength.Text = ""
Write the current position to a file 
Open "Settings.txt" For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWaveS, GratingS 
Close #1
Case Else
MsgBox "This isn't working!", vbExclamation, "Monochromator error" 
End Select 
End Sub





If Comml .InBufferCount Then 
ich$ = Comml .Input 
Debug.Print ich$
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Comml .InBufferCount = 0
Select Case ich$
Case "*"
Debug.Print "Autobaud ACK OK"
This determines whether the returned message is 
'to initialize the controller or to set the conditions 
'of the controller 






Debug.Print "BOOT Program ACK OK"
MainProg
Case "F"
Debug.Print "Main Program ACK OK"
Case "="












IblAngl.Caption = Chr$(197) 
lblAng2.Caption = Chr$(197)
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These settings are already configured in the 
'properties of Com m l. They are included as examples 
'of setting them automatically on load.
'Set the comm port for Comml 
'Comml .CommPort = 1
'Configure the port for 9600 baud, 8 data bits,
'No parity, and 1 stop bit.
'Comml.Settings = "9600,N,8,1"
'Tell the comm to read the entire buffer when called. 
'Comml.InputLen = 1
'Ste the On_Comm threshold for 1 character in the 
'recieve buffer.
'Comml.RThreshold = 1
'Set the handshaking for the comm port
'In this case, you should use the RTS/CTS format
'Comml.Handshaking = comRTS
'Now, open the comm port 
Comml.PortOpen = True
'Flush the input buffer 
Comml.InBufferCount = 0
'Set the WhereS positioner
WhereS = "junk"




If SettingsFileS = "" Then 
CurrentWaveS = 3915 
GratingS = 1200
Open "Settings.txt" For Output As #1 
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'Get the current wavelength from a text file.
Open "Settings.txt" For Input As #1 





opt1200. Value = True 
Case 2400
opt2400. Value = True 
Case 3600






menuAxial.Checked = True 
menu Lateral.Checked = False 
Comml .Output = "fO" & vbCr
End Sub
Private Sub menuLateral_Click()
menuLateral.Checked = True 
menuAxial.Checked = False 












SPEXMessage = "Enter the command to send to the SPEX 500M" 
SPEXTitle -  "SPEX Line Command"
SPEXOutS = lnputBox(SPEXMessage, SPEXTitle)
Comml .Output = SPEXOut$ & vbCr 
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'NOTE: The THR1000 uses a stepper with 100 steps/unit
These are for establishing the current configuration of the THR1000
Dim Grating As String
Dim CurrentWave, NewWave As String
Dim LastDir, NewDir As String
Dim ModifyMessage, ModifyTitle As String
Const SettingsFile As String = "D:\THRSettings.txt"
These settings are used to move the monochromator
Dim RelWave As String
Dim NumPulses As Long
Dim CtrList(2) As Integer
Dim TBase As Integer
Const Frequency As Double = 1000
Const Duty As Double = 0.2
Dim Repetitions, Remainder As Integer
Dim Countsl, Overflowl As Integer
Dim TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod As Integer
Dim Iteration As Integer
Dim CancelledCounts As Long
Dim Moving As Boolean
Dim CurrentSteps, TotalSteps As String
Dim Temp, Dummy, tmp
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Sub BackLash()
Debug.Print "Backlash needed!"
If NewDir = "CW" Then 
CtrList(1) = ctrlO 
CtrList(2) = ctr9 
TBase = TBaseSource9 
Elself NewDir = "CCW" Then 
CtrList(1) = ctr7 
CtrList(2) = ctr6 
TBase -  TBaseSource6 
End If
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
'Configures the counters
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), RisingEdge, NoGating, TCtoggled,
N Polarity)
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), FallingEdge, NoGating, TCPulse, 
PPolarity)
'Converts Frequency and Duty Cycle into an output. Frequency is in Hz, and 
Duty Cycle is a
'fractional number (0 < Duty < 1) determining what fraction of the pulse is logical 
high (for PPolarity)
tmp = CTR_Rate(Frequency, Duty, TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod)
tmp = CTR_EvCount(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), TBase, Continuously) 
tmp = CTR_Square(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod) 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
While Countsl < 600
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
Wend
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
Sleep (100)
If LastDir = "CW" Then
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CtrList(1) = ctr10 
CtrList(2) = ctr9 
TBase -  TBaseSource9 
Elself LastDir = "CCW" Then 
CtrList(1) = ctr7 
CtrList(2) = ctr6 
TBase -  TBaseSource6 
End If
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
'Configures the counters
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), RisingEdge, NoGating, TCtoggled,
N Polarity)
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), FallingEdge, NoGating, TCPulse, 
PPolarity)
'Converts Frequency and Duty Cycle into an output. Frequency is in Hz, and 
Duty Cycle is a
'fractional number (0 < Duty < 1) determining what fraction of the pulse is logical 
high (for PPolarity)
tmp = CTR_Rate(Frequency, Duty, TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod)
tmp = CTR_EvCount(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), TBase, Continuously) 
tmp = CTR_Square(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod) 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
While Countsl < 600 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
Wend
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
End Sub
Sub MoveTHR1000()
Debug.Print "Last, New " & LastDir, NewDir 
'Configure the boards
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Iteration = 0
'NOTE: CtrList() is an array defined by the CCW or CW rotation in 
cmdMove_Click()
'Resets the counters
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
'Configures the counters
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), Rising Edge, NoGating, TCtoggled,
N Polarity)
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), FallingEdge, NoGating, TCPulse, 
PPolarity)
'Converts Frequency and Duty Cycle into an output. Frequency is in Hz, and 
Duty Cycle is a
'fractional number (0 < Duty < 1) determining what fraction of the pulse is logical 
high (for PPolarity)
tmp = CTR_Rate(Frequency, Duty, TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod)
'This section breaks the total number of pulses down into parts that are smaller 
than 2E15 pulses
'37000 used because there is a non-zero period of data conversion 
If NumPulses > 32700 Then 
Repetitions = Clnt(NumPulses \ 32700)
Remainder -  Clnt(NumPulses Mod 32700)
Else
Repetitions = 0 
Remainder = NumPulses 
End If
Debug.Print Repetitions, Remainder 
Temp = Repetitions * 32700 + Remainder 
Debug.Print "Reverse Calculation = " & Temp
Moving = True
While Iteration < Repetitions 
tmp = CTR_EvCount(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), TBase, Continuously) 
tmp = CTR_Square(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod) 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
While Countsl < 32700
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tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Counts'!)
DoEvents
Wend
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
Iteration = iteration + 1
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), RisingEdge, NoGating, TCtoggled, 
NPolarity)
tmp = CTR_Config(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), FallingEdge, NoGating, TCPulse, 
PPolarity)
Wend
tmp = CTR_EvCount(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), TBase, Continuously) 
tmp = CTR_Square(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), TBaseOut, HPeriod, LPeriod) 
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Counts'!)
While Countsl < Remainder
tmp = CTR_EvRead(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), Overflowl, Countsl)
DoEvents
Wend
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
Iteration = 0 
Countsl = 0
CurrentWave = NewWave
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Current Wavelength" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWave
If LastDir <> NewDir Then 
BackLash 
Else
LastDir = NewDir 
End If
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWave, Grating, LastDir 
Close #1
cmdModify. Enabled = True 
cmdMove.Enabled = True
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ModifyMessage = "Enter the actual wavelength (in Angstroms)" 
ModifyTitle = "Modify the Current Wavelength"
CurrentWave -  lnputBox(ModifyMessage, ModifyTitle)
If CurrentWave = "" Then 




Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 




cmd Modify. Enabled = False 
cmdMove.Enabled = False 
txtValDesiredWavelength.Enabled = False
Debug.Print "cmdMove dir = " & LastDir
NewWave = txtValDesiredWavelength.Text
If NewWave ="" Then 
tmp = MsgBox("No wavelength entered!", vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, 
"Insufficient Data")
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Current Wavelength" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWave 
cmdModify. Enabled = True 
cmdMove.Enabled = True 
txtValDesiredWavelength.Enabled = True
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Exit Sub 
End If
RelWave = Abs(CurrentWave - NewWave)
Debug.Print "RelWave = " & RelWave
txtValDesiredWavelength.Text =""
If Grating = 2400 Then
NumPulses = RelWave * 100 * 2 
CurrentSteps = CurrentWave * 100 * 2 
Elself Grating = 3600 Then
NumPulses = RelWave * 100 * 3 
CurrentSteps = CurrentWave * 100 * 2 
End If
If CurrentWave > NewWave Then
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Moving to" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = NewWave 
NewDir = "CW" 'Moves to lower wavelength 
CtrList(1) = ctr10 
CtrList(2) = ctr9 
TBase = TBaseSource9 
TotalSteps = CurrentSteps + NumPulses 
Elself CurrentWave < NewWave Then
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Moving to" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = NewWave 
NewDir = "CCW" 'Moves to greater wavelength 
CtrList(1) = ctr7 
CtrList(2) = ctr6 
TBase = TBaseSource6 
TotalSteps = CurrentSteps + NumPulses 
Else
Debug.Print "cmdMove Newdir = " & NewDir 
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Current Wavelength" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWave 
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWave, Grating, LastDir 
Close #1
cmdModify. Enabled = True 
cmdMove.Enabled = True 
txtValDesiredWavelength.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 
End If
Debug.Print "Total steps = "  & TotalSteps
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If TotalSteps < 0 Or TotalSteps > 1500000 Then
tmp = MsgBox("Motion past monochromator limits!", vbExclamation + 
vbOKOnly, "Limit Alert")
IblCurrentWavelength.Caption = "Current Wavelength" 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = CurrentWave 
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWave, Grating, LastDir 
Close #1
cmdModify. Enabled = True 
cmdMove.Enabled = True 
txtValDesiredWavelength.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub 
End If
Debug.Print CurrentWave, Grating, LastDir 




tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(1), HighLogic) 
tmp = CTR_Reset(PC_TIO, CtrList(2), LowLogic)
CancelledCounts = Iteration * 32700 + Countsl 
Debug.Print CancelledCounts
If Grating = 2400 Then 
Temp = 2 
Elself Grating = 3600 Then 
Temp = 3 
End If
Debug.Print "Temp = " & Temp
If Moving = True Then
If CurrentWave > NewWave Then
CurrentWave = CurrentWave - CancelledCounts / (100 * Temp) 
Elself CurrentWave < NewWave Then
CurrentWave = CurrentWave + CancelledCounts / (100 * Temp) 
End If
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Debug.Print "Currentwave = " & CurrentWave 
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
Write #1, CurrentWave, Grating, LastDir 
Close #1







Moving = False 
'NeedBacklash = False
If Temp = "" Then 
Currentwave = 3915 
Grating = 3600 
LastDir = "CCW"
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
Write #1, Currentwave, Grating, LastDir 
Close #1 
End If
'Get the current wavelength from a text file.
Open SettingsFile For Input As #1 





opt2400. Value = True 
Case 3600 
opt3600. Value = True 
End Select
Debug.Print "Last Direction was " & LastDir
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If Grating = 3600 Then 
Currentwave = Left(CurrentWave * 3 / 2, 6) 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = Currentwave 
End If
opt3600 = False 
Grating = 2400 
Debug.Print Grating
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 




If Grating = 2400 Then 
Currentwave = Left(CurrentWave * 2 / 3, 6) 
IblValCurrentWavelength.Caption = Currentwave 
End If
opt2400 = False 
Grating = 3600
Open SettingsFile For Output As #1 
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End Sub
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Appendix III: Visual Basic Cosmic Ray Removal Code
I I  I V I I . - I . - .  I
d [DATA]
-^D A













Dim PicButton As Integer




Dim Tolerence As Single
Dim Appendage, BackupTag As String
Dim NewValue As String
Dim ValNewValue As Single
Dim BackCheck, FileSaveAs As String
Dim i, Spikes As Integer 
Dim Index As Integer
Dim DataMax, SlopeMax, SlopeMin As Single 
Dim Temp As Variant
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Dim Dummy As String
Dim Append, Backup, Overwrite As Boolean 
Dim Snap As Boolean
Dim SetX, SetY As Single 
Dim X, Y As Single
Dim ArrowKey As Integer
Sub Filter()
Spikes = 0
For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) > Tolerence * FileData(i) Then 
Spikes = Spikes + 1 
Picture 1 .DrawWidth = 4






Picture 1 .DrawWidth = 2
IblMax.Caption = DataMax 
IblMin.Caption = 0
This section draws points from a .pm file 
For i = 1 To Index
GraphX(i) = ((i -1 )  / (Index -1 ) )  * Picturel .ScaleWidth 
GraphY(i) = Picturel .ScaleHeight - ((FileData(i) / DataMax) * 
Picturel .ScaleHeight)
'Picturel .PSet (GraphX(i), GraphY(i))
If i > 1 Then
Picturel.Line (GraphX(i -1),  GraphY(i -1  ))-(GraphX(i), GraphY(i)) 
End If 
Next i
'If Snap = True Then 
'Picturel. DrawWidth = 1
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'Picturel .Line (GraphX(SetX), Picturel .ScaleTopHGraphX(SetX), 
Picturel .ScaleHeight)






Open FileSaveAs For Output As #5 
For i = 1 To Index 





If Append = True Then
Temp = Len(GraphFile)
Temp = Temp - 4
ModFile = Left(GraphFile, Temp) & Appendage & Right(GraphFile, 4)
Elself Overwrite = True Then
ModFile = GraphFile
Elself Backup = True Then
Temp = Len(GraphFile)
Temp = Temp - 3
BackupFile = Left(GraphFile, Temp) & BackupTag
BackCheck = Dir(BackupFile)
If BackCheck ="" Then 
Open BackupFile For Output As #4
For i = 1 To Index 
Write #4, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
Next i
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For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) > Tolerence * FileData(i) Then 
FileData(i + 1) = (FileData(i) + FileData(i + 2)) /  2 
End If
Next i
Open ModFile For Output As #2
For i = 1 To Index 
Write #2, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
Next i
Close #2
Erase Filelndex, FileData 
Open ModFile For Input As #3
i = 0
DataMax = 0
Do While Not EOF(3) 
i = i + 1
Input #3, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
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SlopeMin = 0
For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) > SlopeMax Then 
SlopeMax = FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i)
Elself FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) < SlopeMin Then 







If Append = True Then 
Temp = Len(GraphFile)
Temp = Temp - 4
ModFile = Left(GraphFile, Temp) & Appendage & Right(GraphFile, 4) 
Elself Overwrite = True Then 
ModFile = GraphFile 
End If
FileData(SetX) = (FileData(SetX -1 )  + FileData(SetX + 1)) / 2
Debug.Print FileData(SetX -1) ,  FileData(SetX), FileData(SetX + 1)
Open ModFile For Output As #2
For i = 1 To Index 




Open ModFile For Input As #3
i = 0
DataMax = 0 
Do While Not EOF(3)
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i = i + 1
Input #3, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)





SlopeMax = 0 
SlopeMin = 0
For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) > SlopeMax Then 
SlopeMax = FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i)
Elself FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) < SlopeMin Then 





cmdSetVal. Enabled = False 
cmdAverage. Enabled = False 







NewValue = lnputBox("Enter the desired value for this datum", "Manual Set
Point")
If NewValue = "" Then 
Exit Sub
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End If
ValNewValue = Clnt(NewValue)
If Append = True Then 
Temp = Len(GraphFile)
Temp = Temp - 4
ModFile = Left(GraphFile, Temp) & Appendage & Right(GraphFile, 4) 
Elself Overwrite = True Then 
ModFile = GraphFile 
End If
For i = 1 To Index
If i = SetX Then 
FileData(SetX) = ValNewValue 
End If
Next i
Open ModFile For Output As #2
For i = 1 To Index 
Write #2, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
Next i
Close #2
Erase Fileindex, FileData 
Open ModFile For Input As #3
i = 0
DataMax = 0 
Do While Not EOF(3) 
i = i + 1
Input #3, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
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Loop
Close #3
SlopeMax = 0 
SlopeMin = 0
For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) > SlopeMax Then 
SlopeMax = FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i)
Elself FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) < SlopeMin Then 





cmdSetVal.Enabled = False 
cmdAverage. Enabled = False 





Picturel .DrawWidth = 2
Dim SlopeScale, YScale As Single
SlopeScale = SlopeMax - SlopeMin
YScale = Picturel .ScaleHeight / SlopeScale
This section draws points from a .pm file 
For i = 1 To Index
SlopeX(i) = (i / Index) * Picturel .ScaleWidth + 1 
SlopeY(i) = 0.5 * Picturel.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i)) / 
SlopeMax) * 0.5 * Picturel .ScaleHeight * 0.5 
If i > 1 Then
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Filel .Path = Dir1 .Path 
End Sub
Private Sub Drivel_Change()
Dir1 .Path = Drivel .Drive 
End Sub
Private Sub Filel_Click()
GraphFile = Dir1 .Path + T  + Filel .filename 
IblCurrentFile.Caption = Filel .filename 
Open GraphFile For Input As #1
DataMax = 0
i = 0
On Error GoTo InvalidFile 
Do While NotEOF(1) 
i = i + 1
Input #1, Filelndex(i), FileData(i)
If FileData(i) > DataMax Then 
DataMax = FileData(i)
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End If
Loop
Index = i 
Close #1
SlopeMax = 0 
SlopeMin = 0
For i = 1 To Index
If FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) > SlopeMax Then 
SlopeMax = FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i)
Elself FileData(i + 1) - FileData(i) < SlopeMin Then 






If Err = 62 Then 
Close #1
Erase Filelndex, FileData





cmdSetVal. Enabled = False 




'Dir1 .Path = "E:\Scott\Data\Cosmic Ray Analysis"
Dirl.Path = "E:\"
Combol .Text = "\pm"
Combol .Addltem ("*.*")
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Combol .Addltem ("*.txt") 
Combol .Addltem ("\pm")
Append = False 
Appendage = "Mod"
Overwrite = True




Append = True 
Overwrite = False 
Backup = False
mnuAppend.Checked = True 
mnuOverwrite.Checked -  False




Append = False 
Overwrite = False 
Backup = True
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Overwrite = True 
Append = False 
Backup = False
mnuOverwrite.Checked = True 
mnuAppend.Checked -  False
End Sub
Private Sub mnuSaveAs_Click()
FileSaveAs = InputBoxfEnter the file name to save the current screen. The file 
will be saved as a '.pm' file and the path will remain the same.", "Save File As")
FileSaveAs = Dir1 .Path & "V* & FileSaveAs & ".pm"
Dummy = Dir(FileSaveAs)
If Dummy <> "" Then 
Temp = MsgBox("This file already exists! Overwrite?", vbYesNoCancel, "File 
Already Exists")
If Temp = vbNo Then 
mnuSaveAs_Click 
'Exit Sub 
Elself Temp = vbCancel Then 
Exit Sub 







Private Sub Picture 1_DblClick()
If Snap -  False And GraphX(1) <>"" Then 
Snap = True
cmdSetVal.Enabled = True
cmdAverage.Enabled -  True
cmdAccept. Enabled = False
Elself Snap = True And GraphX(1) <> "" Then
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Snap = False
cmdSetVal. Enabled = False 
cmd Average. Enabled -  False 





Picturel .AutoRedraw = False 
End Sub




SetX = SetX + 1 
If SetX > Index Then 
SetX = Index 
End If 
Graph
Picturel. DrawWidth = 1
Picturel.Line (GraphX(SetX), Picturel.ScaleTop)-(GraphX(SetX), 
Picturel .ScaleHeight)
Picturel .Line (Picturel .ScaleLeft, GraphY(SetX))-(Picture1 .ScaleWidth, 
GraphY(SetX))
IblMouseX = SetX 
IbiMouseY = FileData(SetX)
Case vbKey4 
SetX = SetX -1  
If SetX < 1 Then 




Picturel .Line (GraphX(SetX), Picturel.ScaleTopHGraphX(SetX), 
Picturel .ScaleHeight)
Picturel .Line (Picturel .ScaleLeft, GraphY(SetX))-(Picture1 .ScaleWidth, 
GraphY(SetX))
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Picturel .AutoRedraw = True 
End Sub
Private Sub Picture 1_MouseDown(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As 
Single, Y As Single)
'If Button = vbRightButton Then 
' If Snap = False And GraphX(1) <> "" Then 
S n a p -T ru e
cmdSetVal.Enabled = True 
cmdAverage.Enabled = True 
cmdAccept. Enabled = False 
' Elself Snap = True And GraphX(1) <> "" Then 
Snap = False
cmdSetVal.Enabled = False 
cmdAverage.Enabled = False 
cmdAccept. Enabled = True 
Graph 
' End If 
'End If
'If Snap = True Then
' If Button = 1 Then 
Graph
Picturel.DrawWidth = 1
Picturel .Line (X, Picturel .ScaleTop)-(X, Picturel .ScaleHeight) 




Private Sub Picture1_MouseMove(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As 
Single, Y As Single)
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If Snap = False Then
If GraphFile <> "" Then 
IblMouseX = X
'IblMouseX = (X * (Index -1 )  / Picturel .ScaleWidth) + 1




If Snap = True Then
If Button = 1 Then 
Graph
Picturel.DrawWidth = 1
Picturel .Line (X, Picturel .ScaleTop)-(X, Picturel .ScaleHeight) 




Private Sub Picture1_MouseUp(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As 
Single, Y As Single)
If Button = vbLeftButton Then 
If Snap = True Then
SetX = X 
SetY = Y
SetX = SetX * Index / Picturel .ScaleWidth
SetY = (Picturel .ScaleHeight - SetY) * DataMax / Picturel .ScaleHeight 
SetX = Clnt(SetX)
Graph
On Error GoTo NoData 
Picturel .DrawWidth = 1
Picturel .Line (GraphX(SetX), Picturel .ScaleTop)-(GraphX(SetX), 
Picturel .ScaleHeight)
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Picturel.Line (Picturel.ScaleLeft, GraphY(SetX))-(Picture1 .ScaleWidth, 
GraphY(SetX))
IblMouseX = SetX 
IblMouseY = FileOata(SetX)
End If
Elself Button = vbRightButton Then 










Private Sub UpDown1_DownClick() 
txtFilter.Text = txtFilter.Text - 0.1 
Graph
End Sub
Private Sub UpDown1_UpClick() 
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Appendix IV: Visual Basic Data Analysis Code
S  d  [DATA) «  0518011.pm »
0518012pm g
tS D :\ 0518011pm %
•̂ jCAMD Spring 93 0518014 pm §£












- . i 05180117pm 
J *_____________ S  05180118. pm « |
Option Explicit 
Option Base 1
These variables are used with the Listmaker function
Dim RootName, GenName As String
Dim StartRoot, StopRoot, RootStep As Single
Dim GenFile As String
Dim Listlndex As Integer
Dim TempName As String
Dim Temp As String
Dim ListName As String
Dim InitEnergy, EnergyStep, FinalEnergy As Single 
Dim EnergyRange, EnergyLabel As Boolean 
Dim TmpSing As Single
These variables are used with the Analysis function 
Dim Startl, Stopl, ROM Length As integer 
Dim Start2, Stop2, ROI2Length As Integer 
Dim StartBG, StopBG, BGLength As Integer
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Dim i, j, X, n As Integer 
Dim CurrentFileName As String 
Dim CurrentFiie, ExportFile As String 
Dim EnergyList(200), FileList(200)
Dim Currentlndex(1400), CurrentData(1400)
Dim ROI1Array(200), ROI2Array(200), RatioArray(200), ErrorArray(200)
Dim OutputFile, RatioFile As String
Dim ParameterFile As String
Dim AnalysisEvent As Boolean
Dim EnergyCheck, FileCheck As String
Dim Bias, Variance As Single
Dim NormFile As String
Dim TempArray(200), NormArray(200)
Dim SeriesLength As Integer
These variables are used from the file selection
Dim SelectedFile As String
Dim GraphFile, VBRFile As String
Dim Datamax As Single
Dim Filelndex(1400), FileData(1400)
Dim Graphlndex As Integer 
Dim SelectedPath As String
These variables are used for graphing 
Dim GraphX(1400), GraphY(1400)
Dim CurrentXVal(200), CurrentYVal(200)
Dim RatioMin, RatioMax As Single 
Dim RatioScale As Single 
Dim PreviousRatioScale As Single
Dim VBRIndex(200), VBR_Energy(200), VBR_RO11(200), VBR_ROI2(200), 
VBRRatioArray(200), VBErrorArray(200)
Dim VBR_X(200), VBR_Y(200)
Dim VBRLength As Integer
Dim VBRRatioMax, VBRRatioMin, VBRRatioScale
Dim g As Integer
Dim BadLoad As Boolean
Dim AnalysisMin As Single
Dim LastEvent As String
Dim VBRLoadMin As Single
Dim tmp
Sub Analysis()
This routine performs the actual analysis of the program.
'It will open a normalization file so that the proper data will be stored
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'in the output file. It will then open a generated list (from the listmaker 
'function) and calculate areas and ratios for each energy supplied.
'Error analysis is also performed in this section
chkZero.Enabled = True 
AnalysisEvent = True
NormFile = Left(ListName, Len(ListName) - 4) + "norm.txt"
Debug.Print "NormFile = ", NormFile 
Debug.Print "SeriesLength =", SeriesLength 
On Error GoTo NormError 
Open NormFile For Input As #2 
On Error GoTo 0
Line Input #2, Temp
For i = 1 To SeriesLength
Input #2, TempArray(i), NormArray(i)
Debug.Print "PD = ", NormArray(i)
Next i
Close #2
If IstFileSelect.ListCount <> 0 Then
Debug.Print "Labeling"
If EnergyLabel = True Then 
IbllnitEnergy.Caption = InitEnergy 
IblFinalEnergy.Caption = FinalEnergy
IblMidEnergy.Caption = ((FinalEnergy - InitEnergy) / 2) + InitEnergy 






'PicVBR.AutoRedraw = False 
PicVBR. Refresh
Listlndex = IstFileSelect.ListCount
'These lines ensure that a true Min and Max of the ratios will be found because 
'the Max must be greater than zero, and the min will be less than 100 
RatioMin = 100 
RatioMax = 0
For j = 1 To Listlndex
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CurrentFileName = Dir1 .Path + T  + FileList(j)
If j = 1 Then 
GraphFile = CurrentFileName 
ROIGraph 
End If
BGLength = StopBG - StartBG + 1 
Open CurrentFileName For Input As #10
X = 0
Do While NotEOF(10)
X = X + 1
Input #10, Currentlndex(X), CurrentData(X) 
Loop
Close #10




SumBG = 0 
AvgBG = 0
For i = StartBG To StopBG 
SumBG -  SumBG + CurrentData(i) 
Next i
AvgBG = SumBG / BGLength
This calculates the Area of ROI 1
Dim SumROM As Single 
Dim ROM As Single
SumROM = 0
For i = Startl To Stopl
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SumROM = SumROM + CurrentData(i) - AvgBG 
Next i
ROM = SumROM 
ROMArray(j) = ROM
This calculates the Area of ROI 2
Dim SumROI2 As Single 
Dim ROI2 As Single
SumROI2 = 0
For i = Start2 To Stop2 
SumROI2 = SumROI2 + CurrentData(i) - AvgBG 
Next i
ROI2 = SumROI2 
ROI2Array(j) = ROI2
This takes the ratio of ROM to ROI2 
Dim Ratio As Single
Ratio = ROM / ROI2
RatioArrayG) = Ratio
This calculates the statistics
Dim Errorl, Error2, NetError As Single
ROM BG = (Stopl - Startl + 1) * (AvgBG - Bias)
ROI2BG = (Stop2 - Start2 + 1) * (AvgBG - Bias)
Errorl = Sqr(ROI1 + ROI1BG + (Stopl - Startl + 1) * Variance) / ROM 
Error2 = Sqr(ROI2 + ROI2BG + (Stop2 - Start2 + 1) * Variance) / ROI2 
NetError = Sqr(Error1 A 2 + Error2 A 2)
ErrorArray(j) = NetError * Ratio
Debug.Print ErrorArray(j)
If Ratio > RatioMax Then 
RatioMax = Ratio 
End If
If Ratio < RatioMin Then 
RatioMin = Ratio
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End If
CurrentXValfl) = j 
CurrentYVal(j) = Ratio
RatioScale = RatioMax - RatioMin 
If RatioScale <= 0 Then 
RatioScale = 1 
End If
For X = 1 To j 
If X = 1 Then
PreviousRatioScale = 1 
End If
If RatioScale <> PreviousRatioScale Then 
PicVBR.Refresh 
End If
GraphX(X) = (CurrentXVal(X) / Listindex) * PicVBR.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(X) = PicVBR.ScaleHeight - (((CurrentYVal(X) - RatioMin) / 
RatioScale) * PicVBR.ScaleHeight)
PicVBR.PSet (GraphX(X), GraphY(X))







MsgBox "Could not open normalization file"
End Sub
Sub ExtractASCII()
'This routine will extract the X,Y data from a Winspec file. Winspec MUST be 
installed
'previously. This function will not work on multiple acquisitions which have not 
'been seperated (it might extract the first acquisition, but definitely not the later 
'data). The multiple data file must be broken up by Winspec first to work 
properly.
Dim dBuf, rBuf As Integer
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Dim L1, L2, U1, U2 As Integer 
Dim Templnt As Long 
Dim WSBooi As Boolean
Dim WSDoc As New WINX32Lib.DocFile 
WSBooi = WSDoc.Open(CurrentFile)
WSDoc.GetFrame 1, dBuf
L1 = LBound(dBuf, 1): L2 = LBound(dBuf, 2)
U1 = UBound(dBuf, 1): U2 = UBound(dBuf, 2)
i
Debug.Print L1, U1, L2, U2
This code determines the name of the .spe file preserves the name for export 
as
’an ASCII .pm file
ExportFile = Left(CurrentFile, Len(CurrentFile) - 3) & "pm"
Debug.Print "Exporting " & ExportFile 
Open ExportFile For Output As #1
For i = L1 To U1 
For j = L2 To U2 
Templnt = (dBuf(i, j))
If Templnt < 0 Then 
Templnt = 32768 + (32768 - Abs(Templnt))
End If 
Print #1, i + 1, Templnt 





This plots the analyzed data
PicVBR.Refresh 
PicVBR.DrawWidth = 2
This allows rescaling of the data to and from a true minimum to a zero baseline
If chkZero.Value = 1 Then 
AnalysisMin = RatioMin
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RatioMin = 0 
Else
If chkZero.Value = 0 And RatioMin = 0 Then 
RatioMin = AnalysisMin 
End If 
End If
RatioScale = RatioMax - RatioMin
tmp = (RatioScale /  2) + RatioMin 
IblRatioMax.Caption = Format(RatioMax, ”0.000")
IblRatioMid.Caption = Format(tmp, "0.000")
IblRatioMin.Caption = Format(RatioMin, "0.000")
For i = 1 To Listlndex
GraphX(i) = ((CurrentXVal(i) -1 )  / (Listlndex -1 ) )  * PicVBR.ScaleWidth 







This allows a saved branching ratio (.vbr) file to be viewed
This section contains code for backwards compatibility with earlier versions of
this code
On Error GoTo ImproperVBRFile 
Bad Load = False
i = 0
VBRRatioScale = 0 
VBRRatioMax = 0 
VBRRatioMin = 1 
Debug.Print VBRFile
Open VBRFile For Input As #7
Temp = lnput(5, #7)
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Close #7
Open VBRFile For Input As #7 
Line Input #7, Temp 
Debug.Print Temp 
i = 0
Do While Not EOF(7) 
i = i + 1
Input #7, VBRIndex(i), VBR_Energy(i), VBR_ROI1(i), VBR_ROI2(i), 
VBRRatioArray(i), VBErrorArray(i), Temp
If VBRRatioArray(i) > VBRRatioMax Then 
VBRRatioMax = VBRRatioArray(i)








Open VBRFile For Input As #7 
i = 0
Do While Not EOF(7) 
i = i + 1
Input #7, VBRIndex(i), VBR_Energy(i), VBR_ROI1(i), VBR_ROI2(i), 
VBRRatioArray(i), VBErrorArray(i)
If VBRRatioArray(i) > VBRRatioMax Then 
VBRRatioMax = VBRRatioArray(i)





If chkZero. Value = 1 Then 
VBRLoadMin = VBRRatioMin 
VBRRatioMin = 0 
Elself chkZero.Value = 0 And VBRRatioMin = 0 Then 
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Close #7 
Labeling:
IblRatioMax.Caption = Format(VBRRatioMax, "0.000")
IblRatioMid.Caption = Format(VBRRatioMin + ((VBRRatioMax - VBRRatioMin) / 
2), "0 .000")
IblRatioMin.Caption = Format(VBRRatioMin, "0.000")
IbllnitEnergy.Caption = VBR_Energy(1)
IblFinalEnergy.Caption = VBR_Energy(i)
IblMidEnergy.Caption = ((VBR_Energy(i) - VBR_Energy(1)) 12)  + 
VBR_Energy(1)




VBRRatioScale = VBRRatioMax - VBRRatioMin
For i = 1 To VBRLength 
VBR_X(i) = ((VBRIndex(i) - 1) I (VBRLength - 1)) * PicVBR.ScaleWidth 






If Err = 62 Then
If BadLoad = False Then 
BadLoad = True 
Close #7
On Error GoTo ImproperVBRFile 
i = 0
VBRRatioScale = 0 
VBRRatioMax = 0
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VBRRatioMin = 1
Open VBRFile For Input As #7
Do While Not EOF(7) 
i = i + 1
Input #7, VBRIndex(i), VBR_Energy(i), VBR_ROI1(i), VBR_ROI2(i), 
VBRRatioArray(i)
If VBRRatioArray(i) > VBRRatioMax Then 
VBRRatioMax = VBRRatioArray(i)














This section plots the currently selected data file (spectrum) in a window.
'It also contains remarked code for plotting points rather than lines.
This section will also highlight the regions of interest if they have been 
'provided.
On Error GoTo InvalidFile 
Open GraphFile For Input As #1
Datamax = 0 
g = 0
Do While Not EOF(1) 
g = g + 1
Input #1, Filelndex(g), FileData(g)
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Graphlndex = g 
Close #1
On Error GoTo 0
PicROIDisplay.Refresh
If AnalysisEvent = False Then
This section draws points from a .pm file 
For g = 1 To Graphlndex
GraphX(g) = ((g -1 )  / (Graphlndex -1))  * PicROIDisplay.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(g) = PicROI Display.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(g) / Datamax) * 
PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight)
'Picturel .PSet (GraphX(g), GraphY(g))
If g > 1 Then




Elself AnalysisEvent = True Then 'Paints the regions blue 
For g = 1 To Graphlndex
GraphX(g) = ((g -1 )  /  (Graphlndex -1))  * PicROI Display.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(g) = PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(g) / Datamax) * 
PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight)
'PicROIDisplay.PSet (GraphX(g), GraphY(g))
If g > 1 Then





For g = Startl To Stopl
GraphX(g) = ((g -1 )  / (Graphlndex -1))  * PicROIDisplay.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(g) = PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(g) / Datamax) * 
PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight)
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PicROIDisplay.PSet (GraphX(g), GraphY(g)), QBColor(1)
If g > Startl Then 




For g = Start2 To Stop2
GraphX(g) = ((g -1 )  / (Graphlndex -1 ) )  * PicROIDisplay.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(g) = PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(g) / Datamax) * 
PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight)
’PicROIDisplay.PSet (GraphX(g), GraphY(g)), QBColor(1)
If g > Start2 Then 




For g = StartBG To StopBG
GraphX(g) = ((g -1 )  / (Graphlndex -1 ) )  * PicROIDisplay.ScaleWidth 
GraphY(g) = PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight - ((FileData(g) / Datamax) * 
PicROIDisplay.ScaleHeight)
'PicROIDisplay.PSet (GraphX(g), GraphY(g)), QBColor(1)
If g > StartBG Then







If Err = 62 Then 
Close #1
Erase Filelndex, FileData
Temp = MsgBox(”Not a valid ROI file!", vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, 
"Improper File")
Elself Err = 53 Then 
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Sub Series()
'Reads a list generated by the ListMaker function and inputs the data 
'to prepare for a sequential analysis
IstFileSelect.Clear
ListName = SelectedPath + "V + Filel .filename
Open ListName For Input As #1
Line Input #1, EnergyCheck 
Debug.Print EnergyCheck
If EnergyCheck = "No Energy" Then 
EnergyLabel = False 
Debug.Print "Energy not supplied"
On Error GoTo ImproperSeries
i = 0
Do While NotEOF(1)
i = i + 1
Input #1, FileList(i)
Loop
SeriesLength = i 
Close #1
Elself EnergyCheck = "Energy" Then 
EnergyLabel = True 
Debug.Print "Energy Supplied"
On Error GoTo ImproperSeries
i = 0
Do While NotEOF(1) 
i = i + 1




SeriesLength = i 
Close #1
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Else
EnergyLabel = False 
Close #1
Open ListName For Input As #1 
On Error GoTo ImproperSeries
i = 0
Do While NotEOF(1) 





On Error GoTo 0
Listlndex = i
For i = 1 To Listlndex 
IstFileSelect. Add Item (FileList(i))
Next i
GraphFile = Dirl.Path + T  + FileList(1)
ROIGraph
cmdExtractASCII.Enabled = True 
Exit Sub
ImproperSeries:
If Err = 62 Then 
Close #1





This is a determination of which graphing routine to call for a current analysis or 
'a loaded .vbr file for zero baseline plotting
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If LastEvent = "VBRLoad" Then 
LoadVBR 












'Calls the ExtractASCII routine for one particular file. All data should have been 
'extracted in the PGM Scan program, but this is a fall back if needed. This 
function
'is more useful in the cosmic ray removal program
For n = 1 To IstFileSelect.ListCount 
CurrentFile = FileList(n)
Temp = Len(CurrentFile)






'This is the ListMaker function. It will generate a list based on the user input 
'parameters
If txtlnitialEnergy <> "" And txtEnergyStep <> "" Then 
EnergyRange = True
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InitEnergy = CSng(txtlnitial Energy. Text)
EnergyStep = CSng(txtEnergyStep.Text)
Else
EnergyRange = False 
End If
GenFile = Filel.Path + "\" + GenName + cboFileType.Text 
Open GenFile For Output As #1 
If EnergyRange = True Then 
Print #1, "Energy"
For i = StartRoot To StopRoot Step RootStep 
TmpSing = InitEnergy + (i -1 )  * EnergyStep 
TempName = RootName & i & ".pm"
Write #1, TmpSing; TempName 
Next i
Elself EnergyRange = False Then 
Print #1, "No Energy"
For i = StartRoot To StopRoot Step RootStep 
TempName = RootName & i & ".pm"
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End Sub
Private Sub Drive1_Change()
Dir1 .Path = Drivel .Drive 
End Sub
Private Sub File1_Click()
'Determines the necessary action to handle the selected file type 
If Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "PRN" Or Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "pm" Then 
GraphFile = Dir1 .Path + "\" + File 1.filename 
ROI Graph
Elself Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "1st" Or Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "LST" Then 
SelectedPath = Dir1 .Path
Series
Elself Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "vbr" Or Right(File1 .filename, 3) = "VBR" Then 
LastEvent = "VBRLoad"





If GraphFile <> "" Then ROIGraph
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AnalysisEvent = False
Filel.Pattern = "\lst"







'Determines the relative spacings for resizing the form
If frmAnalysis.WindowState <> 1 Then
If frmAnalysis.Width < 11205 Then 
frmAnalysis. Width = 11205 
End If
If frmAnalysis.Height < 8625 Then 
frmAnalysis.Height = 8625 
End If
cmdExtractASCII.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 1065 
cmdEnd.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 1065 
IstFileSelect.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4785 
Drivel .Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4785 
Dir1 .Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4425 
Filel .Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 2985 
Combol .Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 1545
cmdAnalyze.Top = frmAnalysis.Height -1065  
cmdGenList.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 1065 
fraParameters.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4545 
fraListMaker.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4545
IbllnitEnergy.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4785 
IblMidEnergy.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4785 
IblFinalEnergy.Top = frmAnalysis.Height - 4785
PicVBR.Width = frmAnalysis.Width - PicVBR.Left - 225 
PicVBR.Height = IbllnitEnergy.Top - PicVBR.Top -120
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PicROIDisplay.Height = PicVBR.Height 
IbllnitEnergy.Left = PicVBR.Left
IblMidEnergy.Left = PicVBR.Left + 0.5 * PicVBR.Width - 0.5 *
IblMidEnergy. Width
IblFinalEnergy.Left = PicVBR.Left + PicVBR.Width - IblFinalEnergy.Width
fraParameters.Left = PicVBR.Left + 0.5 * PicVBR.Width - fraParameters.Width - 
45
fraListMaker.Left = PicVBR.Left + 0.5 * PicVBR.Width + 45
cmdAnalyze.Left = fraParameters.Left + 0.5 * fraParameters.Width - 0.5 * 
cmdAnalyze.Width
cmdGenList.Left = fraListMaker.Left + 0.5 * fraListMaker.Width - 0.5 * 
cmdGenList. Width
IblRatioMid.Top = PicVBR.Top + 0.5 * PicVBR.Height - 0.5 * IblRatioMin.Height 
IblRatioMin.Top = PicVBR.Top + PicVBR.Height - 0.5 * IblRatioMin.Height 
IblROI.Top = PicROIDisplay.Top - IblROI.Height
If GraphFile <> "" Then ROIGraph
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'Loads a set of saved parameters. In several places, the dlgCommonDialog 
command is
'used. This is the MS Windows .dll file which allows windows based 
components to
'be used in any programming environment.
With dlgCommonDialog 
.InitDir = Filel .Path 
.Filter = "Parameter Files (*.par)|*.par"
.ShowOpen
If Len(.filename) = 0 Then 
Exit Sub 
End If
ParameterFile = .filename 
.filename =""
End With
Open ParameterFile For Input As #6
Line Input #6, Startl 
txtStartl .Text = Startl 
Line Input #6, Stopl 
txtStopl.Text = Stopl 
Line Input #6, Start2 
txtStart2.Text = Start2 
Line Input #6, Stop2 
txtStop2.Text = Stop2 
Line Input #6, StartBG 
txtStartBG.Text = StartBG 
Line Input #6, StopBG 
txtStopBG.Text = StopBG 
Close #6
AnalysisEvent = True 
End Sub
Private Sub mnuP133_3_Click()
'This is a remnant of using a networked drive through a direct cable connection 
(DCC)
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On Error GoTo NotFound:
Drivel .Drive = "\\P133-3\"
Dirl.Path = "\\P133-3\p133-3_e\"
On Error GoTo 0
Exit Sub
NotFound:
If Err.Number = 76 Then 




'Saves the current analysis parameters to be used again.
With dlgCommonDialog 
.InitDir = Filel.Path 
To Do
'set the flags and attributes of the 
'common dialog control 
.DefaultExt = ".par"
.Filter = "Parameter Files (*.par)|\par"
.ShowSave
If Len(.filename) = 0 Then 
Exit Sub 
End If
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Private Sub mnuSaveRatio_Click()
This section exports the current ratio analysis to an ASCII file that may be 




.InitDir = Filel.Path 
.filename = Left(FileList(1), 5)
Temp = Len(FileList(1))
.filename = Left(FileList(1), Temp - 5)
To  Do
'set the flags and attributes of the 
'common dialog control 
.DefaultExt = ".vbr"
.Filter = "Ratio Files (*.vbr)|*.vbr"
.ShowSave









If RatioArray(1) <> 0 Then
Open RatioFile For Output As #6 
Debug.Print RatioFile & " open."
If EnergyLabel = True Then 
Print #6, "lndex_" & Left(FileList(1), 6), "Energy." & Left(FileList(1), 6), 
"ROM." & Left(FileList(1), 6), "ROI2_" & Left(FileList(1), 6), "Ratio." & 
Left(FileList(1), 6), "AbsErr." & Left(FileList(1), 6), "RelErr." & Left(FileList(1), 
6), "PD_" & Left(FileList(1), 6)
For i = 1 To Listlndex
Print #6, i; EnergyList(i); ROMArray(i); ROI2Array(i); RatioArray(i); 
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Debug.Print RatioFile &" closed."
Else
For i = 1 To Listlndex 









If GraphFile <> "" Then ROIGraph 
End Sub
Private Sub PicROIDisplay_MouseMove(Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X 
As Single, Y As Single)
If GraphFile <> "" Then 










Private Sub txtBias_Change() 
Bias = txtBias.Text 
End Sub
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Private Sub txtGenName_Change() 
GenName = txtGenName.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtRootName_Change() 
RootName = txtRootName.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtRootStep_Change() 
RootStep = txtRootStep.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStart1_Change() 
Startl = txtStartl.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStart2_Change() 
Start2 = txtStart2.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStartBG_Change() 
StartBG = txtStartBG.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStartRoot_Change() 
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Stopl = txtstopl .Text
End Sub
Private Sub txtStop2_Change() 
Stop2 = txtStop2.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStopBG_Change() 
StopBG = txtStopBG.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtStopRoot_Change() 
StopRoot = txtStopRoot.Text 
End Sub
Private Sub txtVariance_Change() 
Variance = txtVariance.Text 
End Sub
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